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ShareASale's 2014 Gift Guides: 30
Days of Content Ideas for Merchants
and Affiliates!

Welcome to our 2014 edition of the Gift Guides. As we begin the push into Q4 of the year,
many of you are looking for new content to attract customers to your sites, blogs, social media
accounts, etc. Our goal was to make the Gift Guide categories as diverse as possible to both
showcase our Merchants, but also to give our Affiliates as many options as possible for
content. As we roll on toward the holiday season, we hope that you will find our suggestions
an asset to your own pages and content, or in Gift Guides that you may create yourself.

Included in this book are last year's 2013 Gift Guides for a total of 60 different guides
with content ideas!  Happy Q4!
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
The Kids In Your Life

FreckleBox - earn 10% commission
FreckleBox is one of my personal favorites and has dozens of customizable products such as
lunch boxes, coloring books, journals, puzzles - just about anything you can think of for kids. 
The products are affordable, and kids love seeing their names!!   You can earn 10%
commission promoting their products to your readers.

Join the FreckleBox Affiliate Program by clicking here.

Minted - earn 10% commission
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http://www.frecklebox.com
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=18276&source=GG2014


Minted has an amazing selection of custom art - you can add a child's name, or some of the
products even include collages of photos that you can upload.  Their quality and customer
service is second-to-none so this can be a really special gift for the nephew, niece, grandchild
or kid in your life!   Earn 10% commission on their products.

Join the Minted Affiliate Program by clicking here.

Kids Play Home - earn 9% commission
Kids Play Home sells fun stuff for kid's rooms - the piece below is a really fun wall art piece
and we all know that kids love to put stuff on the walls!   Earn 9% commission in their affiliate
program.  
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http://www.minted.com
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http://www.kidsplayhome.com


Join the Kids Play Home Affiliate Program by clicking here.

Tea Collection - earn 8% commission
Kids may not know it at the time, but they look great in Tea Collection!  Always updating their
styles, Tea Collection is a top pick for clothing gifts for kids this year.  Earn 8% commission
promoting their products.
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http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=54109&source=GG2014
http://www.teacollection.com


Join the Tea Collection Affiliate Program by clicking here.

Happy Kids Productions - earn 25%
commission
Again - kids love personalized stuff and this one is super fun with a musical recording utilizing
your child's name.   Join the Happy Kids Productions  Affiliate Program and earn a big 25%
commission per sale as well.
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http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=26770&source=GG2014
http://www.happykidspersonalized.com


Join the Happy Kids Productions Affiliate Program by clicking here.

Fun Rooms for Kids - earn 10%
commission
This wall-art even comes in a box designed as a "Room Makeover" - a fun project for a kid in
the winter for sure!  Join the Fun Rooms for Kids Affiliate Program and earn 10% commission.
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http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=14821&source=GG2014
http://www.funroomsforkids.com


Join the Fun Rooms for Kids Affiliate Program by clicking here

Green Kid Crafts - earn $20
commission
Subscription gifts are great for Aunts, Uncles and Grandparents as a way to stay in touch with
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a child from afar.  Green Kid Crafts is a great one with DIY Green crafts and great value.  Earn
$20 commission per sale in this Affiliate Program.

Join the Greek Kid Crafts Affiliate Program by clicking here

Kidorable - earn 10% commission
Kidorable has a great selection of kids towels which are adorable!!  (hence, the Kidorable
name!).  Take a look through the selection and if you like the way I've displayed this you can
see how you can make a fun and interactive creative using Merchant's Product Feeds.
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http://www.greenkidcrafts.com
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=40843&source=GG2014
http://www.kidorable.com
http://blog.shareasale.com/2014/06/18/how-i-made-a-fun-interactive-creative-in-4-minutes/
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How I Made A Fun Interactive Creative - in 4
Minutes - ShareASale Blog
Make a gallery creative such as the one above for your readers, with the
products you want to see promoted!
via: blog.shareasale.com

Join the Kidorable Affiliate Program by clicking here.

Little Passports - earn $15 commission
per sale
Little Passports is a great subscription product that teaches the kid in your life about the joys
of the world, and world travel.  Each month, a new destination is revealed and you get to
"stamp your passport" with crafts and games from the varied locations.   Earn $15 per sale
promoting this product in their Affiliate Program.   
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Join the Little Passports Affiliate Program by clicking here

Marbles: The Brain Store - earn 7%
commission
For the kid who is just a little bit older - these are amazing, fun, and educational gifts that can
be fun for adults as well!  Marbles: The Brain Store is offering a 7% commission in their
Affiliate Program.  
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http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=32333&source=GG2014
http://www.marblesthebrainstore.com


Join the Marbles: The Brain Store Affiliate program and begin earning commissions promoting
their products by clicking here
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http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=54478&source=GG2014
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=54478&source=GG2014


#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
Green Thumb

This gift guide is for the Green Thumb, the type of person who finds joy and peace creating
beautiful gardens. Whether it's a few flowers to accent a small deck or a backyard masterpiece
full of colorful flowers, herbs, fruits & vegetables. Check out the variety of items that can
benefit those with a green thumb from different ShareASale Merchants below!

1. Flower Pots

Hanging Railing Planter - Self Watering Balcony
Garden | MyPotsandPlanters.com
We are small team of avid gardeners from New England, eager to spread
the joys and rewards of container gardening. After working in the
gardening industry for over 30 years, we launched MyPotsandPlanters.com
to achieve our goal of becoming the best online store for great deals on
the biggest selection of pots & planters, plus all of the accessories that a
successful container gardener needs.
via: mypotsandplanters.com

Join the MyPotsandPlanters.com Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

2. Raised Beds
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http://shareasale.shareist.com/go2.php?to=http%3A%2F%2Fmypotsandplanters.com%2Fcolorful-self-watering-railing-planter%2F
http://shareasale.shareist.com/go2.php?to=http%3A%2F%2Fmypotsandplanters.com%2Fcolorful-self-watering-railing-planter%2F
http://shareasale.shareist.com/go2.php?to=http%3A%2F%2Fmypotsandplanters.com%2Fcolorful-self-watering-railing-planter%2F
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantid=50710&source=ShareASaleBlog


Composite rot proof Garden Bed 8x8x12
Vegetable or Flower Garden | RaisedBeds.com
We are a small team of avid gardeners and vegetable lovers who believe
that raised garden beds are often the best way to garden. Raised beds
provide more square footage than a regular garden, prevent soil run-off,
eliminate uncomfortable bending and kneeling, extend the gardening
season, and produce less weeds! Raised beds also add a charming and
unique focal point to your landscaping. We launched RaisedBeds.com as a
website that could offer the broadest assortment of raised beds while
committing to low prices and affordable shipping. 
via: raisedbeds.com

Join the RaisedBeds.com Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

3. Fountains

Powys Fountain - Garden Fountains & Outdoor
Decor | Garden-Fountains.com
Celebrating our 18th Year in the Business! Garden-Fountains.com was
originally founded in 1996 as a home & garden specialty manufacturer and
importer. Garden-Fountains.com continues to be an independently run
business that offers product from multiple manufactures as well as
products sourced exclusively for the site. We are happy to provide
knowledgeable and friendly support, available via phone, fax, or email.
via: www.garden-fountains.com

Join the Garden-Fountains.com Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

4. Trees

Buy Green Giant (Thuja) Arborvitae for Sale
Online | Nature Hills Nursery
Nature Hills Nursery, Inc. was originally founded in 2001 as a conifer and
deciduous tree nursery. Nature Hills Nursery started as a local tree nursery
serving a limited geographic area. Our company has evolved and
responded to our customers' demand of quality nursery products. We
continue to improve our on-line capabilities and expand our product
offerings.
via: www.naturehills.com

Join the Nature Hills Nursery Affiliate Program on ShareASale.
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http://shareasale.shareist.com/go2.php?to=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.garden-fountains.com%2Fpowys-fountain%2F
http://shareasale.shareist.com/go2.php?to=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.garden-fountains.com%2Fpowys-fountain%2F
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantid=11661&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://shareasale.shareist.com/go2.php?to=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.naturehills.com%2Farborvitae-green-giant
http://shareasale.shareist.com/go2.php?to=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.naturehills.com%2Farborvitae-green-giant
http://shareasale.shareist.com/go2.php?to=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.naturehills.com%2Farborvitae-green-giant
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantid=4742&source=ShareASaleBlog


5. Gloves

Gray-Blue Claws | Honey Badger Gloves
We are a start-up company in Atlanta GA. Our mission is to apply sensible
technology to gardening gloves, making life in the garden easier. Gloves
are an extension of yourself when you wear them. Recent years have
brought practical technological advancements to just about every industry
including sports. Think of a high-tech baseball glove of today vs. the ones
used in the early 40′s. Or a glove used for oil drilling, golfing, swimming,
food processing… Most industries have made leaps & bounds in the
advancements incorporated in the design & materials used in their hand
wear.
via: www.honeybadgergloves.com

Join the Honey Badger Gloves Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

6. Seeds

Spring Cover Crop Seed Blend | Urban Farmer
Urban Farmer began in 2008 with just 10 seed varieties. An avid gardener,
founder Noah Herron had plenty of left over vegetables that he used to
harvest seed and sell online. The first year he quickly sold all of the seed
due to the demand for non-GMO, organic seeds. Urban Farmer quickly
grew to offer hundreds of varieties of vegetable, herb and flower seeds.
The demand for high quality seed allowed Noah to work part-time on
growing Urban Farmer until 2011 when it became a full time pursuit.
Currently we offer more than 1,000 seed varieties as well as plants, bulbs,
and garden supplies to gardeners and farmers throughout the United
States.
via: www.ufseeds.com

Join the Urban Farmer Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

7. Tools

Gardening Tools: Garden For A Cause Tool Set |
Master Gardening
MasterGardening.com specializes in consumer gardening products perfect
for the lawn & garden. We carry full lines of pots, planters, tools, and
decor items of the highest quality. We do not carry products that you will
have to replace every year, our goal is to help you get your garden reach
it's full potential as quickly and easily as possible.
via: www.mastergardening.com
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http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantid=27767&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://shareasale.shareist.com/go2.php?to=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mastergardening.com%2Fgardening-tools-garden-for-a-cause-tool-set%2F
http://shareasale.shareist.com/go2.php?to=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mastergardening.com%2Fgardening-tools-garden-for-a-cause-tool-set%2F
http://shareasale.shareist.com/go2.php?to=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mastergardening.com%2Fgardening-tools-garden-for-a-cause-tool-set%2F


Join the Master Gardening Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

8. Flowers

Bring Home the Butterflies Seeds | Botanical
Interests
At Botanical Interests our goal is to inspire and educate the gardener in
you. That is why, since 1995 we have been supplying gardeners with the
highest quality seed in the most beautiful and informative seed packets on
the market. Curtis and Judy started Botanical Interests because they
believed that gardeners were not getting the information they needed
from their seed packets. Their desire for more information along with their
passion for spreading gardening wisdom led them to create a unique seed
packet that is not only beautiful, but is also filled with facts, tips, recipes
and quality seed.
via: botanicalinterests.com

Join the Botanical Interests Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

9. Gardening Kits

Ready-To-Grow Kit - Homegrown Vegetables
Without A Garden | EarthBox®
Since 1994, EarthBox®, Inc. has been the pioneer in container gardening
systems. The patented EarthBox® gardening system was developed by
commercial farmers and proven in the lab and on the farm. Our
maintenance-free, award-winning, high-tech growing system controls soil
conditions, eliminates guesswork and more than doubles the yield of a
conventional garden…with less fertilizer, less water and virtually no effort!
via: earthbox.com

Join the EarthBox Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

10. Bird Houses
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http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantid=46254&source=ShareASaleBlog


Colorful Houses Hand Painted Birdfeeder Set |
Gifted Living
At Gifted Living, we offer a wide selection of quality products at a
customer-friendly price point. With over 15,000 home, gift and garden
favorites to choose from, our products are known for their style, flair and
functionality. From the kitchen to the garden, you are sure to find the
perfect gift for your friends, relatives or even your home. We are
continuously innovating and launching new products so be sure to check
back frequently for new products and deals. 
via: giftedliving.com

Join the Gifted Living Affiliate Program on ShareASale.
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
New Homeowner

Moving during the holidays can be a very stressful time.  The holidays can be very stressful in
general, but then you add on all the stress of packing up your belongings and setting up a
new home!  That being said, however, owning a home is also incredibly exciting!  The first
thing a new homeowner wants to do is show off their new place to all their friends!  During
the holidays, giving these new homeowners a housewarming gift is not only an quick way to
ease the stress of a new homeowner, but also give them a little something to spruce up their
new home.

 Tiny Prints Change of Address Cards

The new homeowner is busy thinking about
moving, but often times they forget to let
others know! Giving them these cards will
give them one less thing to worry about! 

One Kings Lane Monogram Doormat

Help the new homeowners welcome their
guests into their new home with a

monogramed doormat!
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Joss & Main Custom Address Plaque

Owning a new home also means a new
address. Create a customized address plaque
to help the new homeowners' guests find the

house.

Deluxe Return of Address Stamp

As mentioned, a new house means a new
address. Give a custom self-inking return
address stamp to the new homeowners.

Balsam Hill Hand Stamped Cards

With the Holidays coming up, what could be a
more perfect gift than a festive wreath?!

Wayfair Wall Key Hook

Who doesn't need a wall hook for keys?
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Acme Tools Tool Kit

Owning a home means that taking care of the
house's integrity is the owner's job. This nifty
little tool kit would be a the perfect place to

start when it comes to tools for those building
fixes!

Fanatics Coasters

If the new homeowners moved to a different
state, break them into the local sports team
with these coasters! Or maybe you want to
remind them to stay true to the sports team
they left behind - either way, these make a

great gift!

The Cabin Place Painted Vases

Add a twist to the typical Mothers' Day gift of
flowers. Give your mother the flowers in a
decorated vase that she can use over and

over again. This is also a craft that kids can
participate with or even make their own to
give to their mother. Dick Blick is your one

stop shop for all crafting needs!

Earth Easy Flowers/Plant

Stuck on what to get? Plants or flowers are
always a good option. They can really spruce

up a room!

The California Wine Club Wine
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Can't decide what to get? Wine is a perfect
fall back gift and no one would complain

about receiving a bottle of wine, or better yet
- a monthly wine subscription!
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
Mountain Man

Every "Mountain Man" (or Woman) needs to have the right gear when going on that annual
outdoor adventure!  If that person in your life is looking forward to receiving any holiday gifts
(or if you are looking for some great Merchants with great products to promote), make sure to
reference this Gift Guide to help you along in the process.  

1:  Mountains Plus Outdoor Gear

Join the MPGear.com program here
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   Featured Product:  GoPro Hero 3+ MPGear loves spending time in the outdoors having fun
adventures, and always wondering what's over that next ridge. With the GoPro Hero3+ Silver
Edition, you can capture these moments on camera in any weather condition to share with
your family and friends!

2: FastTech.com

Join the FastTech.com Affiliate Program here

  Featured
Product:Solar Power  External Power Source Portable Power Bank FastTech is the
techno-centric destination for all your geeky needs and more. For the mountain-man meets
tech aficionado, this Solar Power External Power Source is a great way to make sure all of your
survival gadgets have enough juice to make it through your outdoor adventure! To top it off,
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it’s only $20 with free shipping included!

3: Backwoods.com

Join the Backwoods.com Affiliate Program here

 Featured
Product: Osprey Kestrel 32 Backpack  Stay supported and equipped with Backwoods’ outdoor
backpack from Osprey.  It’s engineered with abundant gear storage and has a torso-length
hook-and-loop adjustment system for a personalized fit to your height.

4: Campbound.com

Join the Campbound.com Affiliate Program here
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  Featured Product:
 Jetboil Hanging Kit Every Mountain Man needs to eat.  Campbound provides the tools
necessary for hearty outdoor meal.  The Jetboil Hanging Kit makes food quickly and with little
space needed.

5: Eastern Mountain Sports

Join the EMS.com Affiliate Program here
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  Featured
Product: Merell Women's Hiking Shoe Who’s to say men are the only ones that love the
outdoors? There are plenty of ‘mountain women’ who also love to be one with nature and
explore the great outdoors. Eastern Mountain Sports offers a huge selection of women’s
outdoor clothing and accessories, so you will find everything you need for the adventurous
women in your life. 

6: VMInnovations

Join the VMInnovations Affiliate Program here
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  Featured
Product: Tahoe Gear Olympic 10 Person Tent VMInnovations specializes in, well, just about
everything; most importantly, a high level of customer service and a wide variety of products
under their roof!  While you’re up in the mountain getting your “hike” on, you might want to
consider segmenting your gear to consolidate space.  They are selling this 10-person tent for
$139.99 with fee shipping included! A great way to house the whole hiking team!

 7: JM Cremp's Adventure Store for Boys
goin the gMCremps.com Affiliate mrogram here
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  Featured Product: 
Camp Travel Board Game JM Cremp’s products encourage strong relationships between you
and your family, making this board game a perfect must-have for any camping trip in the
mountains. This provides for hours of fun while you’re sitting around a campfire or hanging
out in a tent waiting for the rain to pass. Your family will be put to the test with questions on
all 50 states, nature and the outdoors!

8: Moosejaw

Join the Moosejaw.com Affiliate Program here
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 Featured Product: 
Leatherman Crunch Tool No Mountain man can feel whole unless they go in fully equipped. 
MooseJaw, who specializes in outdoor gear, has a Leatherman Crunch Tool that can do just
about anything! Look at this list of tools:

420HC Stainless Steel Sheepsfoot Serrated Knife
Locking Pliers
Wire Cutters
Hard-wire Cutters
Wire Stripper
Small Screwdriver
Medium Screwdriver
Large Screwdriver
Phillips Screwdriver
Wood/Metal File
Bottle Opener
Ruler
Hex Bit Driver In-handle Adjustment Screw Slot
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Use the new Product Discovery Tool to simplify
YOUR gift guide!
We often hear from our Affiliates and Bloggers that the process of … 1. 
Picking a product to promote and 2.  Then getting the link to that product.
… can be time consuming and difficult. So, as a result – we’ve added a
Product Discovery Bookmarklet Tool for you to use to greatly narrow the
…
via: blog.shareasale.com
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
Pranksters

The Prankster loves to play practical jokes on those unsuspecting. They love to get a reaction
whether it be fright, surprise or laughter. The prankster knows no limits when it comes to
loading up on gag gifts for the office or at home. From the decades old whoopee cushion to
new technology such as remote control rats, the prankster cackles with glee as their tricks run
their course. Stock up on your own gifts for your favorite joker from these ShareASale
Merchants.

1. The Ultimate Prank Collection

The Prank Collection | Stupid.com
If you like to always have a good Prank on hand then this Collection will
be your go-to. It's filled with 4 classic Pranks that are sure to get everyone
talking and laughing. You'll find Pranks like the Nail Through the Finger,
Fish Candy, Fake Dog Poo, Fake Blood, Fart Spray, and so much more.
We've got you covered, all you gotta do is open the box!
via: www.stupid.com

Join the Stupid.com Affiliate Program on ShareASale

2. No-Tear Toilet Paper
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No Tear Toilet Paper | FunSlurp
FunSlurp.com offers awesome Unique Products, Gag Gifts, and Pranks.
Our products are so rare and fun that our sale rate is incredible! We pride
ourselves on our commitment to top notch customer service! Our greatest
priority is your satisfaction. We guarantee quick and friendly replies to all
inquiries. Our entire team is familiar with all of our wacky products and will
be able to provide a knowledgeable response to your questions.
via: www.funslurp.com

Join the FunSlurp Affiliate Program on ShareASale

3. Whoopie Cushion

Brain Fart Whoopie Cushion | Off The Wall Toys
OFF THE WALL TOYS, offers a unique selection of gift ideas ranging from:
Novelty Toys, Action Figures, Educational and Learning Toys, Practical
Joke Gifts, and collectibles for kids and adults of all ages! We focus on
offering great prices, fast service, and a great selection! 
via: www.offthewalltoys.com

Join the Off The Wall Toys Affiliate Program on ShareASale

4. Exploding Golf Ball

Exploding Golf Ball | PrankPlace.com
Shop our unique collection of outrageous pranks, funny t-shirts, practical
jokes, and gag gifts. We are proud to offer the web's largest collection of
funny novelties, gag gifts, and pranks. We are the web's leading retailer of
FUN!
via: www.prankplace.com

Join the PrankPlace Affiliate Program on ShareASale

5. Prank Notices
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Prank eviction notices | NoveltiesWholesale.com
Noveltieswholesale.com is a family owned and operated business. We sell
only the Hottest Novelties and General Merchandise in the USA and
around the World. We are not fancy, we keep it very simple, so you can
shop with ease. The more you buy, the more you save. We are a
wholesale business but allow you to buy sample or single units on specific
items.
via: www.noveltieswholesale.com

Join the Noveltieswholesale Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
Yoga Masters

More and more people are getting excited about yoga each year!  Yoga gear and accessories
can make a great gift for someone who already loves yoga or someone who is fitness
enthusiast.
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
Stocking Stuffers

Stocking Stuffers are always great gift ideas that come in small packages and can be perfect
for anyone in your family, sometimes even your pet! Our guide will help you pick out some
quality goods that will make your loved ones smile this holiday.

1. Poems by Cats Book

I Could Pee on This and Other Poems by Cats |
ModCloth.com
ModCloth.com is a top online retailer of remarkable clothing, accessories,
and decor from indie designers around the world. We’ve grown from our
humble beginnings in a college dorm room to "America's Fastest-Growing
Retailer", and secured a significant spot in the fashion industry.
via: www.modcloth.com

Join the Modcloth Affiliate Program on ShareASale

2. Stamps & Stamping
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BUILD A SNOWMAN Clear Stamps | Simon Says
STAMP!
In business since 2002, Simon Says Stamp is striving to offer you the best
online selection of Rubber Stamp, Altered Art, Scrapbooking, Artist Trading
Card, Card Making and Paper Crafting products in the world. We stock
over 100,000 items in our warehouse so that we can offer you quick
service and one stop shopping at a great price!
via: www.simonsaysstamp.com

Join the Simon Says Stamp Affiliate Program on ShareASale

3. Wholesale Beads and Jewelry Supplies

Wholesale Beads and Jewelry Making Supplies |
Fire Mountain Gems and Beads
Fire Mountain Gems and Beads is the largest online distributor of beads
and jewelry-making supplies. Celebrating 40 years of friendly service!
Since 1973, we’ve built long-standing relationships with designer-artists,
suppliers and hobbyists alike by providing the largest assortment of
jewelry-making supplies, thousands of free designs and hundreds of
articles, tutorials and videos.
via: www.firemountaingems.com

Join the Fire Mountain Gems and Beads Affiliate Program on ShareASale

4. Socks for all Occasions

Trendy, Fashionable Socks | Renfro Socks
Renfro Hosiery Mills was founded in 1921 with 25 employees. Today,
Renfro employs more than 5,000 people with operations worldwide. We
have the ability to identify, market, and manufacture products dedicated
to the latest in emerging trends, fashions, and characteristics that
consumers desire. So while our expertise in sock manufacturing made us
successful, it took integrity and innovation to make us the industry leader.
We use ongoing research to better understand the needs of our customers
and retail partners. Some of this research has given way to redesigned
packaging that better informs consumers and makes our products more
appealing.
via: www.renfrosocks.com

Join the Renfro Socks Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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5. Lump of Coal

Lump Of Coal in Christmas Pouch | Totally
Costumes
We have a dynamic team that works together here at Totally Costumes to
make sure you receive your order as quickly as possible. Our mission is to
offer you the largest selection of quality costumes possible at the most
competitive prices both online and offline. Our friendly customer care team
is dedicated to providing you with diligent service while our shipping
facilities work efficiently in shipping your order out as quickly as possible.
Our attention to detail is unsurpassed and everyone at Totally Costumes
genuinely cares that you have a shopping experience that exceeds your
expectations. 
via: www.totallycostumes.com

Join the Totally Costumes Affiliate Program on ShareASale

6. Lauren Hutton Classic Makeup

Face Disc Classic | Lauren Hutton Makeup
Welcome to LaurenHutton.com, a unique makeup brand founded by the
original Supermodel and celebrity herself, Lauren Hutton. Lauren Hutton
offers a line of ideal beauty products for women 40+. Lauren Hutton face
makeup kits, makeup that doesn't make you look made up.
via: www.laurenhutton.com

Join the Lauren Hutton Affiliate Program on ShareASale

7. Holiday Candy

Hershey's Kisses Candy Cane Chocolates | Candy
Crate
Serving the online community for over a dozen years, Candy Crate ships
Nostalgic Candy and Retro Candy Gift Baskets all over the world, direct
from our Giant Candy Warehouse. Take a trip on down memory lane with
our unique line of products that come direct from manufactures, some of
which have been selling sweets since the 1800’s. Our retro candy decade
boxes were recently featured on The Today Show! Our more popular
customers include NBC, Pepsi, Ralph Lauren, Disney, Warner Bros, Apple,
Century 21, Coca Cola, Target, Oprah, Universal Studios, Amazon,
Microsoft and over a dozen Las Vegas Casinos. Our brick & mortar stores
have been serving our community since 1991.
via: www.candycrate.com
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Join the Candy Crate Affiliate Program on ShareASale

8. Kids Mittens

Peppercorn Kids Knit Mittens | Tea Collection
Tea Collection brings worldwide cultures and modern design to children’s
fashion. Each season, our designers travel to a new destination around the
globe. Our distinctive fashion collections are inspired by the beauty we
discover in our travels. From the art of the traditional Korean patchwork to
the graphic boldness of Brazilian street graffiti, we interpret our
discoveries into original, modern and consummately wearable children’s
clothing for ages 0-12.
via: www.teacollection.com

Join the Tea Collection Affiliate Program on ShareASale

9. Boys Knit Hats

Pumpkin Aviator Hats | Peppercorn Kids
Based in Los Angeles, California, we offer unique children clothing
accessories and gifts available for purchase directly through this website,
our affiliated online partners and high-end boutiques in the USA and
worldwide. Peppercorn Kids would be unimaginable without the children
we love, the people who support us and our loyal customers. We are
constantly seeking to be better, make a difference and contribute back to
our community.
via: www.peppercornkids.com

Join the Peppercorn Kids Affiliate Program on ShareASale

10. Stylish Mix and Match Watches

Custom, Mix-and-Match Watches | Modify
Watches
Modify Watches are super-cool, modular watches. You can mix-and-match
faces and straps to create the Mod that tells your story, whether (quiet) or
LOUD. We sell watches where you can switch out and interchange pieces
to match your outfit. 
via: modifywatches.com

Join the Modify Watches Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
College Student

The College Student, usually comes home for break during the holidays, is always asking for
something crazy on their gift list. Textbooks, dorm gear, new clothes, electronics, all kinds of
things a broke college student might need gifted to them as they head back to campus ready
for the new semester.

1. Noise Cancelling Earbuds

Tangle Free, Noise-Canceling Earbuds, With Mic |
Zipbuds
Zipbuds® manufactures never tangle zipper earbuds, headphones, and
accessories. Our world famous patented zipper earbuds has received
universal acclaim and is a top seller everywhere it's sold.
via: zipbuds.com

Join the Zipbuds Affiliate Program on ShareASale

2. Textbook Rental
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Rent Marketing Express | CampusBookRentals
CampusBookRentals was born out of the acute pain our CEO was
experiencing as a student, and knows all too well what it feels like to pay
for over-priced textbooks. That experience is what led him to the idea of
renting textbooks, and since then we've rented over 1 million textbooks,
and served students on just about every campus in the nation. As a
company, we're hyper-focused on continually delivering value to students.
For example, take the launch of our recent RentBack program. Another
major pain point for students is Textbook Buybacks. Everyone has had the
unfortunate experiencing of buying a book for $200, and finding out it can
only be sold for $30 (just 3 months later!). RentBack allows to students to
retain ownership of their books, send them to us, and we rent them out to
other students and send them the money. And we repeat the process
every semester until the book is no longer in demand. Why is that cool?
Because on average, students make 2-4x as much money on their books
when compared to selling them back.
via: www.campusbookrentals.com

Join the CampusBookRentals Affiliate Program on ShareASale

3. Vintage 80s Tees

Retro Shirts and More! | 80sTees
80sTees.com is the leading online retailer of licensed t-shirts. We
specialize in retro movie, music, tv show, video game, comic book, and
cartoon t-shirts. We offer a wide variety of shirts available exclusively at
80sTees.com.
via: www.80stees.com

Join the 80sTees Affiliate Program on ShareASale

4. The HoodiePillow
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Pillowcase and Hooded Travel Pillow |
HoodiePillow® 
Our inflatable travel neck pillow and pillowcase with hoods are unique
promotional items and the perfect gifts for everyone on your list. Crafted
from premium sweatshirt material, the HoodiePillow® hooded pillowcase
and Travel HoodiePillow® inflatable pillow include two drawstrings to
adjust to your head size and level of hooded comfort. Perfect as college
dorm bedding, a travel accessory, an airline pillow, a car neck pillow, or
simply to relax at home with.
via: www.hoodiepillow.com

Join the HoodiePillow Affiliate Program on ShareASale

5. Dorm Bedding

Stylish College Bedding Supplies that Fit |
DormSmart
DormSmart.com, L.L.C. is an independent specialty retailer formed in 2009
by parents and students with one mission in mind, to create a marketplace
where students and parents can shop independently and easily locate
smart dorm room essentials and decor that will turn a student’s college
living space into their home away from home; a stylish and functional
dorm room or apartment that expresses their individuality, is conducive to
living and learning, and compliant with school housing policies.
via: www.dormsmart.com

Join the DormSmart Affiliate Program on ShareASale

6. Canvas Wall Art

Canvas Prints - Photos to Canvas Prints | Easy
Canvas Prints
Turn your photos to canvas with Easy Canvas Printsâ„¢. Our photos on
canvas are great for decorating your home or office, and perfect as photo
gifts! With our easy to use canvas prints designer, you can turn your very
own image into a stunning work of art on canvas! Our canvas prints are
printed and stretched in-house by our canvas professionals, and come
ready to hang or display with a classic semi-gloss finish. Just choose your
canvas size and wrap thickness, upload your pictures or art, and choose
your border for a personalized canvas print of your own. We can't wait for
you to see the quality of our canvas pictures!
via: www.easycanvasprints.com
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Join the Easy Canvas Prints Affiliate Program on ShareASale

7. High School and College Team Apparel

Custom High School Apparel, College Fan Gear,
Pro Sports clothing, and merchandise | Prep
Sportswear
Prep Sportswear is a leading online retailer for the High School, College,
Pro Sports, Vintage Teams, Golf Courses, Greek, Military, Destination,
Adventure, Government and Team sportswear. With over a million online
stores, Prep Sportswear has customized fan gear for everyone. 
via: www.prepsportswear.com

Join the Prep Sportswear Affiliate Program on ShareASale

7. Ramen!

Nissin Chicken Flavored Ramen Noodles |
AsianFoodGrocer.com
AsianFoodGrocer.com's parent company has been in business since 1965
as a wholesaler, specializing in Asian food products and has a long,
established history of customer satisfaction with competitive prices,
quality, and customer service. We strive to excel in customer service.
Products are purchased in Asia and the Orient but our offices are located
in northern, central and southern California, with strategically placed
warehouses to help ensure product freshness.
via: www.asianfoodgrocer.com

Join the AsianFoodGrocer.com Affiliate Program on ShareASale

8. Phone Charging Clock Radio
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Universal Bluetooth Clock Radio with Charging |
Wayfair Supply
Wayfair offers a zillion things home. With one of the world's largest online
selections of furniture, home furnishings, décor and goods, including more
than seven million products from over 7,000 suppliers, Wayfair helps
people find the perfect product at the right price. Our extensive selection
and superior customer service coupled with the convenience of online
shopping, make it easier than ever before to find exactly what you want
for your home at a price you can afford
via: www.wayfairsupply.com

Join the Wayfair Supply Affiliate Program on ShareASale

9. Custom Cornhole Boards

Custom Cornhole Boards, Bags and Other
Outdoor Games And Accessories | Victory
Tailgate
Founded in 2008, Victory Tailgate is the largest manufacturer of custom
cornhole games in the United States. Victory Tailgate prides itself in its
products having the highest standards of quality and durability, along with
unlimited graphic design and customization capabilities. All Victory Tailgate
cornhole boards and bags are 100% designed, manufactured, and shipped
from our Orlando, Florida facility. Victory Tailgate is proud to be licensed
partners with over 400 colleges, major professional sports leagues, and
numerous iconic brands 
via: www.victorytailgate.com

Join the Victory Tailgate Affiliate Program on ShareASale

10. Messenger Bags
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Shop Leather Satchel | Saddleback Leather Co.
Saddleback is a leather crafting workshop that specializes in designing and
producing high quality handmade leather bags and accessories. Our
commitment to designing the toughest, longest-lasting fashionable leather
goods has resulted in a large customer following and high conversion
rates. We currently have 30,000 organic likes on Facebook and growing!
We carry a wide variety of leather designs including briefcases, messenger
bags, purses, backpacks, satchels, iPad cases, iPhone cases, belts,
suitcases, wallets, and more with many more to come! All of our leather
goods come with a 100 year warranty.
via: www.saddlebackleather.com

Join the Saddleback Leather Company Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
Edible Gifts

If ever in doubt, edible gifts are the route to go!  Everyone loves to receive a gift they can eat
- whether it be a large gift basket full of chocolates and fancy cheese, a box of fruit from the
west coast or crab from Maryland. ShareASale's Merchants have all sorts of choices for edible
gifts to give!

1. Maryland Crab Cakes

Premium Maryland Crab Cakes | The Crab Place 
The Crab Place is dedicated to delivering the freshest, award-winning
Maryland seafood from our docks to our customer's door. We can deliver
everything you need for a delicious seafood feast including blue crabs,
lobsters, lobster tails, king crab legs, snow crab legs, crab cakes, crab
meat, soft shell crabs, gulf shrimp, fresh fish, crawfish, sea scallops,
oysters, clams, soups, sauces, seasonings, cookbooks, breaded seafood,
gourmet seafood, gift cards and gift certificates are also available.
via: www.crabplace.com

Join The Crab Place Affiliate Program on ShareASale

2. Fresh Oregon Fruit
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Bartlett Pears | The Fruit Company
Send the gift of fruit – a box of healthy, fabulously delicious Bartlett Pears
from The Fruit Company. The perfect sweet and juicy green pear. At the
Fruit Company, we hand-pack your gift the same day your order ships —
at our orchards in Hood River, Oregon. We take a lot of pride in what we
do, and we know they’ll love the experience of receiving your gift
via: www.thefruitcompany.com

Join The Fruit Company Affiliate Program on ShareASale

3. Parisian Four Course Dinner

Parisian 4 Course Birthday Dinner |
GourmetStation
In 2000 GourmetStation began delivering 3 & 4 course dinner gifts
nationally to busy consumers seeking a unique gourmet food gift for
birthdays, anniversaries, and other special occasions. In January 2002
GourmetStation launched their business-to-business program providing
upscale dinner gifts and gift certificates to corporations for client gifting,
employee rewards, promotions & incentives. Beginning in 2005 the
company expanded their menu to include gourmet soups, Certified Angus
Steak dinners, dessert gifts and Sparkling Seafood dinners. 
via: www.gourmetstation.com

Join the GourmetStation Affiliate Program on ShareASale

4. Wisconsin String Cheese and Cheese Curds

Snack and Go String Cheese and Cheese Curds
Gift Pack | WisconsinMade
Wisconsinmade.com is an e-commerce gourmet food and gift store that
was started in 1999. The website showcases unique, high quality products
from artisans and small businesses around the state of Wisconsin that can
be shipped nationwide. We have steady orders throughout the year for
birthday, anniversary, thank you, specialty products and gourmet foods.
Our sales climb significantly during seasonal gift giving from October to
January, along with Valentine's Day, Easter, Mother's Day and Father's
Day. 
via: www.wisconsinmade.com

Join the WisconsinMade Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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5. Morel Mushrooms

Morel Mushrooms | OliveNation
OliveNation has only what we feel will satisfy both your taste buds and
your budget. Even people on restricted diets should be able to experience
great food - everyday! Not only that, you get immediate shipping! We
know that once you order, you want your food quickly! So, when you
order before noon, we'll ship it that very same day! (we are a little behind
on Mondays) We know you want only the best for your family... and that's
probably why you're visiting us here at OliveNation. You can count on our
fanatical service, highest quality pantry items, a lower cost and a great
shopping experience. We believe once you try us, you'll want to come
back again & again. 
via: www.olivenation.com

Join the OliveNation Affiliate Program on ShareASale

6. Gourmet Chocolates

Best Selling Chocolates and Chocolate Treats |
Asher's Chocolates
At Asher’s Chocolates, we understand that one of life’s sweetest pleasures
is a simple box of chocolates. A family-owned-and-operated business,
we’ve been making our fine chocolates and other classic confections for
over four generations. Asher’s Chocolates offers an award-winning
selection of chocolates and other sweets—from assorted pralines to our
Chocolate-Smothered Pretzels and creamy fudge. We also have one of the
largest (and most delicious) lines of sugar-free chocolates in the country.
via: www.ashers.com

Join the Asher's Chocolates Affiliate Program on ShareASale

7. Authentic New York Bagels

NY Bagels Online | Best New York Bagel
We sell unique and authentic New York food products that just aren't the
same & that people cannot imitate anywhere else in the country. New
York bagels shipped overnight and delivered to your Door! Fresh Bagels,
Mini Bagels, Flagels, Bialys, Cookies & Desserts! Order the best bagels in
NY today!
via: www.bestnybagel.com
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Join the Best New York Bagel Affiliate Program on ShareASale

8. Russian Sturgeon Caviar

Oscietra Royal (Russian Sturgeon Caviar) by
Calvisius | CyberCucina
Since 1997 CyberCucina.com has offered a wide range of niche gourmet
foods and beverages from the United States, Italy, France, and Spain.
Some of our most popular items are: Tassimo Coffee, Gourmet Coffee,
Balsamic Vinegars, Olive Oils, Teas, Gift Baskets, Gourmet Packs, Gourmet
Olives, Pastas, Sea Salt, and Fragrance & Beauty items. 
via: www.cybercucina.com

Join the CyberCucina Affiliate Program on ShareASale

9. Coffee Cake

Traditional Coffee Cake | CoffeeCakes.com 
Originally formed as an Internet coffee shop in 1995 (the first of its kind in
Denver), Founder and President Sherry Comes recognized the potential for
selling the delicious coffee cakes we had previously only offered through
our brick-and-mortar store, and took the company in a new direction by
marketing exclusively online. CoffeeCakes.com’s ever-expanding line
includes coffeecakes, whiskey and rum cakes, tea and coffee accessories,
travel mugs and other unique, fun and exciting products. We distinguish
ourselves from other Internet retailers by way of our commitment to
providing superior customer service. The sense of ownership within the
company resulting from this philosophy helps create and foster a better
customer service experience for both customer and employee, We've
consistently received a “Five Star Top Service Rating” from our customers
every year since 1995 for excellence in both quality and customer service.
via: www.coffeecakes.com

Join the CoffeeCakes.com Affiliate Program on ShareASale

10. Organic Trail Mix
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Trail Mix - Farm Fresh Organic Products | Braga
Organic Farms
Braga Organic Farms started from our love for pistachios and organic food
in general. We have raised our sons here and now want to share this
beautiful ranch (and its pistachios!) with you. We truly believe that
everybody should purchase organic food directly from the farmer. There is
no better or fresher way to eat!
via: www.buyorganicnuts.com

Join the Braga Organic Farms Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
Favorite Teachers

For some people, one of the most influential people in their lives will be one of our teachers.
This season, why not show them how much they have meant to you with a gift!  Show them
how much of an ispiration they have been, helping you follow dreams, pushing you to see the
bigger picture and guiding you along the way. These selected Merchants and their products
can help set the tone for what you may be looking for.

1. Luxury Fountain Pen

Cambridge Style Fountain Pen | Pen Gifts |
Arttowngifts.com
Arttowngifts.com offers a line of over 3000 outstanding products providing
an opportunity for year round daily sales. Our average ticket hovers
around $100 with corporate orders exceeding thousands. Sales climb
significantly during holidays while every day occasions keep daily sales
high. Visitors can choose from Gift Baskets, Personalized Gifts, Wood
Signs, Gold Dipped Roses and Home Décor. Same Day Shipping applies to
many product lines with Same Day Delivery available for Wine Baskets,
Fruit and Gourmet Baskets, Balloons and Flowers
via: www.arttowngifts.com

Join the ArtTownGifts Affiliate Program on ShareASale

2. Personalized Ceramic Mugs
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Custom Ceramic Teacher Mugs | Script and
Scribble
Personalized gifts and stationery for moms, kids, teachers, friends and
family... exclusive designs say "you're special". Script and Scribble is all
about celebrating your family and friends. And a personalized gift or card
from our collection is a perfect way to show that you put your heart into
all you do. The only nationally distributed catalog of its kind, we offer
thousands of personalize-able items on its pages and on our website
via: www.scriptandscribble.com

Join the Script and Scribble Affiliate Program on ShareASale

3. Pocket Charts

Pocket Charts | Seat Sack
O2 Teach, the New home of the Seat Sack is your formula for educational
products and classroom organizers. The Seat Sack name offers practical
storage solutions for the home, school and office. Known for our patented
Seat Sack storage pocket that slides onto the back of a chair to provide
instant storage for books, papers, school supplies and more. In addition to
our classroom organizers, we all sell locker products and office products.
Seat Sacks are sold to thousands of schools across the country and world
wide.
via: www.seatsack.com

Join the Seat Sack Affiliate Program on ShareASale

4. Personalized Water Bottle

Personalized "Go Girl" Water Bottle | Beau-Coup
Beau-coup (www.beau-coup.com) celebrates life one event at a time. We
are the leading retailer of unique wedding favors, baby shower favors and
party favors for all special occasions. Our products have been featured in
national publications including InStyle Weddings, Lucky Magazine, Bride's
Magazine and Martha Stewart. Our average order size is $150 and our
conversion rate is among one of the highest in the industry. 
via: www.beau-coup.com

Join the Beau-coup Affiliate Program on ShareASale

5. Chocolate Gift Basket
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Ghirardelli Treats Gift Box | California Delicious
Since 1987, we have been delivering California gourmet selections in
spectacular gift baskets and celebration packages. Strategically located
between San Francisco and the famous wine country of Napa and Sonoma
counties, we love having the finest California products close at hand. Our
buyers are always on the lookout for the tastiest local specialties: roasted
almonds from the Central Valley, renowned chocolates from Ghirardelli
Square, the freshest fruit from the Golden State, creamy cheeses from
Sonoma Square and crisp Chardonnays from the Central Coast. We
continually update our offerings to bring you the latest trends in wine and
food. For a healthy twist, we’ve recently expanded our organic
assortments to include flavorful juicy fruit collections, delectable organic
chocolates, organic nuts, organic cheeses, premier organic wines, beers
and more. From your longtime favorites to our exciting new collections,
there’s something for everyone on your gift-giving list. 
via: www.californiadelicious.com

Join the California Delicious Affiliate Program on ShareASale

6. Cake Pops

Graduation Cake Pops | EdibleGiftsPlus
Expert planner, taster, and owner, Margo has put together a fabulous line
of edible gifts for all occasions, and for everyone. From corporate gifts,
birthdays, anniversaries, weddings, baby showers, and fundraisers, to
every holiday of the year, you can't go wrong with Edible Gifts PLUS. We
can even personalize many of our products for that perfect touch! 
via: www.ediblegiftsplus.com

Join the EdibleGiftsPlus Affiliate Program on ShareASale

7. Deluxe Vase
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Vietri Alabaster Aquamarine Glass Large Footed
Vase | Belle and June
Beautiful, well-crafted home accessories give a living space its own distinct
character and turn a home into a haven. The right home accessories
proudly and confidently express a distinct style and personality.
BelleandJune.com is about expressing oneself in a passionate, heartfelt
and unique way. It is for anyone determined to create a special space
surrounded with all things beautiful. No other online retailer offers the
breadth and quality of home accessories that Belleandjune.com does. Most
retailers focus on furniture with home accents representing a very small
percentage of their core offering. I am referring specifically to the "little
things" --the unique and well-designed accessories that complete a space,
fill a room with distinct character and can turn a home into a haven. 
via: www.belleandjune.com

Join the belle & june Affiliate Program on ShareASale

8. Weekly Agenda Calendar

Aqua Perpetual Agenda | Calendars.com
Calendars.com is the world's biggest and best calendar store. We carry
8000+ Wall Calendars, Desk Calendars and Engagement Calendars in
formats for every interest and occasion. We're giving you the opportunity
to get a piece of this booming market by offering your audience a way to
easily find and purchase calendars on the web. In addition to calendar
items, we also have an extensive game, toy, and puzzle collection,
featuring 4000+ products for sale. 
via: www.calendars.com

Join the Calendars.com Affiliate Program on ShareASale

9. Lunch Totes

Back to School Lunch Totes | All For Color
As we look back now, it is clear to see that it was the Lap Desk that
started it all! In 2002 we launched our exclusive, patented lap desk design
allowing you to have the ultimate workspace wherever you are. Not only
was the item so well received, it appeared that no one could get enough
of our colorful prints! This functional idea paired with on-trend colors and
designs is what launched our brand, and we haven't looked back since.
Today, All For Color™ is a bright and colorful collection of fashion
accessories, footwear and apparel for women of all ages.
via: www.allforcolor.com
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Join the All For Color Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
New Moms & Dads

Joys of being a new Mother (or Father) - the constant changing of diapers, the hourly soothing
of a cranky baby,  the daily wondering of a bedroom full of children's clothing, but none of
them ever seem to be clean even though you just did laundry yesterday. But then the baby
looks up and smiles at you and grabs your pinky with their tiny little hand and sighs and none
of the other stuff matters, its just you and them - happy as can be. Enjoy these products from
ShareASale Merchants as you begin your journey as a parent.

1. Organic Cloth Diapers

Cloth Diapers - Organic, Green | Natural Baby
Company
The Natural Baby Company is your one-stop-shop for everything cloth
diaper-related. Considering that we are the designers and manufacturers
of one of the world’s most-loved cloth diaper brands, we know what we
are talking about! From a variety of industry-leading cloth diaper brands
including GroVia, Sloomb, and Kiwi Pie, to a wide variety of cloth diapering
accessories, we have everything you need to ensure you are giving your
baby the best in natural parenting. Whether you are looking for a newborn
all in one diaper, a hybrid shell or a toddler trainer, our stock of modern
cloth diaper products proves that you don’t have to sacrifice fun and
fashion to be earth-friendly and functional.
via: www.thenaturalbabyco.com

Join the Natural Baby Company Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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2. Baby Bedding

Bedding Sets, Decor, Gifts | BabyBeddingZone
BabyBeddingZone.com carries hundreds of the most beautiful and cutest
baby bedding sets and accessories. Come visit our site!
via: www.babybeddingzone.com

Join the BabyBeddingZone Affiliate Program on ShareASale

3. Woombie Swaddler Blanket

The Woombie is the safest, most natural way to
swaddle your baby. | Woombie
The Woombie was designed by a RN & Certified Infant Care Specialist,
providing a safe & comfortable swaddle for your baby. Gently hugging the
shoulders & tummy,  the Woombie allows for natural movement of the
arms, legs and hips with our signature bebeflex® fabric and
sleepINNOVATION® system- softly cocooning baby without restricting
motion or mobility. Its soft eco-fabric mimics the feeling of touch, warmth
& cuddle- re-creating the womb environment that baby felt prior to birth
which is important for calming baby and preventing flailing arms.
via: www.woombie.com

Join the Woombie Affiliate Program on ShareASale

4. Pacifiers

Personalized Pacifiers | CoolPacifiers.com
CoolPacifiers specializes in Personalized Pacifiers- the perfect personalized
baby gift. Our Personalized Soothers are a great value and help prevent
shared pacifier syndrome. CoolPacifiers also features other great baby gifts
like silicone baby bibs, baby bottle labels for daycare, and personalized
pacifier clips. Find a great baby gift for your next baby shower or for your
own kids!
via: www.coolpacifiers.com

Join the CoolPacifiers Affiliate Program on ShareASale

5. Birth Announcements
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Baby Announcements & Birth Announcements |
Paper Culture
Paper Culture’s cards are sure to create the perfect way to capture the
excitement of your newest family member. They are a perfect keepsake
for friends and family as well as yourself. In addition, the environmental
impact of your order is a positive one since no new trees are cut down and
every order plants a tree. Now that's a great way for your little one to feel
special.
via: www.paperculture.com

Join the Paper Culture Affiliate Program on ShareASale

6. High End Strollers

2015 UPPAbaby Vista Stroller | Magic Beans
Thank you for your interest in the Magic Beans affiliate program! Magic
Beans offers an extraordinary, handpicked selection of parent-approved
baby gear, toys for all ages, and modern nursery furniture. Customer
service is a top priority, free shipping is offered on orders more than $75,
and everything Magic Beans does revolves around making life easier for
parents. Magic Beans’ target market are parents (though largely moms)
passionate about quality products who are upper-middle class and up.
Sites that make great affiliate partners are mom blogs, baby product
review sites, dad blogs, parent-friendly content sites, and shopping sites
featuring a children’s section. Bestselling categories include strollers, toys,
baby gear, and cribs. 
via: mbeans.com

Join the Magic Beans Affiliate Program on ShareASale

7. Baby Gates

The best quality baby gates to safeguard your
home | KidSafe
KidSafeInc.com is a leading online retailer of the best baby proofing
products available. We carry a select group of products from
manufacturers dedicated to child safety. Our customers include parents,
grandparents, pet owners, hospitals, medical/dentist offices, day care
centers and public agencies.
via: www.kidsafeinc.com

Join the KidSafe Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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7. A Monthly Box of New Goodies for Mom & Baby

Subscription Box for Mom & Baby | Bluum
Featured in TIME, Pregnancy & Newborn, Babble.com, DailyCandy Kids,
and Mom Trends, Bluum delivers monthly boxes containing five full-size,
top-rated products curated just for you and your little one (from
pregnancy to pre-k). It's like having your own personal shopper deliver
products you'll adore, right to your front door! 
via: www.bluum.com

Join the Bluum Affiliate Program on ShareASale

8. Newborn Clothes

Infant Clothes, Newborn Clothes, Baby Clothing
and Newborn Clothing | Gymboree
Gymboree's clothing and accessories are created to celebrate kids being
kids in unique, head-to-toe looks. Gymboree clothing is designed with
colorful, high-quality fabrics and detailed touches throughout. 
via: www.gymboree.com

Join the Gymboree Affiliate Program on ShareASale

9. Diaper Bags

Baby Bags, Diaper Bags, Diaper Tote Bags |
Obersee
Check out http://obersee.com! Shop for tote bags and get wide range of
diaper tote bags. Obersee offers diaper tote bags with detachable bottle
and snack coolers. Place your Order Now.
via: www.obersee.com

Join the Obersee Affiliate Program on ShareASale

10. Baby Toys
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Natural Toys and Art Supplies for Kids |
MightyNest
We offer a handpicked selection of natural toys made from wood, organic
cotton, natural rubber, wool, bamboo, recycled cardboard and natural and
water based pigments. All toys and art supplies are free of lead,
formaldehyde, PVC or other toxic materials.
via: mightynest.com

Join the MightyNest Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
Workaholic

Are you searching for gifts for that person in your life who you never see? Do they need to
setup a mailing address to their cubicle? Have they started to resemble Dwight Schrute? If so,
you have a workaholic on your hands! You have nothing to worry about as ShareASale has
Merchants who sell office gag gifts that should bring a smile to their weary face, as well as
some fine coffee products to keep their energy level up.

1. Workaholic Mug

Workaholic - Go Home. Mug | CafePress
CafePress is the world's biggest collection of user-designed products. With
a community of 6.5 million users, Cafe- Press is where folks from all walks
of life gather online to create, sell, and buy "print on-demand" products.
Our products cover every possible topic you can imagine – humor, politics,
baby, pets, knitting, military, global warming, education, holidays, music,
you name it! No matter what your sites topic or personality, we have
something for every affiliate.
via: www.cafepress.com

Join the CafePress Affiliate Program on ShareASale

2. College Stress Ball
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Michigan State Spartans Football Stress Ball |
FansEdge.com
We offer a huge selection of FansEdge gear from top quality brands, all in
one convenient place. We are passionate about our goal of bringing
FansEdge fans across the globe access to their favorite team's gear. Our
customer service professionals are committed to your satisfaction and view
each time you contact us as a chance to build a relationship. We're
shoppers too and dedicated to delivering our customers the kind of
shopping experience we would want to have. If your expectations are not
exceeded and if you don't look forward to coming back, then we haven't
done our job! 
via: www.fansedge.com

Join the FansEdge Affiliate Program on ShareASale

3. Bonsai Tree

Easy to Care for and Beginner Recommended
Bonsai Trees | Bonsai Boy of New York
In 1993, well before the average person heard of cyberspace, we created
a website which has expanded over the years to meet the needs of our
customers. Today our internet business has grown to the point where our
cyber customers are our primary focus and we no longer do shows. We
keep our prices low by hiring no outside help. As a highly successful family
operated business, we take great pride in providing special attention to
each and every order. Our customers appreciate the care and effort that
we put into selecting and shipping their trees. By utilizing the latest
packaging and shipping techniques, we also add to the impressiveness of
each gift. 
via: www.bonsaiboy.com

Join the Bonsai Boy Affiliate Program on ShareASale

4. Day Planners

Desktop Planner | momAgenda
momAgenda is on a mission to help organize busy moms everywhere with
unique day planners and other organizational products. momAgenda has
been featured in Real Simple and The New York Times and has even been
featured on The Today Show. Celebrity moms like Felicity Huffman, Cindy
Crawford, and Reese Witherspoon rave about momAgenda!
via: www.momagenda.com
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Join the momAgenda Affiliate Program on ShareASale

5. The "Best Pencil Ever Made"

Legendary Blackwing 602 Pencils from Palomino |
MEMOJI
Memoji offers thoughtfully curated, workspace products from designers all
over the world. We want to provide the right tools that will inspire you to
create the perfect workspace for doing what you do best. 
via: www.memoji.com

Join the Memoji Affiliate Program on ShareASale

6. USB Powered Fridge

USB Fridge | InnovaToys
Sitting in front of the computer for hours can get pretty tiring. That warm
can of soda at your desk will provide the caffeine fix you crave but warm
Coca-Cola isn’t all that refreshing. Now there’s a solution with the desktop
sized USB Fridge! How sweet is that? You’ll never need to get up from
your desk, provided that a USB fridge is available and stocked with your
beverage of choice. InnovaToys carries a wide range of unique toys, gifts
and gadgets.
via: www.innovatoys.com

Join the InnovaToys Affiliate Program on ShareASale

7. Stick On Whiteboards
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Stick On Whiteboards | Whiteyboard
Our company Whitey Board, is an innovative young start-up that
specializes in dry erase, particularly stick-on whiteboards and whiteboard
paint. Stick-On WhiteyBoards are an innovative alternative to costly and
cumbersome conventional whiteboards. Ditch the drill. Our specialty
adhesive makes installation quick and easy, while our superior quality
ensures exceptional dry-erase performance. WhiteyBoards mount flush
with the wall for a modern look that is as fun as it is functional, and as
cool as it is practical. It's Practicool. Enhance any smooth surface by
converting it into a veritable dry-erase canvas with WhiteyBoard Paint.
Make your walls into a contemporary collage of awesome. Encourage
creativity, facilitate organization, promote planning, or unleash that inner
Picasso. The possibilities are as limitless as you.
via: www.whiteyboard.com

Join the Whiteyboards Affiliate Program on ShareASale

8. Treadmill Desk

Treadmill Desk | TrekDesk
Help people get healthier and get paid to do it. TrekDesk is a revolutionary
new means to help individuals lose weight and restore their health.
TrekDesk is an adjustable height work station that attaches to existing
treadmills allowing employees to walk while they work. Already featured
on national programs including CNN, FOX, NPR, "The Doctors", NBC, ABC,
CBS & CNET networks, TrekDesk is the most feature rich, affordable,
height adjustable treadmill desk on the market today
via: www.trekdesk.com

Join the TrekDesk Affiliate Program on ShareASale

9. Desk Lamp

Quoizel Lighting TF7110Z Pueblo Tiffany Task
Lamp | BoweryLights.com
Bowery Lighting Company is pleased to present over 500,000 lighting
fixtures offered at our online retail store. The largest single source for
residential and commercial lighting. For over 72 years Bowery Lighting
Company has been committed to providing a diverse selection of high
quality lighting fixtures, earning us the reputation as the #1 decorative
lighting retailer among builders and remodelers in the country.
via: www.bowerylights.com
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Join the Bowery Lighting Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
Gifts That Give Back

Gifts That Give Back: These are gifts that will not only benefit the recipient of the actual gift,
but it also goes further to benefit other people.  These Merchants have products that give back
to the world either by giving a percentage of the sale to people in need, doing something to
help the planet that we live on or using sustainable, environmentally friendly materials when
making the product.

1. Krochet Kids

Knit Crochet Hat | Krochet Kids intl.
Krochet Kids intl. a non-profit social capitalism brand that empowers
people by creating, selling apparel knit & crochet hats for babies, men and
women. Krochet Kids intl. has continued to grow and evolve in ways we
never imagined since we earned our non-profit status in January 2008.
Today, over 150 people in Uganda and Peru are working, receiving
education, and being mentored toward a brighter future in creating gifts
that give back. The products created abroad have been well received here
at home and the collaboration of our staff and beneficiaries around the
globe has created a sustainable cycle of employment and empowerment.
via: www.krochetkids.org

Join the Krochet Kids Affiliate Program on ShareASale

2. Flex Watches
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Interchangeable Watches | Flex Watches
Flex Watches is an apparel and accessories brand that support awesome
charities. Every watch is interchangeable so you can mix and match with
other colors. With every purchase, flex provides meals and education for
children in need. Shop a variety of watches for men, watches for women,
and watches for kids. 
via: www.flexwatches.com

Join the Flex Watches Affiliate Program on ShareASale

3. ShopKomen

Purchase with a purpose to end breast cancer
forever | ShopKomen.com 
Official store of the Susan G. Komen for the Cure. Dedicated to the Komen
promise to end breast cancer forever. Join us in the Global Breast Cancer
Movement.
via: www.shopkomen.com

Join the ShopKomen Affiliate Program on ShareASale

4. Hari Mari

Flops Fighting Cancer | Hari Mari
Hari Mari is a committed partner in supporting children battling pediatric
cancer, giving $3 for every pair sold to help families-in-need pay for
expensive medical treatments, medicines and hospital costs.
via: www.harimari.com

Join the Hari Mari Affiliate Program on ShareASale

5. Affiliate Summit
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Affiliate Summit West 2015 Has Raised $7,108 So
Far to Fight Breast Cancer | Affiliate Summit
The Race to Affiliate Summit West 2015, a dailymile challenge where
Affiliate Summit will donate $1 to benefit the Avon Walk for Breast Cancer
in support of Affiliate Marketers Give Back team for each mile exercised
through the challenge, is going through 12/31/2014. There are currently
45 folks involved in the challenge, and the top 10 competitors have
already accumulated 5,103 miles.
via: www.affiliatesummit.com

Join the Affiliate Summit Affiliate Program on ShareASale

6. Faucetface

'Tap Is Terrific' Bottle | FaucetFace
Through its 1 for 100 program, Faucet Face donates 5% of ALL sales of
hose water, tap is terrific and hummingbird feeder glass water bottles,
PLUS, a complete filter for each sale of 5 or more individual bottles to the
clean drinking water charity Third Millennium Awakening (TMA).
via: faucetface.com

Join the Faucetface Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
Sports Fanatic

The end of the year is my personal favorite sports time of the year. The TV is flooded with
bowl games for college football, the Super Bowl is coming up soon, hockey is all over the place
and college basketball is in the middle of its season. This is also the time of year I tend to do
most of my shopping for my sports fan friends and family using many of these ShareASale
Merchants.

1. New Hockey Jersey

Reebok Pavel Datsyuk Detroit Red Wings Premier
Hockey Jersey | Fanatics
Fanatics sells officially licensed merchandise for NCAA, NFL, MLB, NHL,
NBA, and even NASCAR. We have a huge selection of jerseys, shirts, hats,
collectibles, memorabilia, and more. We have over 250,000+ items
available and many more on the way! We are constantly improving our
operations and our online shopping experience to ensure we develop and
progress as a leader in our industry. 
via: www.fanatics.com

Join the Fanatics Affiliate Program on ShareASale

2. Derek Jeter Signed Baseball
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Derek Jeter Autographed Baseball | Sports
Memorabilia
SportsMemorabilia.com was created with one purpose in mind: to become
the Web's leading source for genuine sports collectibles. All of our items
are certified 100% authentic and fully backed by the
SportsMemorabilia.com authenticity guarantee. We pride ourselves on
offering customers an innovative and unique product offering across all
major sports leagues, such as the NFL, MLB, NBA, and NHL, along with
world-class customer service.
via: www.sportsmemorabilia.com

Join the Sports Memorabilia Affiliate Program on ShareASale

3. North Carolina Hoops T-Shirt

Nike UNC Team Issued Basketball Practice
Performance T-Shirt | CBSSports.com Shop
We offer a huge selection of team gear from top quality brands, all in one
convenient place. We are passionate about our goal of bringing sports fans
across the globe access to their favorite team's gear. We pride ourselves
on not only carrying a large selection of officially licensed products from
the top brands, but also industry leading customer service, shipping and
return policies.
via: shop.cbssports.com

Join the CBSSports.com Shop Affiliate Program on ShareASale

4. Baseball Glove

Mizuno GMP300BK Pro 13 Inch 1st Base Mitt |
Baseball Rampage
Baseball Rampage stocks a complete line of baseball bats, baseball gloves,
batting gloves, baseball helmets, and more, at great prices, and we ship
them directly to you fast. We stock a full line of brand name baseball gear
from Easton, Wilson, Louisville Slugger, Mizuno, Rawlings, Nike, Under
Armour, and more. Baseball Rampage has over 10,000 baseball products
in stock and ready to ship, and orders over $99 ship free! Don't settle for
what you see at your local sporting goods store, get the baseball gear you
really want at Baseball Rampage.
via: www.baseballrampage.com
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Join the Baseball Rampage Affiliate Program on ShareASale

5. Race Bikes

Yeti ARC Carbon Race XT Bike 2014 | Jenson USA
We've all experienced the beauty of the trail or the freedom of the open
road. For many, cycling presents a world of possibilities and opportunities
at every turn. At Jenson USA, our passion for cycling sprouted back in
1994 and has since taken root and grown into a community of people
devoted to living life to its fullest. We're building a culture of people who
respect each other, set the pace, and lead through service. We strive daily
to better serve our customers, our fellow employees, and our community.
Over the years we've found that happy people are hardworking people,
and that the time we spend on two wheels together builds the greatest
profit of all.
via: www.jensonusa.com

Join the Jenson USA Affiliate Program on ShareASale

6. Callus Guard Workout Gloves 

High Intensity Work Out Gloves | Fit Four
Fit Four gloves are for Cross Training fitness enthusiasts and hardcore
athletes alike. Our “bikini gloves” are designed and hand-made with our
signature four finger minimalist approach. Our gloves are dialed in,
covering only those vital and sensitive parts. Best of all, our patented
gloves are fashioned the only way clothes should be, easy on/easy
off—just rip it inside out. We love our customers like many hardcore
athletes love their bacon. Making you happy is our number one priority.
via: www.fitfour.com

Join the Fit Four Affiliate Program on ShareASale

7. Sports Memorabilia Auctions
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Catalog - Derek Jeter Farewell Auction | Steiner
Sports
Welcome to Steiner Sports -- the leading producer of authentic,
hand-signed collectibles and the best source for all your sports gift needs.
We bring you the most-wanted memorabilia in 14 sports with over 10,000
unique products. Autographed memorabilia from athletes like Hank Aaron,
Joe Namath, Magic Johnson and Muhammad Ali to Mariano Rivera, Ray
Rice, Amar’e Stoudemire and Jeff Gordon is just some of what you’ll find
here. Our hand-signed memorabilia is guaranteed authentic with a
hologram and matching certificate so you can be confident in your
investment. 
via: auction.steinersports.com

Join the Steiner Sports Affiliate Program on ShareASale

8. Crossfit Shoes

Men CrossFit Shoes | Reebok US
Reebok is an American-inspired, global brand that creates and markets
sports and lifestyle products built upon a strong heritage and authenticity
in sports, fitness and women’s categories. Reebok is dedicated to
providing each and every athlete - from professional athletes to
recreational runners to kids on the playground - with the opportunity, the
products, and the inspiration to achieve what they are capable of. We all
have the potential to do great things. As a brand, Reebok has the unique
opportunity to help consumers, athletes and artists, partners and
employees fulfill their true potential and reach heights they may have
thought un-reachable.
via: www.reebok.com

Join the Reebok Affiliate Program on ShareASale

9. Soccer Cleats
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adidas Men's Soccer Cleats & Shoes | adidas US
The brands of the adidas Group complement each other in a unique way
to help athletes perform better, play better, feel better. Our products
break records, set trends, make history. Every day. All over the world.
Welcome to the adidas Group. It is not only about faster shoes and
fashion statements. Just as a shoe is more than padding and foam, there
is more to us than just the product. Everything we do is bound by one
simple thought: we strive to help you perform at your best. Your success
is our ambition. Your defeat spurs us on to be better.
via: www.adidas.com

Join the Adidas Affiliate Program on ShareASale

10. USGA Gifts

USGA Merchandise | USGAshop.com
The golf season is always in full swing at the USGA Shop. What better way
to support the United States Golf Association and be a part of the U.S.
Open Championship. Find USGA merchandise and USGA Polos at
USGAShop.com.
via: www.usgashop.com

Join the USGA Shop Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
The Crafter

The Crafter goes by many names: The DIY-er, the Dreamer, The Doer, The Builder, etc. These
creative types love to conceptualize an idea and use the tools at hand to make something
amazing. The Merchants on ShareASale have many products that can help the Crafters'
dreams come to fruition whether it be a teaching tool, beads, art material or the like.

1. Online DIY Video Courses

Take Crafting Classes Online! Learn It. Make It. |
Craftsy
Craftsy is the leading online social crafting platform. We offer full-length,
professionally-produced HD video courses in quilting, sewing, knitting,
crochet, food, jewelry, paper craft, and more. Custom interactive features
allow students to connect directly with each other and with award-winning
instructors.
via: www.craftsy.com

Join the Craftsy Affiliate Program on ShareASale

2.  Personal Electronic Cutting Machine 
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DIY Craft Cutter | Cricut
Cricut.com offers Cricut® machines, 50,000+ images to cut, and project
supplies ranging from cardstock to iron-on film—plus inspiration, ideas,
and a creative community! Cricut® makes the new Cricut Explore™
design-and-cut system! The Cricut Explore™ system blends an electronic
cutting machine with Cricut Design Space™, the free online design
software, to help you make polished DIY projects. Create by using the
hundreds of ready-to-make projects, the 50,000+ images from the
Cricut® library or by uploading your own images. The Cricut Explore™
machine lets anyone create amazing DIY projects. 
via: us.cricut.com

Join the Cricut Affiliate Program on ShareASale

3. Woodworking Tools

Woodworking Tools, Supplies, Hardware Plans |
Rockler.com
Shop for Woodworking Tools, Plans, Finishing and Hardware online at
Rockler Woodworking and Hardware. Find thousands of woodworking
supplies like drawer slides, hardwoods, cabinet hinges, and knobs and
pulls. Plus, Rockler has great tools like router tables, clamps, roller ball
stands, and more for your workshop.
via: www.rockler.com

Join the Rockler Affiliate Program on ShareASale

4. Wallpaper and Paint

Designer Wall Coverings, Wallpaper, Paint and
More | Graham & Brown 
At Graham & Brown we pride ourself on our initiatives in the wallpaper
and wall decoration market. Today’s renewed interest in designer
wallpaper and wallcoverings have much to do with Graham & Brown. Our
online store is growing and we are looking for like-minded Affiliates who
want to join in this success. Our wallpapers and wall decoration products
appeal to a broad array of consumers, from the keen DIYer's to Specifiers
and Interior Designers. Most importantly our website helps anyone looking
to add a splash of colour and/or glamour to their home.
via: www.grahambrown.com

Join the Graham & Brown Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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5. DIY Project Kits

DIY Project Kits | Maker Crate
Maker Crate is a leading destination for arts and crafts materials, tools,
and kits. With over 70,000 products to choose from, you are sure to find
great products your users can't wait to buy. Every day, we bring you fresh
ideas and inspiration for DIY projects and make it easy to purchase all of
the materials you need to complete these projects. Regardless of your age
or skill level, we hope to inspire you to make something beautiful.
via: www.makercrate.com

Join the Maker Crate Affiliate Program on ShareASale

5. Art Supplies

Art Supplies| Blick Art Materials
Blick is dedicated to serving fine artists, students, teachers, designers,
architects, hobbyists and others – essentially anyone interested in (or
passionate about) art. Today, with an offering of more than 70,000
products, Blick Art Materials provides your customers with the best pricing,
selection, and service available.
via: www.dickblick.com

Join the Blick Art Materials Affiliate Program on ShareASale

6. DIY Business Cards

Make a Business Card with Custom Templates |
Tiny Prints
Premium cards and stationery for all life's occasions. You are
one-of-a-kind. Your business is exciting. You want people to always
remember who you are and what you do. What better way to get the
point across than with custom business cards? 
via: www.tinyprints.com

Join the Tiny Prints Affiliate Program on ShareASale

7. Custom Wine Labels
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Custom Wine Labels - Wine Label Printing |
Lightning Labels
Lightning Labels is a new kind of digital label printing service. We believe
in using only the very latest digital technology to print our customers'
labels. And we believe in doing it fast. Our state-of-the-art digital printing
technology also allows us to print even small orders of custom stickers and
labels at affordable prices. We offer free shipping and generous affiliate
commissions.
via: www.lightninglabels.com

Join the Lightning Labels Affiliate Program on ShareASale

8. Design A Tote Bag

Charitotes - Design A Bag Diy Kit | Karma Kiss
Karma Kiss has been selling designed gifts and home decor items since
2005. Budded and bloomed amongst the awe-inspiring, creative habitat of
New York City, Karma Kiss features a boutique of unique and fun gifts
designed by a troupe of artists. From our earliest days of Bubble
Watches™ & Blowfish Alarm Clocks, Karma Kiss has been providing gifts of
best quality, unique style & genuine thoughtfulness with our savvy
customers in mind.
via: karmakiss.net

Join the Karma Kiss Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
Bacon Lover

Bacon, some call it a superfood, some call it overrated. While it's possible the "Bacon Craze" of
the last few years is quieting down a bit, there is no denying that there is still a large
abundance of people looking to get their hands on bacon products. ShareASale has a fair
number of merchants who specialize in items of a porky type variety, come check it out!

1. All Things Bacon

Buy Bacon, Bacon Gifts, and Bacon of the Month
Clubs | Bacon Freak
We believe that bacon is the perfect food, especially our delicious selection
of Bacon Freak gourmet bacon. We began our "Bacon is Meat Candy"
Bacon Club so that everyone could experience our incredible variety of
top-quality bacon with the added convenience of having it delivered
monthly. As our bacon club grew and attracted national attention, we
asked our customers what we could do to bring them even further into
bacony heaven... and BaconFreak.com was born. With a full range of
gourmet bacon flavors, bacon club subscriptions, and fun bacon novelties,
we are your #1 bacon shop. Whether you're shopping for a gift or buying
for your own personal bacon stash, we have the best bacon goods you'll
find anywhere.
via: www.baconfreak.com

Join the Bacon Freak Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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2. Bacon Mints

Bacon Mints | AlwaysFits.com
AlwaysFits.com offers whimsical and unique gifts for the modern gift giver!
Our website has been featured in Redbook, Glamour, Woman's World, the
LA Times, the Huffington Post, First for Women, HGTV's blog, The Boston
Herald and many other media outlets. AlwaysFits.com is a small,
woman-owned business that mixes the work of handmade artists with “big
name” gift manufacturers, for a shopping experience that is truly unique.
Rather than focusing on expensive, “splurge” gifts, AlwaysFits.com
searches the globe for reasonably priced gifts that are the absolute,
perfect fit for their recipient, because we believe that giving the perfect
gift is priceless.
via: www.alwaysfits.com

Join the AlwaysFits Affiliate Program on ShareASale

3. Chocolate Covered Bacon

Chocolate Covered Bacon | Angell and Phelps
Chocolate Factory
The Angell & Phelps Chocolate Factory was founded In 1925 by two
industrious women, Riddell Angell and Cora Phelps. The company's rich
history began in the resort town of Mackinac Island, Michigan but at the
start of WWII that shop was closed and the company moved to Daytona
Beach, FL. Today, still headquartered in Daytona Beach, Angell & Phelps is
proud to carry on the traditions started back in 1925! We still use many of
Riddell and Cora's time tested recipes in making our candies. We still hold
on to the old-fashioned virtues of homemade quality and fast, friendly
service. Our commitment to our customers is to never compromise quality
and to produce the most flavorful chocolates available
via: angellandphelps.com

Join the Angell and Phelps Affiliate Program on ShareASale

4. Bacon Flavored Candy Canes
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Bacon Candy Canes | Perpetual Kid
PerpetualKid.com is a one-stop-shop for unique gifts. Perpetual Kid has
been seen on The Tonight Show with Jay Leno's Bizarre Christmas Gifts,
HGTV's I Want That!,and seen in FHM, Woman's World, The Washington
Post, New York Times, Every Day with Rachael Ray, TIME and Hooters
Magazine (Yep- we were just a surprised as you that they have a
magazine!)
via: www.perpetualkid.com

Join the Perpetual Kid Affiliate Program on ShareASale

5. Bacon Scented Soap

Bacon Soap | Stupid.com
Stupid.com is all about crazy and insane gifts! Here's the basics: - Over
2,000 gifts, gags, and hilarious products. Bacon Soap-Get squeaky clean
and extra fresh with Bacon Scented Soap! You will make your mornings oh
so delicious and your evenings too. In fact, every moment of every day
will be mouth-wateringly excellent.
via: www.stupid.com

Join the Stupid.com Affiliate Program on ShareASale

6. Bacon Blue Cheese Mustard

Bacon Blue Cheese Whipped Mustard Spread &
Dip | The Prepared Pantry
We’re all about the kitchen! From baking mixes that are out of this world
to seasonings, cooking gadgets, grilling tools, cake decorating, colors,
flavors, and so much more. If your audience enjoys anything to do with
cooking and baking then we’re a great match for you! Not only do we
supply the tools and ingredients but we also have free e-books and
magazines as well as our blog that highlights countless projects you can
do in your kitchen – over 50,000 cooking and baking projects to choose
from!
via: www.preparedpantry.com

Join The Prepared Pantry Affiliate Program on ShareASale

7. Bacon T Shirt
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Funny Bacon T Shirt | Sun Frog Shirts
Sun Frog Shirts is the best way to design & sell custom apparel online. No
upfront costs, No risk, AND NO pre-ordering.
via: www.sunfrogshirts.com

Join the Sun Frog Shirts Affiliate Program on ShareASale

8. Bacon Jerky

Jeff's Famous Real Bacon Jerky - Maple Brown
Sugar | JerkySpot.com
JerkySpot.com decades ago in our youth when we first fell in love with this
ageless snack, but came to life in the summer of 2013. Originally it was an
experiment for a group of guys that simple wanted a fun Ecommerce
project centered around something they loved, Jerky. What followed
nobody could have expected. There were people out there just like us that
wanted a simple, easy to navigate website that focused on jerky, and
made it easy to try artisans brands and styles from all over the US. Fast
forward and JerkySpot.com is no longer a project. JerkySpot.com is a
mission. A mission to curate and provide access to best selection of Jerky's
this side of heaven, In one place, with expert and peer reviews to make it
easier to find the perfect jerky for you. 
via: jerkyspot.com

Join the JerkySpot Affiliate Program on ShareASale

9. Bacon Rub

Original Candied Bacon Rub | Abe's Market
Abe's Market.com is the premiere online destination to shop for natural
and organic goods. Featured in Good Housekeeping, Lucky, The New York
Times, and on CNN and NBC, Abe’s Market.com offers shoppers the
chance to shop more than 12,000 natural products from Baby Care, Food,
Bath & Body, Home, Pets, Family, and more making Abe’s Market a
one-stop shop for all natural and organic needs! 
via: www.abesmarket.com

Join the Abe's Market Affiliate Program on ShareASale

10. Strip of Bacon Christmas Ornament
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Personalized Strip of Bacon Christmas Ornament |
Ornament Shop
OrnamentShop.com is your place for personalized Christmas ornaments
and gifts! We have over 4500 ornaments to choose from and each
ornament can be personalized with a name or special greeting from you!
OrnamentShop.com has ornaments for 365 days of the year, so no matter
what event is happening in your life, we have a way to celebrate it. From
the sentimental and heartfelt to the whimsical and humorous, the
ornaments people love are just a click away!  
via: www.ornamentshop.com

Join the Ornament Shop Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
Grandma/Grandpa

As we shop for our Grandparents during the holiday season, the gifts we pick out for them
become treasured by the recipients.  Grandparents always appreciate the gift - no matter what
it is and the more sentimental, the better! Think of Grandma making your favorite dessert for
you at her house or think of Grandpa teaching you how to fish on a warm summer afternoon.
This season, think of the love they have for you and using this Gift Guide, find the perfect gift
to thank them for all the things they've given to you. 

1. A Silk Tie for Grandpa

Grandpappy (slim cut) | Jack Franklin
Jack Franklin ties was born after years of paying too much for high-quality
ties. As good as a nice silk tie that holds a nice thick knot is, no necktie is
worth 100 to 200 dollars. What's worse, most ties under $50 seem to
skimp on the small details that turn a piece of neckwear into something
you can be proud to wear. Our goal is to provide the highest quality ties at
the lowest possible cost. We do this by limiting our channels to the online
environment, where we don't pay for real estate, land, or rent. We also
only carry the best designs, so we don't have to raise margins to make-up
for poor selling ties.  
via: www.wearjack.com

Join the Jack Franklin Affiliate Program on ShareASale

2. Cake Pans for Grandma
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Heart Shaped Tier Cake Pans | The Chocolate
Belles
Welcome to The Chocolate Belles! We have been a family owned and
operated business for over 30 years. We carry a complete line of chocolate
candy making and cake decorating supplies. If your looking for that special
chocolate candy mold or Wilton cake pan, our store is the place to shop. 
via: thechocolatebelles.com

Join The Chocolate Belles Affiliate Program on ShareASale

3. New Driver for Grandpa

Callaway Big Bertha V Series Drivers |
FairwayGolfUSA.com
Fairway Golf USA has been offering discriminating golfers the finest in
premium golf clubs, golf accessories and golf apparel for over 20 years.
We specialize in custom-made clubs and Japanese imported golf clubs and
sets. We invite you to view all the golf merchandise and gear we offer by
visiting fairwaygolfusa.com. At Fairway Golf USA, your customers will find
over 95,000 golf-related products for men, women and youth golfers from
the brands they desire, including: Titleist, Callaway, TaylorMade Footjoy,
Vokey, Scotty Cameron and Mizuno.
via: www.fairwaygolfusa.com

Join the Fairway Golf Affiliate Program on ShareASale

4. New Cookbook for Grandma

31 Meals Cookbook | Minimalist Baker
Minimalist Baker is a space for simple, delicious food. Wonderful, right? All
recipes require just 10 ingredients or less (sometimes 7), one bowl, or 30
minutes or less to prepare. While we aren’t strictly a vegan or gluten free
blog, many of the recipes are special diet-friendly. We simply love
experimenting in the kitchen and providing unique and special recipes.
We’re John and Dana, a husband and wife team currently based in Kansas
City. Together we created Minimalist Baker in 2012 as a space dedicated
to simple, delicious recipes because we ourselves love simple food.
via: minimalistbaker.com

Join the Minimalist Baker Affiliate Program on ShareASale

5. Photo Calendar
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Photo Calendars - Make Your Own Calendar |
Mixbook
Mixbook is the easy and fun way to make completely customizable photo
books, cards, and calendars on the web – for free. With Mixbook, you
aren’t limited to static pre-designed templates – our powerful design
software gives you the freedom to lay out and design your creations to
your heart’s content. We’ve dedicated ourselves to bringing you the best
experience in creating photo products so that you can make keepsakes
that truly reflect your vision. With Mixbook, you can truly Make It Yours™.
via: www.mixbook.com

Join the Mixbook Affiliate Program on ShareASale

6. Ornaments for Grandparents

Gingerbread Christmas Ball Ornament |
MyBambino
By providing unique items of superior quality, MyBambino has found a
place as the preferred website for personalized baby gifts, furniture to
decorate the nursery and a place to find children’s gifts with countless
customers. Wholesale and corporate accounts, celebrity clients and our
prized “Mommy” buyers trust My Bambino repeatedly to provide a gift that
will be cherished.
via: www.mybambino.com

Join the MyBambino Affiliate Program on ShareASale

7. Wine of the Month Club

The Original Wine Club Since 1972 | Wine of the
Month Club® 
We are the "Original" Wine of the Month Club®, founded in 1972 to take
the guesswork out of fancy labels and expensive price tags in choosing a
great wine, has become America's trusted source of unique and
compelling wines.
via: www.wineofthemonthclub.com

Join the Wine of the Month Club Affiliate Program on ShareASale

8. Smoky Mountain Family Vacation
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Cabin Rentals in Smoky Mountains | Mountain
Laurel Chalets
For 41 years Mountain Laurel Chalets has served as the premier Gatlinburg
cabin rental company. Nestled next to the entrance of the Great Smoky
Mountain National Park, our reputation is one of service, friendliness,
family and giving back to the community. Mountain Laurel Chalets is
committed to making sure your vacation, family reunion, corporate
meeting, church retreat or romantic getaway is everything you can
imagine and more. Make your memories for a lifetime as you come with
family and friends to enjoy the privacy and seclusion of our vacation
homes. 
via: www.mtnlaurelchalets.com

Join the Mountain Laurel Chalets Affiliate Program on ShareASale

9. Scrapbooking Supplies for Grandma

Top Products at Discount Prices | Scrapbook.com 
Scrapbook.com is the leading online source for scrapbooking and paper
crafting supplies on the web. We offer 5-Star customer service, low prices,
and a 60-day money back guarantee. We are a strong company that has
grown organically for nearly over a decade. We will be around for many
years to come. 
via: store.scrapbook.com

Join the Scrapbook Affiliate Program on ShareASale

10. Wisconsin Food of the Month Club for Grandpa

Gourmet Food of the Month Club | Wisconsin
Made
Wisconsinmade.com is an e-commerce gourmet food and gift store that
was started in 1999. The website showcases unique, high quality products
from artisans and small businesses around the state of Wisconsin that can
be shipped nationwide. A few of our top-selling gourmet food and gifts
include Wisconsin cheese, cheese and sausage gift baskets, bratwurst,
meats, bacon, ice cream, cookies, kringles, home and garden décor,
photography, prints, pottery, football, college, wood, stained glass,
jewelry, flowers, Badgers apparel, Packers apparel Brewers apparel and
other merchandise, and gift of the month clubs.
via: www.wisconsinmade.com
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Join the Wisconsin Made Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
Pet Lover

No matter if your pet barks, meows, chirps, makes a fish face at you, squeaks or whatever
makes whatever noise a rabbit makes, ShareASale and its Merchants have you covered this
season with all sorts of products for your favourite animal(s). The products from our
Merchants range from toys you can use to play with your pet to products that aim to keep
your pet as healthy as can be for years to come.     

1. Flea and Tick Supplies

Flea and Tick Supplies and Medicine | EntirelyPets
EntirelyPets has been providing a wide variety of Pet supplies, pet
medications, pet supplements and much more. EntirelyPets provides
affordable solutions to give pets healthiest and happiest life possible while
saving pet parent's money.
via: www.entirelypets.com

Join the Entirely Pets Affiliate Program on ShareASale

2. Bird Cages
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Welded Bird Cages | Pets Warehouse
Pets Warehouse started in 1974 with breeding birds. Today we are one of
the industry's top pet retailers. Our web site has been ranked #2 by Yahoo
Internet Life magazine and as the third most visited site by NPD. Our
success has been built on a simple principle: take care of every customer
and make them number one. We stock our web site with the latest
products, the best deals and plenty of information to help you decide for
yourself. We are proud of each and every member of our staff, because
they make the difference.
via: www.petswarehouse.com

Join the Pets Warehouse Affiliate Program on ShareASale

3. Indestructible Varsity Ball

Indestructible Dog Toy | Varsity Pets
Varsity Pets manufactures and sells "110% guaranteed indestructible" toys
for dogs. Our Varsity Balls and Junior Varsity Balls are large, tough,
outdoor toys that dogs with wrestle, herd, and play with all by themselves
until they are exhausted. Because our toys are so addictive, they are a
great way to exercise high-energy dogs without exhausting yourself!
via: www.varsitypetsonline.com

Join the Varsity Pets Affiliate Program on ShareASale

4. Pet Insurance

Pet Insurance Plans | Petplan
Lower vet bills by up to 90% with our pet insurance plans! Petplan is
North America's best-loved pet insurer offering the most coverage and
top-rated service. Pet Insurance is a rapidly growing industry in the US. In
the UK, 27% of pets are covered, while in the US less than 1% of pets are
covered. If USA even comes close to catching up to pet lovers overseas,
the entire market will grow more than 25 times as big as it is today!
via: www.gopetplan.com

Join the PetPlan Affiliate Program on ShareASale

5. Cat Furniture
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Cat Furniture, Gyms, Toys, Beds and More! |
CatsPlay 
CatsPlay.com sells high quality cat furniture in unique designs. We offer a
wide variety of models of cat furniture, and customers may select from 7
different colors. Our items generate a high level of interest among cat
owners! There are 61 million cats in 30% of US households and 4.1 million
kittens are born in the US alone each year. Our high quality units have
unique designs, and include scratchproof sisal poles, hammocks, beds,
play hoops and more. Our most popular unit's price is $169. Shipping is
always free! 
via: www.catsplay.com

Join the CatsPlay Affiliate Program on ShareASale

6. Cat Toys

Toys for Cats | All Pets Considered
All Pets Considered is Customer-Oriented. Our store commitment is to
provide quality pet products and customer satisfaction.All Pets Considered
carries the largest selection of premium and all-natural dog/cat foods in
our area, a full listing of the brands we sell can be seen on our Pet Foods
Page gives informed advice on pet care and diet. If we don’t know the
answer to the question you’re asking, we’ll get it. If we don’t stock the
item you need, we’ll do our best to find it. Special requests are an integral
part of the All Pets Considered service commitment. 
via: www.allpetsconsidered.com

Join the All Pets Considered Affiliate Program on ShareASale

7. Pet Food

Pet Food Central | HealthyPets
Founded in 1997, Healthypets, Inc. mission is to help pet owners improve
and care for their pets without having to spend a great deal of money. At
Healthypets, we are dedicated to helping and strengthening the bond
between humans and animals by only providing quality products that are
U.S.A EPA and FDA approved. We offer non- prescription medications,
all-natural and nutritional supplements, as well as a huge variety of pet
supplies. Whether you’re looking for a great deal on pet or simply looking
to keep your pets healthy, Healthypets is your one stop shop.
via: www.healthypets.com
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Join the HealthyPets Affiliate Program on ShareASale

8. Dog Collars

Designer Dog Collars, Dog Harnesses & Carriers |
Dog Collar Boutique
Designer dog collars, dog harnesses, carriers and leashes for your favorite
dog. Fashionably designed collars with beautiful, high quality
workmanship. Showcasing the works of top pet fashion designers.
via: www.dogcollarsboutique.com

Join the Dog Collar Boutique Affiliate Program on ShareASale

9. Grain Free Dog Treats

Grain Free Dog Treats | Dr. Becker's Bites
If you are looking for a tasty, healthy, pure meat treat for your
four-legged friend, then Dr. Becker’s Bites is the right treat for you! Our
treats are made from 100% USDA inspected (human grade) beef and
bison liver with absolutely NO GRAIN of ANY kind! That’s right… there is
not one ounce of filler added to our treats, we represent the “true”
definition of what an “all-natural” or “holistic” treat should be. Created for
healthy pets who naturally crave the taste of pure meat, our treats are
ideal for pets dealing with obesity, allergies, kidney/liver issues, diabetes,
cancer, and other health-related issues.
via: www.drbeckersbites.com

Join the Dr. Becker's Bites Affiliate Program on ShareASale

10. All Pet Supplies

Dog, bird, fish / aquarium, cat supplies and more
| GregRobert Pet Supplies
GregRobert is an established pet, equine and garden retailer offering
approximately 20,000 products. We have been selling online since 2002.
We pride ourselves in ensuring our customers are happy through speedy
shipping, great customer service and fair prices. 
via: www.pet-dog-cat-supply-store.com

Join the GregRobert Pet Supplies Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
Gadget Man

The Gadget Man. You know him, you see him on a daily basis. He's the guy sometimes typing
furiously away at his laptop with a bluetooth headset in one ear and holding a conversation
with some unknown caller in the other ear. He might be the guy on the plane playing a
random game on some handheld video game system, he may be watching a movie from his
iPad or reading a book on his Kindle. Yes, the Gadget Man can't seem to put his electronics
down and for the Gadget Men in your life, we give you this gift guide. 

1. Microsoft Office and More

Buy Microsoft Office, Windows, Adobe & More |
Software King
At Software King, we're here to do everything that we can to provide you
with a positive shopping experience. That means that you'll receive
guaranteed low prices on all of the software in our store. There's no
reason to overpay, and we guarantee you won't find a better price
anywhere else. You'll be able to immediately start enjoying your new
software thanks to our instant digital download system. As soon as you
make your purchase, you can follow the easy instructions to download
your software. No more waiting or paying for shipping. Enjoy instant
gratification!
via: www.softwareking.com

Join the Software King Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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2. Bluetooth Headphones

Swage U Bluetooth Headphones | Rockit Boost
Rokit Boost offers high quality consumer electronics, ranging from
Bluetooth headphones, speakers, iPad keyboards and more. We recently
released an amazing product, SwageU Bluetooth headphones which is
getting perfect reviews so far.
via: www.rokitboost.com

Join the Rockit Boost Affiliate Program on ShareASale

3. Big Screen TV

OLED, 4K, LED TVs and Accessories | Paul's TV
Paul founded Paul's TV & Appliances more than 50 years ago with a $1000
loan from a relative. Working out of one small store in La Habra, CA,
Paul's TV changed forever in 1978 with the introduction of the Big Screen
TV. Since we specialize in televisions, we truly are "The King of Big
Screen." Shop online or visit any of our stores to talk with our courteous
and knowledgeable sales professionals about your new television, home
audio, or home appliance purchase.
via: www.paulstv.com

Join the Paul's TV Affiliate Program on ShareASale

4. Portable Power Bank

Anker Astro3 12000mAh Portable Power Bank for
iPhone and Android | Meritline.com
Meritline.com is an online platform offering over 30,000 computer
accessories and household products to customers around the world. We
pride ourselves of services, selections, exceptional prices, and web
shopping experiences that we deliver to all who shop with us. Why wait?
Give us a try now. 
via: www.meritline.com

Join the Meritline Affiliate Program on ShareASale

5. GPS for Car
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Sylvania Touchscreen Portable GPS Navigation
System w/USA Maps & Text to Speech |
SnaggStuff
Born in 2008, SnaggStuff.com started as a popular internet deal-a-day
site. Over the years we have grown to become a respected provider of the
latest technology goods at the lowest prices on the web. Located in a
suburb of Memphis, we bring a little southern charm and strive to provide
courteous and professional customer service.
via: www.snaggstuff.com

Join the SnaggStuff Affiliate Program on ShareASale

6. Quadcopter for Aerial Photos

Phantom 2 Vision - Your Flying Camera,
Quadcopter Drone | TheNerds
TheNerds.net has been offering a huge selection of Electronics, Computer
Hardware, Printers, Housewares & Office Supplies with some of the most
aggressive pricing on the Internet since 1997. TheNerds.net has one of
the easiest return policies on the internet, we make sure to make every
one of our customer. With 100% secure shopping, 350,000 products in
stock and a dedicated staff here to assist you, TheNerds.net is your
number one choice. 
via: www.thenerds.net

Join TheNerds Affiliate Program on ShareASale

7. iPhone 6 Cases

iPhone 6 Cases and Accessories | MiniSuit.com
Since the establishment of Minisuit on December 19, 2005, we have
become one of the largest electronic accessory distributors worldwide. We
are internationally recognized for carrying a variety of avant-garde designs
and uncountable options, making us an industry leader. With an undying
passion and commitment to deliver the finest quality accessories, we have
accumulated over hundreds of accessories in stock that are not only
durable, but elegant, convenient, and above all, distinctively innovative.
via: www.minisuit.com

Join the MiniSuit Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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8. External Hard Drives

MICRONET 3TB | PCMicroStore.com
PCMicroStore.com has been a leading computer and electronics distributor
in the United States for many years. Offering over 20,000 products from
your favorite brands at low discount prices, and the best part is that most
of the items come with a free shipping offer. 
via: pcmicrostore.com

Join the PCMicroStore Affiliate Program on ShareASale

9. XBox Live and PlayStation Plus Cards

Buy XBOX Live & Other Pre-Paid Cards Online |
Game Time Zone
We sell WOW, EVE-Online, Xbox Live, Nexon Cash & 100s of more
pre-paid cards fast and online with Paypal and Bitcoin. Get your code in
minutes over email.
via: www.gametimezone.com

Join the GameTimeZone Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
Trend Setter

Trendsetter - By definition it is a person who leads the way in fashion or ideas. Always a step
ahead of the curve, this person has almost a sixth sense when it comes to knowing what the
next great "look" may be or what the next big product people will get excited about is. They
tend to devour information in their constant quest to stay just a bit ahead of everyone else.
For these forward thinking individuals on your gift list, we present these ShareASale
Merchants. 

1. Magazine Subscriptions

Huge Savings on 1000+ Magazine Subscriptions |
Magazine-Agent 
Magazine-Agent.com has been in business for over ten years, and is the
second largest Internet-based magazine subscription agency. Our website
offers fixed term and continuous service subscriptions for over 1,000
publications, and is driven by a trusted business to consumer relationship. 
via: www.magazine-agent.com

Join the Magazine-Agent Affiliate Program on ShareASale

2. Boutique Quality Online Eyewear
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Online Eyeglasses & Sunglasses | Warby Parker
Warby Parker offers boutique-quality, classically crafted eyewear at a
revolutionary price point. Sunglasses and prescription eyewear simply
should not cost $300+. By cutting out the middlemen and selling directly
to customers online, Warby Parker is able to provide higher-quality,
better-looking sunglasses and prescription eyewear at a fraction of the
price - and for every pair sold, a pair is distributed to someone in need.
via: www.warbyparker.com

Join the Warby Parker Affiliate Program on ShareASale

3. Wooden Watches

100% Natural Wooden Watches | WeWOOD 
WeWOOD is a leader in sustainable & eco-friendly fashion accessories. Our
wooden watches are made from mostly reclaimed scrap wood. WeWOOD
plants a tree for every watch that is purchased. Our partners, American
Forests and Trees for the Future, have helped us to plant more than
300,000 trees since we began doing business in 2010.
via: we-wood.us

Join the WeWOOD Affiliate Program on ShareASale

4. Award Winning Photo Books

Photo Books, Photo Albums | Shutterfly
At Shutterfly, millions of people store, enjoy and share billions of photos.
We're here to help you turn the photos you love into award-winning photo
books, meaningful cards, imaginative photo gifts, home decor, personal
websites and so much more.
via: www.shutterfly.com

Join the Shutterfly Affiliate Program on ShareASale

5. Evening Bag with Crystal Spiderweb
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Swarovski Crystal Evening Bag | All Things
Trendy
AllThingsTrendy.com stands behind the brands we carry, especially the
premier Anthony David Collection. No crystal bag and accessory designer
compares to Anthony David. The most important reason to own Anthony
David crystal purses is that thousands of satisfied and countless repeat
customers could not possibly be wrong. A large percentage of our
business is from repeat customers. The list grows everyday. Our loyal
customers continue purchasing from the Anthony David Collection because
each product truly is a collectible work of art; a precious jewel and should
be treated like one. We are certain you will enjoy your purchase!
via: www.allthingstrendy.com

Join the All Things Trendy Affiliate Program on ShareASale

6. Simple and Stylish Personalized Jewelry

Mom's Name Charm Necklace, Personalized Mom
Necklace, Neck Charms for Mom | Posh Mommy
Jewelry
Posh Mommy offers luxurious, everyday jewelry for mommies with style.
The line’s engravable discs, loops, circles, mini dog tags, tall tags and
hearts are made in sterling sliver, gold, or white gold, and can be
customized with a birthstone and backstamped with dates or messages.
Business savvy coupled with fashion by founder Ali Krebs, Posh Mommy
has become the staple accessory for moms from Hollywood and beyond
(Brooke Burke, Kimberly Quaid, Milla Jovovich, Garcelle Beauvais and
others are fans). Posh Mommy gives moms the chance to show off their
kids in style, whether they’re at the playground or out for date night.
via: www.poshmommyjewelry.com

Join the Posh Mommy Jewelry Affiliate Program on ShareASale

7. Julep Maven Subscription Box

Become a Maven | Julep
Get a customizable beauty box that's just your style—every month! Get a
customizable beauty box that's just your style—every month! Log in to
your account between the 20th-24th of every month to preview your box,
customize it, or send it to a friend.
via: www.julep.com
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Join the Julep Affiliate Program on ShareASale

8. Wooden Sunglasses

Wooden Sunglasses | WOODZEE
Founded in 2011 in the City of Trees, Chico, CA, Woodzee strives toward
growing a business that is committed to providing fashion-forward, quality
products priced for everyone to enjoy. Equally committed to promoting a
sustainable relationship between humankind and nature, all pieces are
constructed using renewable resources. Woodzee utilities packaging made
from 50% recycled paper using soy ink. Woodzee is continually seeking
new wood and best practices to promote the healthiest possible planet.
via: www.woodzee.com

Join the Woodzee Affiliate Program on ShareASale

9. Skin Care Products for Clear, Healthy Skin

The Best Acne Treatment | Exposed Skin Care®  
Exposed Skin Care was founded in Seattle, Wa in 2002 to bring you a truly
revolutionary line of skin care products, guaranteed to clear your
acne-prone within 30 days. Exposed combines the power of advanced
science with the soothing properties of pure natural extracts, to bring you
skin that is not only clear, but also healthy and balanced.  
via: www.exposedskincare.com

Join the Exposed Skin Care Affiliate Program on ShareASale

10. Crew Neck Tunic Dress

Combo Crew Neck Tunic Dress | Cynthia Rowley
Cynthia Rowley constructed her first dress when she was seven years old.
Her intuitive technical skill paired with a love of “making things” led her to
an undergraduate degree from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago,
where she began to pursue a career in fashion. Her first full collection was
purchased while she was still in school, and gave her the leverage she
needed to move to New York and establish her brand. Rowley’s namesake
collection has since grown to include womenswear, menswear, eyewear,
handbags, shoes, legwear, shapewear, wetsuits, as well as collaborations
with Johnson & Johnson, and Procter and Gamble, to name a few.
via: www.cynthiarowley.com
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Join the Cynthia Rowley Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
Music Lovers

Music Gifts: Usually right near the top of most peoples lists with products like headphones,
music players, DJ equipment, vintage records, music posters and apparel, and more. Hit all the
right notes with the music lover in your life with these gift ideas.

1. Streaming Music Subscription

Streaming Music | Rhapsody
Over 30 million songs, unlimited listening time, and not an ad in sight --
Rhapsody is the ultimate digital jukebox for your browser, desktop and all
your mobile devices! With plenty of full albums and the ability to choose
exactly which songs you want to listen to, Rhapsody is music to everyone's
ears.
via: www.rhapsody.com

Join the Rhapsody Affiliate Program on ShareASale

2. High Quality Headphones
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Power. Clarity. Comfort. | Soul Electronics
Established in 2009, SOUL Electronics’ mission is to create quality sound
designed for every lifestyle. With significant advances in technology
wherein smartphones, tablets and laptops are now able to provide
premium quality sound, it is essential that headphones and speakers
produce an exceptional sound experience from audio units that is intended
to be heard by audiophiles for the many purposes that consumers use
music whether to relax, focus, dance, exercise or to simply listen to music
to better enjoy their active lifestyles.
via: www.soulelectronics.com

Join the Soul Electronics Affiliate Program on ShareASale

3. Music Supplies and Accessories

Amps, Effects, Instruments, Accessories |
BirdlandMusic
Musicians of all levels need the best supplies to really get the most out of
the experience. That’s why BirdlandMusic.net is committed to serving the
music population—and we make sure we’re coving all the bases. Whether
you’re just learning how to play an instrument or you have been playing
for years, we have the music supplies and music accessories you need to
create your ideal sound. 
via: www.birdlandmusic.net

Join the BirdlandMusic Affiliate Program on ShareASale

4. Music Boxes

Music Boxes, Ballerina Jewelry Box and Musical
Gifts | MusicBoxAttic.com
We invite you to share the wonderful world of mechanical music with us.
Music Box Attic is a company of musical giftware and collectables that
have been appreciated around the world throughout history for many
years. They are gifts of love to be played and enjoyed. We carry the most
popular lines from Reuge, Le Ore, MDS Prestige, Symphony, and other
hand made Italian boxes.
via: www.musicboxattic.com

Join the Music Box Attic Affiliate Program on ShareASale

5. All Styles of Sheet Music
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Sheet Music For Piano, Guitar And Choral | Sheet
Music Plus
We started Sheet Music Plus in 1997 to offer musicians a full spectrum of
sheet music, with fast delivery and trained musicians offering customer
service. Our 25,000 square foot warehouse can provide you with music
from more than 1,000 publishers, including all major European publishers.
Sheet Music Plus features all styles of music, for every talent level and
instrument. Whether you're a music teacher seeking instructional titles for
your students or you're purchasing music for your band, orchestra or
chorus, we have what you need.
via: www.sheetmusicplus.com

Join the Sheet Music Plus Affiliate Program on ShareASale

6. Rock and Roll Shirts

Rock T-shirts | ShopRockAmerica.com
Rock America Incorporated is one of the largest providers of quality Rock
& Roll clothing and memorabilia. We sell the highest quality Music and
Rock T-shirts, Hoodies, Posters, Hats, Caps, Stickers and Patches.
via: www.shoprockamerica.com

Join the ShopRockAmerica Affiliate Program on ShareASale

7. Song Surgeon

Slow down music, songs, lessons or audio. Pitch
or Key change, tempo | Song Surgeon
Professional music slow down software, audio tempo and key changer
software, audio transcription software, the perfect customized audio
lessons creator software, call it what you may, but all of this - and a lot
more - resides under the hood of Song Surgeon. Song Surgeon has
become a tremendous hit in more than 100 countries across the world,
loved by musicians, transcribers, voice over artists, dancers, recording
industry professionals, teachers and students.
via: songsurgeon.com

Join the Song Surgeon Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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8. The Learn and Master Series for Specific Instruments 

Gibson's Learn & Master Guitar Lessons, Piano,
Drums DVD Instruction | Learn & Master Courses
by Legacy Learning Systems
Nearly all of us have that one thing we've always wanted to learn. To
paint. To dance. To play an instrument. Whatever it is, we all have
something we wish we could do. A personal dream.At Legacy Learning
Systems our mission is "Bringing Personal Dreams Within Reach." This
applies to those people who purchase our products and learn a skill that
they have dreamed about their entire lives as well as our affiliates. We
want to bring YOUR personal dreams within reach! That is our mission. To
make difficult skills accessible through multimedia self-education courses.
To bring personal dreams within reach.
via: www.learnandmaster.com

Join the Legacy Learning Systems Affiliate Program on ShareASale

9. Shelf Stereo System

Audiophile Shelf System | Wayfair
Wayfair offers a zillion things home. With one of the world's largest online
selections of furniture, home furnishings, décor and goods, including more
than seven million products from over 7,000 suppliers, Wayfair helps
people find the perfect product at the right price.
via: www.wayfair.com

Join the Wayfair Affiliate Program on ShareASale

10. Gibson Les Paul Guitar

Gibson Les Paul Signature T Electric Guitar (with
Case) | SameDayMusic
SameDayMusic carries the most recognizable brands of the most relevant
products. From guitars to keyboards, speakers to recording gear,
SameDayMusic offers a huge, multi-million dollar inventory to our
customers. SameDayMusic ships fast-- really fast. And for the most part,
they're fast and free. When we say "same day music", we mean just that.
If a customer places a valid order before 2:00p.m. Eastern Standard Time,
we'll ship their order that same day.
via: www.samedaymusic.com
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Join the SameDayMusic Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
Tea Aficionados

Around the ShareASale office in Chicago, we're bracing ourselves for another round of Winter
by stocking up on as many tea bags as we can get. Whether you enjoy a nice bracing cup of
English Breakfast Black Tea to get your day moving or a late in the afternoon relaxing cup of a
herbal mint to tingle your toes, you'll find many fine selections from these ShareASale
Merchants.

1. Green Tea Collection 

Bento Box Green Tea Collection | American Tea
Room
Our philosophy is simple: We offer the finest and most spectacular teas
along with an unsurpassed selection of accessories and accoutrements to
help enhance your tea experience. Under our previous brand, Le Palais
Gourmet, we made Oprah's favorite things list twice! Our products are
always in stock or available within 48 hours, our orders are shipped the
day they are received, our customer service is unsurpassed, our packaging
is beautiful.
via: www.americantearoom.com

Join the American Tea Room Affiliate Program on ShareASale

2. Award Winning Sampler Pack
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Award Winning Sampler | Teatulia
Teatulia is named for the region in Northern Bangladesh where our tea is
grown. Teatulia organic teas reflect the pristine and delicate environment
from which they hail. We offer 10 different tea and herbal varieties in
silken tea pyramids and loose packaging.
via: www.teatulia.com

Join the Teatulia Affiliate Program on ShareASale

3. Holiday Tea Sampler

Holiday Tea Sampler | Art Of Tea
Art of Tea is an award winning importer of organic and speciality teas. Our
teas are hand selected and crafted and come from Art of Tea founder's
yearly journeys throughout Asia, India, the Middle East and Africa. 
via: www.artoftea.com

Join the Art Of Tea Affiliate Program on ShareASale

4. Spiced Raspberry Tea

Spiced Raspberry | Tea Gallerie
Tea Gallerie offers 200 organic, fair-trade varieties of tea from around the
world, as well as a vast array of teaware. Our loose-leaf teas provide a
myriad of health benefits to consumers, such as the removal of toxins in
the body and the regulation of blood pressure, among many others. 
via: www.teagallerie.com

Join the Tea Gallerie Affiliate Program on ShareASale

5. Whole Leaf Steeper Mug
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L Tremain Whole Leaf Steeper Mug With Tea
Infuser | Golden Moon Tea
This exquisite whole Leaf Steeper Mug completes with a large lid and an
over-sized tea infuser. The lid keeps the water hot while brewing and can
be used as a holder for the tea infuser after steeping. It is designed for
brewing whole leaf loose tea. 10 oz. The mesh bottom infuser gives you a
perfect even brew every time. It comes with an easy-to-grasp handle and
lid. It is microwave and dishwasher safe and perfect for home and office
use.
via: www.goldenmoontea.com

Join the Golden Moon Tea Affiliate Program on ShareASale

6. Clay Teapot

Yixing Round Dark Zuni Teapot | Generation Tea
Welcome to Generation Tea. Our tea collection represents some of the
finest unblended teas China has to offer. We specialize in and directly
import our teas from China and Taiwan. All our teas are OU Certified
Kosher, and many are USDA Certified Organic. The leaves are processed
naturally with no flavorings, additives or preservatives. Each tea offers
pure and natural flavors. We also specialize in Pu-erh teas, come view our
extensive selection.
via: www.generationtea.com

Join the Generation Tea Affiliate Program on ShareASale

7. Matcha Tea

Matcha Green Tea Available in Tea Grade and
Ingredient Grade | Matcha Source
Matcha Source sells premium matcha green tea powder from Japan and
related accessories. Matcha is stone ground tea leaves. When you drink
matcha tea, you ingest the whole leaf and receive 100% of the nutrients
of the tea. One serving of matcha green tea is the nutritional equivalent of
ten cups of regular brewed green tea in a tea bag. Matcha is new in the
United States and still difficult to find in grocery stores. However, it is
gaining recognition in popular coffee shops and smoothie bars which offer
green tea lattes and matcha shots. Many customers are looking matcha to
make these addictive and expensive beverages at home.
via: www.matchasource.com
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Join the Matcha Source Affiliate Program on ShareASale

8. Blooming Tea

Black Gold Blooming Tea | California Tea House
California Tea House is a gourmet loose leaf tea company that carries the
highest grade loose leaf tea and custom, flavored tea blends. Our online
tea store has a neighborhood tea store/coffee shop attitude where
customers are encouraged to share their thoughts, comments, reviews
and mingle amongst each other
via: www.californiateahouse.com

Join the California Tea House Affiliate Program on ShareASale

9. Monthly Tea Club

Tea of the Month Club | Simple Loose Leaf
Each month you will receive a box of awesome loose leaf tea. Join now,
and we'll make sure you have everything you need to get the perfect
cuppa tea brewing! Along with your first box of tea as a new member you
will get your membership card that gets you a 50% discount on all tea
ordered at Shop.SimpleLooseLeaf.com!
via: www.simplelooseleaf.com

Join the Simple Loose Leaf Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
Bartender at Heart

Let's face it, we've probably all seen the movie Cocktail from the eighties, full of amazing bar
tricks with shaker cups and vodka bottles and what have you. We may have even seen some
bartenders do that in real life, we may even know how to flip a bottle behind our back and
catch it. Most of us though are your standard home bartenders and could use some new tools
of the trade. Here are some products that may up your flair around your home bar. 

1. Personalized Bar Sign

Personalized Signs and Custom Signs |
HomeWetBar
Originally started in 2001, we are a true homegrown business that was
built and is staffed by people who use the products and know the product
line, and each new product we carry is still hand selected by the original
founder, Keith Winter, for uniqueness, function, quality, and value. We are
still true to our roots, and you can rest assured that every dollar you
spend with us goes to a family-owned company, our employees, and to
our community
via: www.homewetbar.com

Join the HomeWetBar Affiliate Program on ShareASale

2. The Perfect Drink 
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The Perfect Drink by Brookstone: App-controlled
smart bartending | Vat19
Vat19 is the #1 source for “curiously awesome” gifts for fun-loving people
everywhere. We have an ever-growing catalog of unique gifts in many
categories: Toys, Puzzles & Games, Clothing & Accessories, Bar, Kitchen,
Office, Gadgets, Fun Foods & Candies, and more!
via: www.vat19.com

Join the Vat19 Affiliate Program on ShareASale

3. 10 in 1 Bartender Tool

Bar10der, 10 in 1 Bartender Tool | Convenient
Gadgets and Gifts
Convenient Gadgets & Gifts LLC, a New York LLC established in 2003, is an
online retailer offering unique gadgets to customers throughout North
America via its’ web site at www.cgets.com. The company prides itself in
finding unique gadgets that you can’t find just anywhere and make great
personal or gift purchases
via: www.cgets.com

Join the Convenient Gadgets and Gifts Affiliate Program on ShareASale

4. The Essential Bar Book

The Essential Bar Book by Jennifer Fiedler |
Random House
A handsome and comprehensive bartending guide for professional and
home bartenders that includes history, lore, and 150 recipes. Random
House's affiliate program is for author websites, other sites that
recommend books published by Random House, and sites frequented by
people who read books.
via: www.randomhouse.com

Join the Random House Affiliate Program on ShareASale

5. Contemporary Bar Stools
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Baxton Studio Black Adjustable Bar Stool | Totally
Furniture
Totally Furniture has been offering home and office furniture at very
competitive prices for over 20 years. Their online customers can now
enjoy the same quality furniture, low prices and excellent customer service
their offline customers enjoyed for 2 decades. 
via: www.totallyfurniture.com

Join the Totally Furniture Affiliate Program on ShareASale

6. Bloody Mary Mixology Kit

Bloody Mary Mixology Kit | Provisions by Food52
We believe that great food isn't just about ingredients, it's about
everything that makes a meal -- it's about the porcelain dish you use to
bake a pie; the vintage server you use to cut the pie once it's baked; and
the beautiful plates you serve it on. We wanted to create a shop that
reflects this. But we knew we couldn't stop at just products. So Provisions
also gives you great recipes to make your pie -- and an article showing
you how to roll out dough like a pro. (We always sat at the front of the
class, can you tell?) Provisions by Food52 is the place where you can find
it all. It’s the place to go when you need a birthday gift for a
food-obsessed friend. The place to look for great table linens. The place to
window-shop and daydream. 
via: food52.com

Join the Food52 Affiliate Program on ShareASale

7. Beer Tube
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100oz beer towers | Beer Tubes
Beer Tubes designs and manufactures high-quality 100-plus ounce
self-serve beverage dispensers. Commonly referred to as “beer towers,”
these dispensers can be used with any cold beverage. Available with a
variety of base options, including sports designs, all of which can be
customized. These dispensers are great for parties, tailgating, bars, BBQs
and are a unique gift option
via: www.beertubes.com

Join the Beer Tubes Affiliate Program on ShareASale

8. Personalized Pub Glass Set

Personalized Pub Glass Set | Arttowngifts.com
Arttowngifts.com is your one stop for personalized gifts, custom signs, last
minute gifts and creative home accents. Here you can personalize a gift
for a business associate, send a get well gift basket to a sick friend,
surprise your wife with a gold rose, create a family name sign for your
foyer and decorate your man cave with a pub sign. Shop here to find an
impressive gift for any occasion or holiday.
via: www.arttowngifts.com

Join the ArtTownGifts Affiliate Program on ShareASale

9. Cocktail Shaker

LOUNGE Boston Shaker Set by Blomus |
Lumens.com
Lumens.com offers the web’s best shopping experience for
design-oriented lighting, fans, furniture and home accessories. The
collection of products found on Lumens.com is curated from top
international brands and the world’s most renowned designers.
via: www.lumens.com

Join the Lumens Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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10. Your Very Own Tiki Bar

Island Tiki Bar | Tiki Master
As one of Hawaii's finest manufacturer and online gift catalog companies,
we offer a large selection of products such as: Tikis, Tiki masks, Tiki Bar,
nautical decor, Polynesian and Hawaiian art, tropical decor, surf decor
products, skull and bones accessories, pirate wall decor, island lifestyle
products and more. We have Tiki carvers throughout Hawaii and the
different areas of the Pacific who carve tiki statues and Tiki gods, tiki
totems and masks, fabricate koa canoe paddles and make other Hawaiian
crafts. Our tiki sculptures are all quality woodcarvings, each piece is hand
carved and hand rubbed to give a beautiful finish. All finishing and quality
control is done in Kailua, Hawaii.
via: www.tikimaster.com

Join the Tiki Master Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
Gifts Under $50

Clever gifts don't have to break the bank. Keep on budget with these Merchants' versatile and
contemporary options while making a memorable statement!

1. Amazing Daily Deals

Handmade and Boutique deals at up to 80% off |
Jane
By far the hottest ticket item of the season....This antler monogram is the
perfect wall/door piece for the season! This is a custom piece that you
won't find anywhere else! Choose your initial and decorate your
monogram with seasonal touches or just finish it to fit in with your
everyday home decor.
via: jane.com

Join the Jane Affiliate Program on ShareASale

2. Custom Totebag
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The Home for the Maker Generation | Hatch.co
Create a unique gift! Let the special child in your life design a bag and let
me bring his or her idea to life! Or, perhaps you have a design you would
like to make for a friend or even a bridal party! It all starts with your
ideas! I was invited to fulfill the designs of some creative kids as a part of
Hatch's "Make for Good." I enjoyed the creative process as much as I
enjoyed seeing the kids receive their bags! Have a child who wants a
drawstring tote instead? Just select that option. I am open to any ideas
you have!
via: www.hatch.co

Join the Hatch.co Affiliate Program on ShareASale

3. Montage Photobook

 

Effortless Photo Books, Made with Love |
Montage
Montage is a platform to help users tell stories through the creation of
stunningly beautiful photo books. The service is designed to analyze user's
photos to present them with a perfectly designed book from the start.
Because of the technology powering Montage, user's are likely to finish
their books in minutes and can make subtle tweaks if they want
via: www.montagebook.com

Join the Montage Affiliate Program on ShareASale

4. Snack Box Subscription

Snack Box Subscription, Delivered Monthly | Love
With Food
Love With Food is the easiest way to SNACK SMART and DO GOOD. We
are a monthly snack box subscription service that helps you discover the
best organic or all-natural snacks delivered to your door for only
$10/month. For every box sent, a meal is donated to feed hungry children
in America. To date, we've donated more than 250,000 meals. 
via: lovewithfood.com

Join the Love With Food Affiliate Program on ShareASale

5. Holiday Popcorn Tins
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Caramel, Cheese, and Regular Popcorn | Topsy's
Popcorn
Since 1929, Topsy's Popcorn has been a Kansas City Tradition. With over
25 million pounds of gourmet popcorn sold, Topsy's Popcorn is the place
for popcorn gifts and decorative canisters. With flavor choices and
combinations to suit almost anyone and imaginative collectible tins in a
variety of sizes, Topsy’s gourmet popcorn makes the perfect gift this
holiday season or for any occasion. 
via: www.topsyspopcorn.com

Join the Topsy's Popcorn Affiliate Program on ShareASale

6. Official NFL Scarf

Officially Licensed NFL Scarves | Fanatics
Fanatics sells officially licensed merchandise for NCAA, NFL, MLB, NHL,
NBA, and even NASCAR. We have a huge selection of jerseys, shirts, hats,
collectibles, memorabilia, and more. We have over 250,000+ items
available and many more on the way! We are constantly improving our
operations and our online shopping experience to ensure we develop and
progress as a leader in our industry. 
via: www.fanatics.com

Join the Fanatics Affiliate Program on ShareASale

7. Streaming Music Subscription

Unlimited Skips, No Ads | Rhapsody
Over 30 million songs, unlimited listening time, and not an ad in sight --
Rhapsody is the ultimate digital jukebox for your browser, desktop and all
your mobile devices! With plenty of full albums and the ability to choose
exactly which songs you want to listen to, Rhapsody is music to everyone's
ears.
via: www.rhapsody.com

Join the Rhapsody Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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8. New Golf Balls

Golf Equipment, Clubs, and Training Aids |
InTheHoleGolf.com
With the InTheHoleGolf.com affiliate program, you'll find the latest and
most innovative golf clubs, golf training aids, practice equipment, golf gps
systems and accessories in the golf industry. At InTheHoleGolf.com we
strive to be the golf enthusiast's #1 resource for anything in the golf
world.
via: www.intheholegolf.com

Join the InTheHoleGolf Affiliate Program on ShareASale

9. iPhone Case

iPhone Cases, Wall Art, T-Shirts | Redbubble
If you’re looking for unique and impossibly brilliant t-shirts, heart-stopping
wall art, attention grabbing iPhone cases or any other beautifully designed
products we’re here to present an alternative to the mass producing
hordes rudely hawking your individuality back to you on the main street.
via: www.redbubble.com

Join the RedBubble Affiliate Program on ShareASale

10. All Kinds of Socks

Fun, funky socks, tights, and knee high socks |
JoyOfSocks.com 
Joyofsocks.com has been selling socks and tights online since February,
1998. Fifteen years later, our quest for fun socks, our vested interest in
our customers, and our desire to improve the way we conduct business
remains the backbone of our company. Wild to mild and bold to shy feet
will always have a home at Joyofsocks.com.
via: www.joyofsocks.com

Join the JoyOfSocks Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
Movie Buff

Q4 is a great time for Hollywood, many blockbuster movies come out as people pack theaters
to see their favorite actors or actresses on the big screen. Games and Toys are asked for from
children all over as gifts from many movie franchises that they may have seen this year such
as Guardians of the Galaxy, The Lego Movie, or X-Men. Let this gift guide get you started on
your Tinseltown promotions!

1. Movie Posters

Movie and Vintage Film Posters | Movie Poster
Shop
Movie Poster Shop (MoviePosterShop.com) is an online retail company,
specializing in poster artwork. Our company has been serving movie fans
since 1997 with an unmatched selection of classic and current movie
posters. Movie studios spend millions of dollars marketing the films they
distribute. The interest generated for movie posters is largely supported by
the people who make the films, making it fairly easy to market and sell
movie posters.
via: www.moviepostershop.com

Join the Movie Poster Shop Affiliate Program on ShareASale

2. DVD of Your Favorite Movie
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Great Deals on DVD's & Blu Rays | Couch Potato  
Couch Potato is an online movie retailer selling a broad range of
factory-sealed Movies and TV shows on DVD and blu-ray. We are
dedicated to providing the lowest prices to our customers and we strive to
make the purchasing process as simple as possible. We have established
ourselves as one of the premiere destinations to buy movies and TV show
titles. 
via: www.couchpotato.com

Join the Couch Potato Affiliate Program on ShareASale

3. Life Size Cardboard Cutouts

Hollywood Theme Party Supplies, Memorabilia,
Gifts, Standups, Award Trophies, Clapboards,
Celebrity Photos, Film Cans! | Hollywood Mega
Store!
Direct from Hollywood, delivering Hollywood decorations, Hollywood party
supplies, Hollywood party favors, and hollywood props. In business for
over 20 years with two stores on the infamous landmark, Hollywood Blvd.
Our products have been featured in "Cookie Magazine" and have been
purchased by Saks Fifth Avenue, Apple Computers and Universal Studios.
Our internet sales are in the millions. Our customers include consumers
and businesses. We offer quality products, value, speedy delivery and
exceptional customer service. Our customers get great savings on the
most exciting items! 
via: www.hollywoodmegastore.com

Join the Hollywood Mega Store Affiliate Program on ShareASale

4. Gifts from "A Christmas Story"

Collectible Items from Two Beloved Christmas
Films | A Christmas Story House
A Christmas Story House Gift Shop sells collectible items related to both "A
Christmas Story" and "National Lampoons' Christmas Vacation." Leg Lamps
and Moose Mugs are our most popular products
via: www.redriderleglamps.com

Join the  A Christmas Story House Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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5. Star Wars Statues

Comics, Statues, Toys, Collectibles | Things From
Another World
TFAW.com offers over 20,000 pop culture products, with thousands of
comics, toys, statues, apparel, graphic novels and other collectibles. We
carry a huge variety of popular entertainment products from hundreds of
manufacturers, including DC Direct, Dark Horse, Hasbro, McFarlane,
Marvel, Tokyopop, Master Replicas, Disney and many more. We also carry
the full Diamond Comic Distributors catalog with thousands of new
advance order products every month. Some of our more popular product
lines include: Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Hellboy, Justice League, The
Simpsons, Dark Tower, Watchmen, Star Wars, Batman, X-Men and
hundreds more. With product offerings like this, we have something for
nearly every online shopper.
via: www.tfaw.com

Join the Things From Another World Affiliate Program on ShareASale

6. Movie Apparel

Funny T-Shirts, Movie T-Shirts, Vintage T-Shirt |
FiveFingerTees.com
FiveFingerTees.com opened in July, 2009 and is completely family owned
and operated. We offer a wide variety of movie/TV, pop-culture inspired
and down right funny t-shirts that won't break the bank! Our philosophy is
simple, we do all the work! From customer service, designing, printing,
photography, shipping, web site design, and trying to watch our kids at
the same time! By doing this, we keep our overhead really low which gives
you the customer a great deal, without having to sacrifice on quality.
via: www.fivefingertees.com

Join the FiveFingerTees Affiliate Program on ShareASale

7. Movie Costumes
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Halloween Costumes for Adults and Kids |
HalloweenCostumes.com
HalloweenCostumes.com is one of the largest Halloween costume retailers
on the web. We have been selling costumes online since 2002 and are a
trusted source for Halloween costumes and accessories. From high-quality
costume wigs and hats to costume boots and character masks, we have
something to complete all of our costumes, all at a price that will fit even
the tightest of budgets.
via: www.halloweencostumes.com

Join the Halloween Costumes Affiliate Program on ShareASale

8. Movie Sheet Music

Sheet Music For Piano, Guitar And Choral | Sheet
Music Plus
Sheet Music Plus offers the world's largest selection of sheet music. We're
your online sheet music source for music books, music sheets, songbooks,
music scores, choral sheet music and more! 
via: www.sheetmusicplus.com

Join the Sheet Music Plus Affiliate Program on ShareASale

9. "Oscar" Award

Drama Awards | TrophyCentral
TrophyCentral is a top-ranked Trophy and Awards provider. We have a
high conversion rate due to a large product selection and highly-rated
customer service. Our products include: trophies, awards, medals,
plaques, ribbons, office signs, sports uniforms, flags, custom T-shirts,
display cases, gift baskets and much more
via: www.trophycentral.com

Join the TrophyCentral Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
Foodies

This has to be a Foodie's favorite time of year with all the holiday parties coming up knowing
that everyone will be rolling out their finest feasts for people to snack on and be wowed by. A
Foodie knows though, its not necessarily the size of the meal, but the quality of the
ingredients, the skill that the chef puts into his creations, and the creativity that is found on
the plate that can make it one of the memorable eating experiences of their lives. Let these
ShareASale Merchants help you find the right gift for the Foodie in your life!

1. Fresh Maine Lobster

Lobster Tails, Live Maine Lobsters Online, Bisque,
Lobster Rolls, New England Clam Chowder |
Lobster Anywhere 
LobsterAnywhere is a new spin on the storied heritage of New England's
seafood industry. No matter where you live, you can get an impressive
Maine Lobster dinner delivered to your doorstep tomorrow (Continental
USA ONLY). LobsterAnywhere attracts homesick New Englanders,
land-locked lobster lovers and gift givers. Our packages make perfect gifts
for employee incentives, clients, special occasions and holidays.
via: www.lobsteranywhere.com

Join the Lobster Anywhere Affiliate Program on ShareASale

2. Quality Flour and Grains
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Dried Food & Baking Ingredients | Honeyville
Since 1951, bakers in America have trusted Honeyville as their go to
source for the best quality flours and grains. Try out our products for
yourself and see why bakers love it! Honeyville Food Products offers a
wide variety of wholesale food products in a range of markets. Freeze
Dried Fruits, Specialty Flours, Wholesale Ingredients, and Long Term Food
Storage make up the bulk of our product lines. 
via: shop.honeyville.com

Join the Honeyville Affiliate Program on ShareASale

3. American Kobe (Wagyu) Beef

Wagyu (American Kobe) Beef & Kurobuta Pork |
Snake River Farms
Snake River Farms is featured on the menus of the best restaurants in the
world ranging from Michelin starred establishments to local business with
an eye for extraordinary quality. Our beef products are rated higher than
Prime – the top U.S.D.A. marbling grade for beef. At the table, a Snake
River Farms steak impresses with its complex flavors, subtle sweetness
and remarkable tenderness. Known as the "Butter Knife Beef," our
American Wagyu can literally be easily cut using a simple butter knife
via: www.snakeriverfarms.com

Join the Snake River Farms Affiliate Program on ShareASale

4. Fresh Sushi Grade Fish 

Buy Sushi Grade Fish and Other Seafood Online |
Catalina Offshore Products
Catalina Offshore Products has grown steadily into one of the region’s
premier seafood purveyors and one of the largest seafood import and
export companies in California. Our California uni is world famous, having
been featured by Bizarre Foods America as well as numerous local and
national media outlets from Vogue to the LA Time
via: catalinaop.com

Join the Catalina Offshore Products Affiliate Program on ShareASale

5. Gourmet Hawaiian Coffee
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Lion Coffee, Royal Kona Coffee | Hawaii Coffee
Company
In 2000, Royal Kona and LION Coffee formed a partnership under the
name Hawaii Coffee Company. Today, we are proud to be the largest
roaster of Kona Coffee in the world and Hawaii's leading supplier of coffee
to the Island's hotels, restaurants and retail stores. Aloha!
via: www.hawaiicoffeecompany.com

Join the Hawaii Coffee Company Affiliate Program on ShareASale

6. Exotic and Organic Meats

Exotic Meats, Organic Meats | Fossil Farms
Natural Meat Store
We applaud you for making the healthy choice to incorporate all natural &
farm raised game meats into your menu. Game meats are higher in
protein yet lower in calories, fat and cholesterol than traditional meats.
Fossil Farms is committed to bringing you only the finest exotic meats,
including ostrich meat, buffalo meat and many other all natural and
farm-raised game meats. Our high quality, organic meat products are free
of growth hormones, antibiotics, medications or preservatives.
via: www.fossilfarms.com

Join the Fossil Farms Affiliate Program on ShareASale

7. Chef's Knife

Restaurant Supplies for Commercial and Home |
ABestKitchen
Welcome to the original online kitchen equipment company, ABestKitchen.
We stock thousands of high-quality commercial kitchen products from top
manufacturers. In addition to restaurant supplies & equipment, we carry
many commercial quality items that are great for home too.
ABestKitchen.com has been online selling restaurant equipment, kitchen
and bar supplies, cooking accessories and wine tools since 1998
via: www.akitchen.com

Join the ABestKitchen Affiliate Program on ShareASale

8. KitchenAid Mixer
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Everything You Need for Your Kitchen | Kitchen
Universe
Professional chefs and skilled amateur cooks, as well as homemakers and
design professionals, love everything that Kitchen Universe has to offer.
From kitchen furniture to kitchen utensils, stemware to cookware, kitchen
appliances to bakeware, cutlery to barware Kitchen Universe is your
kitchen store. Kitchen Universe focuses its product catalog on high-end
cooking tools, specialties, kitchen carts and blocks as well as small
appliances
via: www.kitchen-universe.com

Join the Kitchen Universe Affiliate Program on ShareASale

9. Beer Making Kit

Home brewing, Beer Kits, Beer Brewing Supplies |
The Beer Machine
The Beer Machine takes a historically complex process and makes it
simple—without compromising flavor, aroma, or appearance. This
all-in-one fermenter, conditioning vessel, and dispenser was designed and
engineered by professional brewers; they also design and build
microbreweries, so you know they understand the science of brewing. And
with our all-natural Beer Mixes, which are made from the finest-quality
malted barley grains, no extra work like boiling or mixing ingredients is
required.
via: www.beermachine.com

Join The Beer Machine Affiliate Program on ShareASale

10. Gourmet Cheese

Artisanal Cheeses, Gourmet Food, Desserts and
More | For The Gourmet
ForTheGourmet.com an e-commerce website where you can order the
same exact products that the top chefs in the United States- for the
gourmet in your home. Sister company www.foodinno.co Shipped over
99,000 packages in 2011 to over 30,000 professional chefs. We are a
leader in high end gourmet products many shipped directly from the
source - lobster from the boat- meat from the farm- artisanal products
from small makers
via: www.forthegourmet.com
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Join the For The Gourmet Affiliate Program on ShareASale
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
Beauty Queen

Winter is time for the Beauty Queens to shine whether they are among a falling snow or on a
sun kissed beach. From dresses and makeup to jewelry and jackets. ShareASale Merchants
have the perfect products this season for those looking to stay in fashion and in style turning
heads wherever they may go this Winter.

1. Trendy Makeup

Cosmetics, Nail Color, Skincare and More | Julep
Founded as a nail parlor in 2007, Julep has expanded into a
rapidly-growing beauty brand that takes an end-to-end approach to
product development, testing, and distribution. As we've evolved,
connection to our customers has remained core to our approach. That's
why we source high-quality ingredients that actually work, and never
make anything we wouldn't use ourselves—or recommend for our moms,
daughters, and best friends. Every month, we bring a portfolio of the
latest in beauty to market, launching over 300 branded products per year,
including cosmetics, nail color, and skincare. Our newest discoveries debut
through our wildly popular Julep Maven subscription program, the first
fully customizable monthly beauty box. You can also find our best sellers
at julep.com, Sephora, Nordstrom, on-air at QVC, and in occasional
pop-up shops.
via: www.julep.com

Join the Julep Affiliate Program at ShareASale.
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2. Leather Fashion Boots

Something Special Every Day | zulily 
zulily is a retailer obsessed with bringing moms special finds every day--all
at incredible prices. We feature an always-fresh, curated collection for the
whole family, including clothing, home decor, toys, gifts and more.
via: www.zulily.com

Join the zulily Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

3. Warm Winter Sweaters

Clothing, Accessories, and Decor from Indie
Designers Around the World | ModCloth
Shop the latest indie and retro-style women's sweaters at ModCloth. Get
free shipping & easy returns on fab sweaters and other stylish tops!
ModCloth.com is a top online retailer of remarkable clothing, accessories,
and decor from indie designers around the world. We’ve grown from our
humble beginnings in a college dorm room to "America's Fastest-Growing
Retailer", and secured a significant spot in the fashion industry.
via: www.modcloth.com

Join the ModCloth Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

4. Designer Jacket

The Premier Online Luxury Resale Store | The
RealReal
Offering authenticated, pre-owned, designer fashion including Chanel,
Hermès, Manolo Blahnik and Cartier — all at up to 90 percent off retail
prices —The RealReal eliminates the uncertainty of purchasing luxury
goods online. Our team of luxury experts and skilled gemologists curates,
evaluates and authenticates the best clothing, handbags, shoes and fine
jewelry, creating the web’s best destination for women’s and men’s luxury
resale.
via: www.therealreal.com

Join The RealReal Affiliate Program on ShareASale.
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5. Diamond Earrings

Earrings, Watches, Diamonds, Pearls and More |
Katarina Jewelry
Katarina is one of the most desirable and fastest growing online jewelry
brands, serving thousands of satisfied customers since 2004.We are the
one-stop-shopping destination for diamond jewelry. Our clientele enjoy a
wide range of products which are just a click away: Bracelets, Earrings,
Necklaces, Pendants, Rings, Bridals, Watches and many more, which are
crafted to perfection and will be in fashion for years. All our jewelry is
brand new and made of premium quality diamonds. Our Motto is to offer
our customers extraordinary values on an exquisite range of diamond
jewelry – all with the privacy, security and convenience of online shopping.
In addition, we guarantee your jewelry purchase with our 30 days return
policy.
via: www.katarina.com

Join the Katarina Jewelry Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

6. Cocktail Dress

Fashionable Clothing, Shoes, and Accessories |
LuLu's
LuLus.com started with the vision of providing the latest for the
fashionably hip along with providing exceptional value, quality, and superb
customer service. Since its’ inception in 1996, LuLus.com has grown from
a mother-daughter dream to one of the web’s most outstanding shopping
experiences. We offer a select choice of clothing, shoes and accessories.
Our brands consist of emerging new designers. We buy in very limited
quantities and many of our items come fresh from our designers’ studios.
via: www.lulus.com

Join the LuLu's Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

7. New Hair Color
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Healthy, Professional-Grade Hair Color and Care |
Madison Reed
Our mission is to make personal care more personal by providing
exceptional service and building authentic relationships. To do this, we’re
turning the hair color industry on its head and developing radically
innovative and technology-enabled hair care and color products and
experiences. Our focus is on delivering a little bit of pampering and a little
bit of glamour all in the convenience of your home, on your own time. We
even support you every step of the way to make sure your hair looks
incredible and you feel fantastic.
via: www.madison-reed.com

Join the Madison Reed Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

8. Designer Handbags to Rent

Rent Fashion Designer Dresses and Womens
Accessories | Rent The Runway
Rent the Runway has transformed the retail industry by making the
designer dress and accessory experience more accessible. Women can
rent dresses for a special event or just add game-changing pieces to their
everyday style. Dresses come in sizes 0-22, and customers can choose a
free backup size. They also have more than 25 stylists on hand to help
women find the perfect look. Designers include Vera Wang, Opening
Ceremony, Narciso Rodriguez, Reem Acra, Badgley Mischka and much
more.
via: www.renttherunway.com

Join the Rent The Runway Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

9. High Heels

Shoes and the Latest Fashion | Pret-A-Beaute
PRET-A-BEAUTE.COM is a luxury boutique offering the finest products in
fashion and beauty. Cosmetics, fragrances, designer shoes, designer bags,
tights, accessories, jewelry and other are among our products. We make
sure we spot the current trends so we can offer the latest to our
customers
via: www.pret-a-beaute.com
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Join the Pret-A-Beaute Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

10. High Quality Skin Care Treatments

Skin Care, Acne, and Anti-Aging Products | Mario
Badescu Skin Care
For over 40 years, Mario Badescu has been known for personalized skin
care treatments and products. With Mario Badescu skin care you don't
have to settle for average products. You can now experience the best
treatments, available online in the comfort of your home. Our mission is to
provide your site visitors with the best quality skin care products in the
most hassle free environment. We provide a variety of the best skin care
products available, so that your site visitors can purchase the full line of
Mario Badescu treatments.
via: www.mariobadescu.com

Join the Mario Badescu Affiliate Program on ShareASale.
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
Host/Hostess Gifts

Whether you are attending a small get together or a wild shindig this season, its always a nice
gesture to bring a gift for either your host or hostess. We want to help you think outside the
box a bit when it comes to these gifts and stand out from the party crowd with your thoughtful
token of appreciation.

1. Prepaid BBQ Trunk Subscription

Premium Gourmet Gifts and Subscriptions | Taste
Trunk
From rubs and sauces to oils and spices, the BBQ Trunk is perfect for
anyone that loves to grill. Enjoy handpicked, small batch brands that put
mass-market products to shame! All wrapped up beautifully in a vintage
trunk. New products are selected each month to keep things fresh and
seasonal! Enjoy chef-inspired recipes and pairing ideas for each product
inside.  
via: www.tastetrunk.com

Join the Taste Trunk Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

2. Deluxe Candles
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Candles, Accessories, Fragrances, and Other
Home Gifts | Tart Burners
TartBurners.com is a one-stop source for candles and accessories,
monogram products, recipe keeping products, home fragrance, personal
care and other gifts for the home. TartBurners.com was started in 2002 as
the "Tart Burner Superstore". Since that time our site has grown every
year and we now have almost 5000 items across several categories of
products stocked to ship from our warehouse
via: www.tartburners.com

Join the Tart Burners Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

3. Small Batch Bourbons

Whiskeys, Bourbons, and Clubs to Join |
ForWhiskeyLovers
Whiskey is one of the most popular holiday gifts and a top seller for
Father's Day, Christmas and New Years. For Whiskey Lovers is more than
an online store. We also promote our “Whiskey Explorers Club” whose
mission is to introduce members to a variety of great undiscovered
whiskeys. Members receive unlabeled whiskey samples. Clues are left in
the online community where members guess the origin of each flight.
via: www.forwhiskeylovers.com

Join the For Whiskey Lovers Affiliate Program on Shareasale.

4. Premium Quality Cheese Board

Specialty Kitchen Products with a Rustic Touch |
Jacob Bromwell® 
Jacob Bromwell designs, manufactures, markets, and distributes the
highest quality cooking, baking, and food preparation products as well as
related accessory items. Established in Cincinnati, Ohio by frontier
entrepreneur Jacob Bromwell in 1819, our company proudly holds the
distinction of being the oldest housewares manufacturer in the United
States.
via: www.jacobbromwell.com

Join the Jacob Bromwell Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

5. Wine of the Month Club Subscription
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Hand-selected, award-winning wines to suit all
tastes | The California Wine Club
Each month we explore all corners of California’s wine country seeking
handcrafted, award-winning wine from small family wineries. We then
share with you and your gift recipients these delicious discoveries, along
with the rich stories of each winery. Plus you can reorder your favorite
wines at up to 50% off normal retail.
via: www.cawineclub.com

Join the California Wine Club on ShareASale.

6. A Unique Cocktail Tray

 

Furniture, Accessories, Antiques, and Vintage
Finds | One Kings Lane
One Kings Lane is the leading online home and lifestyle shopping
destination. Millions of registered users shop One Kings Lane to get
inspired, find their favorite home and lifestyle brands, and discover new
ones. Add a touch of style to the scene with this high-quality bamboo tray
for serving drinks and snacks. The elegant curved shaping around the
sides make this a unique gift, and side handles make it convenient to
carry.
via: www.onekingslane.com

Join the One Kings Lane Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

7. Retro Candy Gift Boxes

Wholesale Candy, Candy Gift Baskets, Retro
Candy | Candy Crate
Candy Crate is a three generation family owned company located in
Hesperia, California. We offer thousands of choices of candy by the case,
box, bulk, color and flavor, and are proud to be one of the only candy
stores to offer the ability to buy most candies by the piece. Buy vintage
candy gift baskets from Candy Crate, the online leaders for great retro
candy and nostalgic candy baskets. 
via: www.candycrate.com

Join the Candy Crate Affiliate Program
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8. Fruit Gifts

Fruit Baskets, Organic, Kosher, Gluten Free | The
Fruit Company
The Fruit Company has been delivering orchard fresh fruit baskets to the
nation since 1942. Offering a selection of gourmet gift baskets and tasty
treats. The Fruit Company proudly continues a tradition of excellence,
innovation and sustainability. Each season our gifts are bursting with a
carefully curated selection of the highest quality fruit and artisanal
products made by award-winning regional producers.
via: www.thefruitcompany.com

Join The Fruit Company Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

9. Glass Photo

Photos Printed Directly on Glass | Fracture 
Fracture is a photo display company based in Gainesville, FL. Its first
product is an innovative glass print that combines picture, frame and
mount. Fractures are available in many affordable sizes, starting at just
$12. Every print is hand-assembled and quality assured by our small team
here in Gainesville, and our expert customer support staff makes sure that
every customer loves their product with our Happiness Guarantee and
Lifetime Warranty.
via: www.fractureme.com

Join the FractureMe Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

10. A Great Bouquet of Flowers

Fresh Flowers and Roses Shipped Direct from
Farms | Global Rose
We grow more than 90 different rose varieties and offer almost every type
of flower available in different quantities to meet your needs. The 30 years
of experience we have in growing flowers coupled with our established
sales force enables us to guarantee a high-quality and consistent product
that is shipped directly to your doorstep. You can buy larger quantities
from us than most of our competitors for a fraction of the price per stem.
By buying bulk you save money and at the same time you can receive the
freshest possible flowers directly from the farm. 
via: globalrose.com
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Join the Global Rose Affiliate Program on ShareASale.
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
Tech Gifts For Mom

This season many new tech gifts are being introduced and our Merchants have some great
products available for the most special lady in your life, your Mother! From new iPhone cases
to high tech vacuums, let ShareASale and its Merchants help find the perfect gift!

1. Instagram Photo Books

Make Photo Books from Instagram | Artifact
Uprising
Built with your Instagram photos in mind, these premium quality softcover
photo books feature square layouts. Off your device, into your life.™ We
offer one of the highest quality and well-respected products in the photo
goods space - and are a go-to gift item at every holiday.
via: www.artifactuprising.com

Join the Artifact Uprising Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

2. Fashionable Laptop Bag
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Laptop Bags, Phone Cases, Messenger Bags and
More | Careerbags
The Amy Butler for Kalencom Women's Laptop Bag - HARMONY was
designed by Amy from the outside in, and then from the inside out.
Because a laptop bag has to really function, and an Amy bag has to be
beautiful! Simplicity on the exterior, and vast, well-conceived pockets on
the interior. Plenty of space, plenty of grace.
via: www.careerbags.com

Join the Careerbags Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

3. Roku Streaming Video Player

Computers, Electronics, Office Supplies,
Housewares | TheNerds.net
Crank up the volume, and enjoy the show with the Roku 2. Dive into
1,000+ channels of movies, TV shows, sports and more in stunning 1080p
HD. Watch without disturbing the house when you plug headphones into
the remote. Enjoy free features like channel shortcut buttons and much
more.
via: www.thenerds.net

Join TheNerds Affiliate Program on ShareASale.com

4. A New Camera

Cameras, Equpiment, Accessories | The Camera
Box
The Nikon COOLPIX S01 Digital Camera (Red) is one convenient pocket
camera! Its 2.5" touch screen features 4 large icon-based touch buttons
that easily guide you to all the camera's menu options for still and video
capture, playback, and in-camera editing and creative functions.
via: www.thecamerabox.com

Join The Camera Box Affiliate Program on ShareASale. 

5. A High-Tech Sewing Machine
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Sewing Machines, Parts, Supplies and More |
SewingMachinesPlus.com
The Brother Innov-is 1200 is remarkably affordable and easy to use.
Simply touch the monochrome LCD screen to choose sewing stitches,
embroidery patterns, help screens and more. You can really explore your
creative possibilities with this machine! The 5 inch x 7 inch embroidery
hoop gives you plenty of room to decorate your jeans, embellish a pillow
or personalize your gifts. Use the USB port to import and export designs
with your computer
via: www.sewingmachinesplus.com

Join the SewingMachinesPlus Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

6. Bluetooth Speaker Dock

A Zillion Things Home | Wayfair
This Bluetooth speaker dock has a sliding micro USB which allows charging
connection for most smartphones. The Mybot robotic arms secure your
device so you can watch videos, movies, run apps, and play games while
docked. Play your music from smartphones with stereo sound, the speaker
comes built with dynamic acoustic speaker chambers to enhance sound
clarity.
via: www.wayfair.com

Join the Wayfair Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

7. Customizable Smartphone Skins and Cases

iPhone 5 Cases, Custom Phone Covers & Skins
For Electronics | Skinit
Skinit.com is a leading brand in the consumer electronics on-demand
personalization vertical. Products include customizable high quality skins,
cases & covers for nearly every consumer electronic device on the market.
You can even upload your own photo, add text and layers and create your
own unique design.
via: www.skinit.com

Join the SkinIt Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

8. Amazon Kindle Case
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Personalized covers and cases for mobile devices
| Coveroo
This faux leather folio case is a perfect fit for your Amazon Kindle Fire HD
7" with custom cutouts for direct access to all device features. It is
lightweight and protective and can open and position into a stand or open
and rotate to a vertical standing position.
via: www.coveroo.com

Join the Coveroo Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

9. Fitness and Sleep Tracker

The Ultimate Fitness and Sleep Tracker | MyBasis
Basis invented the Basis health tracker - a wrist-worn device that connects
to your personal web/mobile dashboard to help you get fit, sleep better
and stress less. Basis delivers a comprehensive picture of your health by
tracking heart rate, activity, temperature, perspiration and sleep. With its
multiple sensors, Basis is also the only health tracker that can differentiate
between REM, light and deep sleep. Our team is focused on helping users
improve their health through goal setting.
via: www.mybasis.com

Join the MyBasis Affiliate Program on ShareASale.
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#GiftGuides for Affiliate Marketers -
The Road Tripper

This gift guide is for the Roadtripper, the person who has to get out and see the world,
whether it be by car, plane, bus or train.  Those people who can't sit still and who's favorite
book may be "On The Road", who love to get out on an empty stretch of highway and just put
the pedal down, and who need to find a way to a far off city or beach and just explore new
climates.  Check out the variety of items that can benefit those Roadtrippers from different
ShareASale Merchants below! 

1. City Attraction Tickets

VIP Attraction Tickets | CityPASS
CityPASS is a booklet of admission tickets to the best attractions in a single
city. You'll save up to 50% compared to combined regular box office
prices. Save time with easy access at most attractions, once you have your
CityPASS booklet, skip the ticket line and head straight for the entrance. 
via: www.citypass.com

Join the CityPASS Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

2. Motorcycle Bags
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Motorcycle Saddlebags & Luggage Expert | Viking
Motorcycle Bags
We are Viking Bags. We manufacturer of all the items for sale on this
website. We are not just another online store selling products for a
margin. Viking Bags is located in the Los Angeles area. All of Viking Bags’
motorcycle products are made of premium quality leather. 
via: www.vikingbags.com

Join the Viking Bags Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

3. Travel Guides

Fodor's Travel Guidebooks | Fodor's Travel
Guides
Our worldwide travel correspondents bring you the best and most
up-to-date coverage of over 7,500 global destinations. In each guide,
you'll find insider tips; planning essentials; and expert hotel, restaurant,
and sights recommendations to create a trip of a lifetime. Available in
paperback and eBook formats.
via: www.fodors.com

Join the Fodor's Affiliate Program on ShareASale. 

4. Handpicked Tours and Activities

Tours, sightseeing tours, activities & things to do
| Viator.com
Viator is the leading online provider of destination travel products:
sightseeing tours, theater tickets, attraction passes, theme parks, even
private and custom experiences...the things you do when you get there.
Our market-leading selection of products includes over 20,000 tours and
attractions, in over 1500 destinations worldwide
via: www.viator.com

Join the Viator Affiliate Program at ShareASale.

5. Hostels Across The World
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Online Hostel Bookings, Ratings and Reviews |
Hostels Worldwide 
HostelWorld.com is the world’s number one hostel booking website,
facilitating bookings for over 24,000 hostels and budget accommodation
centres arround the globe. Since the company was founded in 2002, it has
grown to become a world recognized brand and the market leader for
booking hostels online; providing innovative technology to inspire
independently minded travellers everywhere.
via: www.hostelworld.com

Join the Hostelworld Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

6. Camera Equipment

Rent professional cameras or camera lenses |
BorrowLenses.com
BorrowLenses.com is the premier online marketplace for high-quality
photographic and video equipment rentals. Not everyone can afford to buy
high-end lenses or photography gear but, through us, everyone can now
"borrow" them. Our services include great gear selection, exceptional
customer service, plus convenient shipping and pick-up options.
via: www.borrowlenses.com

Join the BorrowLenses Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

7. Battery Charger

Rechargeable Batteries, Hobby Batteries and
More | All-Battery.com
All-Battery.com (Tenergy Corporation) is the largest web site for
rechargeable batteries of all kinds: AA, AAA, C, D, 9V, digital camera,
laptop and 2 way radios, battery packs, Li-ion, Li-Polymer, battery
chargers, DC/AC inverters and other mobile power accessories. 
via: www.all-battery.com

Join the All-Battery Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

8. New Tires
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Buy Tires and Wheels Online. Free Shipping
Available | TireBuyer.com
Everyone needs new tires at some point, right? Tires are one of just a few
products that aren't regularly purchased online. At TireBuyer, we see this
as a massive opportunity. We've been selling tires and wheels online since
2009, and in the tire business over 75 years. Our brand-new, completely
redesigned website will target busy, affluent online shoppers who want a
convenient, hassle-free way to buy tires and wheels online. 
via: www.tirebuyer.com

Join the TireBuyer Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

9. Neck Pillow

Lewis N Clark Inflatable Travel Neck Pillow |
Backpack Travel Store
Lewis N Clark's Inflatable Travel Neck Pillow lets you sleep anywhere. This
neck pillow has a soft suede-like surface and firm neck support. It's
lightweight, compact, and packs easily. Perfect travel neck pillow for
traveling light. Includes travel case
via: www.backpacktravelstore.com

Join the Backpack Travel Store Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

10. Vacation Rentals

Over 200,000 Rental Locations Worldwide |
Endless Vacation Rentals
Endless Vacation Rentals gives you quick access to destinations around the
world. Many of our units include the comforts of home, such as a fully
equipped kitchen, washer and dryer, living room, dining area, balcony or
terrace and other helpful amenities. Some properties also come with a
private or communal pool, hot tub, onsite fitness center and nearby
shopping.
via: www.endlessvacationrentals.com

Join the Endless Vacation Rentals Affiliate Program on ShareASale. 
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#GiftGuides: A Month of Gift Guides
and Available Merchants

Happy October 1st! After a busy month of preparing for Q4, it's time to focus on content! This
month will be all about #GiftGuides. Merchants, utilize these gifts guides for marketing ideas.
You can create unique categories on your website to feature specific gift guides with your
products. Then you can develop creatives and content specific to those guides and make it
available to Affiliates. Affiliates, utilize these gift guides as content kick-starters. Build out a
number of different gift guides for your readers. In each of our guides, we'll suggest a variety
of ShareASale Merchants with appropriate products.  

The month of Gift Guides kicks off tomorrow with #GiftGuides: The Fitness
Guru

October Calendar of Gift Guides
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#GiftGuides: The Guys Guy

The term "gifts for guys" spikes during November and December. Be sure to have your gift
guide ready for curious visitors! Below we've listed out a number of different Merchants on the
ShareASale Network with gifts perfect for the Guy's Guy.

 

1. Classic outdoor gear. A good vest goes a long way.

Shop outdoor gear and equipment at Eastern Mountain Sports. Click Here to join their program
on ShareASale!

EMS Men's Sector Down Vest - Eastern Mountain
Sports
A lightweight, 800-fill down jacket with DownTec Technology for warmth
in wet or dry conditions. 
via: www.ems.com

 

2. Invest in a nice bottle of Whiskey, especially tasty during cold winter months.

For Whiskey Lovers was awarded "Whisky Retailer of the Year" by Whisky Magazine's Icons of
Whisky America 2012. Join their ShareASale Program Here!
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Aberlour a'bunadh Cask Strength Speyside Single
Malt
A’bunadh, Gaelic for ‘of the origin’, is matured exclusively in Oloroso
ex-sherry butts. It is a natural cask-strength malt whisky produced without
the use of modern-day chill filtering methods or the addition of water.
via: www.forwhiskeylovers.com

 

3. Book an adventure or excursion for your guy's guy. 

Viator.com features handpicked tours and activities all around the world - from street art in
Melbourne to the Versailles fireworks! Click here to join the Viator Program on ShareASale.

Yosemite National Park and Giant Sequoias Trip
If you can't spare more than a day in Yosemite, take this tour. It's a long
drive but your guide will keep you entertained and Yosemite is a
must-see. 
via: www.viator.com

 

4. Literally, you could buy anything from Optics Planet.

Optics Planet is your destination for Sport Optics, Hunting Gear, Sunglasses & More! Click here
to join the Optics Planet Affiliate Program.

OpticsPlanet.com | Binoculars, Sunglasses, Night
Vision Goggles, Rangefinders
If you take your gear seriously, then you've found your destination. At
OpticsPlanet.com you'll find hundreds of thousands of products for both
those who take their passions seriously and the professionals that
protect...
via: www.opticsplanet.com

 

5. Bacon. 

Shop all things bacon - from gifts and clubs to sweets and apparel - at BaconFreak.com. Join
the Bacon Freak Affiliate Program Here.
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The Bacon & Bacon Seasoning Gift Bundle - 4
Packages
This Gift Box is for the guy who loves bacon and wants a little Boss Hog
Bacon Seasoning on his eggs! No fluff or BS, just 4 pounds of the best
Bacon Freak Bacon and some bacony seasoning! - See more at: http://ww
w.baconfreak.com/the-bacon-and-bacon-seasoning-box-4-packages.html#
sthash.ghCcxmC4.dpuf
via: www.baconfreak.com

 

6. A guy's guy is tough on his feet. Invest in some solid boots.

A guy's guy can never have enough boots. Visit WorkingPerson.com for top rated boots in a
variety of styles. Or - Click here to join their Affiliate Program.

Wolverine 5103 Men's Spencer Waterproof
Brown/Black Hiker Boot
Hiking through the woods in search of a beautiful vista or a five-point buck
is no trouble in Wolverine's 5103 Men's Spencer Waterproof Brown/Black
Hikers.
via: workingperson.com

 

7. You can't go wrong with a good pair of concert tickets.

Look to Ticketfly.com to find events and buy tickets all over the United States. Learn more
about the Ticketfly Affiliate Program here!

Ticketfly | Buy Tickets
Ticketfly makes it easy to find events, buy tickets, and share with your
friends - all with lower fees and world-class support.
via: www.ticketfly.com

 

8. Sports. Anything Sports.

Find it at Fanatics! Sports apparel and gear for nearly every team! Join the Fanatics Affiliate
Program Here.
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NFL Detroit Lions Jerseys
Give your fellow football enthusiasts an outstanding show of team pride
and all-out NFL fanaticism in the Nike Detroit Lions Game Jersey.
via: www.fanatics.com

 

9. Beer Club. The gift that keeps on giving.

The Craft Beer Club discovers exceptional craft brews from around the country and delivers
them each month direct-to-you or your gift recipient. Click here to join the CraftBeerClub.com
Affiliate Program.

The Craft Beer Club
The Craft Beer Club discovers exceptional craft brews from around the
country and delivers them each month direct-to-you or your gift recipient. 
via: www.craftbeerclub.com

 

10. Keep him looking fresh with a few manly grooming products.

Even the guy's guy needs proper grooming products. Check out Matte For Men for skin care
and grooming gear. Click here to join the MatteForMen.com Affiliate Program.

Best Mens Skin Care and Grooming Products »
Matte For Men
What makes Matte For Men so unique? Simply put … our products work.
Whether its our all in one Complete Face Care Lotion, our face wash for
men, or any of our shaving products, we only offer the finest formulas
available.
via: www.matteformen.com
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#GiftGuides: The SuperFan

This gift guide is for the Super Fan in your life.  Those people who live and breathe sports,
who are on multiple fantasy leagues, who plan their lives around game time and who can
never get enough of their teams' gear.  Check out the variety of sports items from different
ShareASale Merchants below! (I should warn you that the examples are heavy on Chicago
teams!) 

1. Essential Stadium Accessories

#1 Fan Foam Finger
Make sure your fandom can be seen from anywhere in the stands when
you're waving this #1 Fan foam finger!
via: www.fansedge.com

Join the FansEdge Affiliate Program on ShareASale. 

2. For The Ultimate Tailgating Experience...

Coleman Detroit Lions Light Blue-Gray Quad
Folding Chair
Even the most dedicated of fanatics must occasionally rest their legs after
hours of energetic cheering, so kick back in style at the next tailgate...
via: www.fanatics.com

Join the Fanatics Affiliate Program on ShareASale.  
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3. Don't Forget The Perfect Jersey

Reebok Men's NHL Premier Jersey
Show your team pride in an exclusive jersey. Every true fan needs one.
via: shop.reebok.com

Join Reebok's Affiliate Program on ShareASale. 

4. A Classic T-Shirt For Everyday

Adidas Wolverines Football Tee
A simple cotton T-shirt is perfect for around the house, when your jersey
is in the wash or for Spirit Day at the office.
via: www.adidas.com

Join the Adidas Program on ShareASale today! 

5. Display Cases for all that Memorabilia

Baseball Glass Display Case
Glass display cases are a necessity for any committed sports memorabilia
enthusiast's timeless pieces.
via: www.steinersports.com

 Join Steiner Sports Memorabilia Program on ShareASale today! 

6. Stats for Betting with Friends

Sports Betting System and Expert Picks
Accuscore is a fee based sports betting system that is built on the same
technology and sports predictions that are provided to the largest sports
companies in the world.
via: accuscore.com
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Join Accuscore's Affiliate Program on ShareASale today! 

7. Picture Frames for all the Important Moments

Frame with Team Logo
This frame kit is a perfect addition for the collector looking to
professionally display their loose photographs.
via: www.sportscases.com

Join the Sports Cases Affiliate Program on ShareASale today!  

8. A Spirited Cell Phone Case

iPhone 5 Hard Snap-On Case
The Miami Dolphins are #1 in your world, but your prized iPhone 5 is right
behind them at #2. Combine the love for your Dolphins and your phone
with this hard snap-on case!
via: shop.miamidolphins.com

Join the Miami Dolphins Affiliate Program on ShareASale.  

9. Automobile Accessories

Fremont Die Cut Window Film
Customize your vehicle with a Die Cut Window Film! The perforated
material allows for a clear, unobstructed view when looking out the
window.
via: store.chicagobears.com

Join the Chicago Bears Affiliate Program on ShareASale. 

10. Collectible Memorabilia
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Walter Payton Framed Photograph
Find an authentic NFL-licensed Walter Payton Chicago Bears Framed
Photograph with Engraved Plate.
via: www.sportsmemorabilia.com

Join SportsMemorabilia.com's Affiliate Program on ShareASale.  
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#GiftGuides: The Outdoor Enthusiast

1. A Sturdy Pair of Hiking Boots

Timberland Tree Men's White Ledge Hiker 
Premium, Full Grain, Waterproof, Leather, Waterproof hiking boots. Great
for any outdoorsy person!
via: www.onlinebootstore.com

Join the Online Boot Store Affiliate Program   

2.  Ropes or Straps Go a Long Way

Universal Carry Straps
The Universal Carry Strap consists of one strap of webbing, in your choice
of type. The two looped straps on the ends are made so that you can
wrap them around snow boards, yoga mats...
via: www.strapworks.com

Join the Strapworks Affiliate Program  

3. Backpack or Day Pack

5.11 Tactical 3 Day Ruck Backpack
When your gear needs to travel and be right at hand, you'd be
hard-pressed to find a better portable organizer than this Black Tactical
Bag. Designed for the demands of the wilderness with all the function of
the modern world.
via: workingperson.com
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Join the Working Person's Store Affiliate Program  

4. A Handy Pocketknife

Leatherman Charge Multi-Tool TTi
The Charge TTi features a cutting hook, scissors, outside-accessible
blades, bit drivers, crimpers and much more.
via: www.opticsplanet.com

Join the OpitcsPlanet.com Affiliate Program  

5.  GoPro Camera - These are Awesome

Gopro HD HERO3 Adventure Black Edition
The GoPro Hero 3 is the most advanced GoPro ever. It is wearable and
gear mountable. Wear it while partaking during any adventure.
via: www.jensonusa.com

Join the JensonUSA Affiliate Program  

6.  Chargers - We always need them.

Powertraveller Solarmonkey Adventurer
SOLARMONKEY Adventurer- slimline, solar powered charger with
integrated batter which allows you to charge iPads, iPhones &
Smartphones, GPS, e-readers and much more. 
via: www.clevertraining.com

Join the Clever Training Affiliate Program  

7.  A Fancy New Tent
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EMS Big Easy 4 Tent
The EMS Big Easy 4 is incredibly roomy and incredibly easy to set up.
Whether you're heading out for a relaxing weekend with friends or
something a little more extreme, the Big Easy is a great choice.
via: www.ems.com

Join the EMS Affiliate Program   

8.  Rain Jacket

Patagonia Men's Torrentshell Stretch Jacket
Whether you’re cruising a third-class ridgeline or piecing together a 5.11
testpiece in the highest spires, go prepared with our H2No® Performance
Standard waterproof/breathable Torrentshell Stretch Jacket - the most
technical in our Torrentshell collection. The 2.5-layer, nylon ripstop fabric
stays durable, while underarm gussets and stretch panels in the lower
arms and across the back of the shoulders enhance mobility (whether
used for rappelling back to the car or marching on, singing in the rain,
that’s up to you). 
via: www.backcountryedge.com

Join the Backcountry Edge Affiliate Program  

9.  Cookware/Utensils

GSI Outdoors Pinnacle Dualist Cook System
Integrated cooking and eating solution. 2-person cooking system, this
product is perfect for people on the go!
via: www.mpgear.com

Join the Mountains Plus Affiliate Program  

10.  Flint and Steel

Stansport 621 Fire Stick
Small and portable flint and steel. This is ideal for anyone who needs to
start a fire fast!
via: www.outdoorpros.com
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Join OutdoorsPros.com Affiliate Program
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#GiftGuides: Gifts Under $50

You have a huge list of people or you just want to be frugal, but don't know where to start.
Clever gifts don't have to break the bank. Keep on budget with these these exceptional
options. We kept it versatile and contemporary, so you can be sure your gift makes a modern
and memorable statement.  

1. Sports Tumbler Mugs To Keep
Drinks Hot and Cold!

Michigan State Spartans Tervis Tumbler 24oz.
Chevron Tumbler | Fanatics.com
Cheer on your Michigan State Spartans with this Chevron tumbler from
Tervis Tumbler. With its double wall insulation, you’ll be able to keep your
favorite beverage ice cold no matter how heated the competition may get!
Shop for your favorite NCAA gear at Fanatics.com
via: www.fanatics.com

Learn more about the Fanatics Affiliate Program.  

2. Daily deals on all things adorable
Daily Boutique Deals | Very Jane
You can find everything from unique infinity scarves to cute crocheted
baby shoes to trendy sweaters here. Handmade and boutique deals daily,
stay tuned!
via: veryjane.com
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Learn more about the Very Jane Affiliate Program.  

3. Help your organic gardeners grow
outside the box

EarthBox® Organic Planting Kit | EarthBox
This is a unique, practical and organic gift idea for those with a green
thumb. Everything you need to get set up with your EarthBox® gardening
system is right here. Easy, with all pre-measured ingredients. 
via: earthbox.com

Learn more about the EarthBox Affiliate Program.  

3. Guys can never have enough clever
t-shirts

T-Shirts & Hoodies | Redbubble
Give your guy a rad t-shirt and support art culture all-in-one. High quality
t-shirts & hoodies by independent artists and designers from around the
world.
via: www.redbubble.com

Learn more about the Redbubble Affiliate Program. 

4. Safe, natural fingerpaint for the
young emerging artist
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The Original Naturally Safe Finger Paint: Tottle
Set | weecantoo
Our signature product and winner of the 2012 Cribsie Awards! Our
signature product and winner of the 2012 Cribsie Awards! The Original
Naturally Safe Finger Paint, created in 2007 with babies in mind, adhering
to a baby safe ingredients which are Organic! 
via: www.weecantooart.com

Learn more about the Wee Can Too Art Supply Affiliate Program.  

5. Choose-your-own wholesome meal
ticket

$30 Gift Certificate | MixMyOwn.com
Foodie enthusiasts start their day of right with this custom meal concept.
You can mix your own varieties of muesli and enjoy a different mix every
morning. Healthy muesli in the morning helps you feel better, look better,
and do more each day.
via: www.mixmyown.com

Learn more about the MixMyOwn Affiliate Program.  

6. Snag great deals on items for the
home

zulily | Daily deals for moms, babies and kids
zulily is an online daily deal site for moms, babies and kids offering up to
90% off apparel, toys, gear.We detected that your JavaScript seem to be
disabled. 
via: www.zulily.com

Learn more about the Zulily Affiliate Program.  

7. Modern camping cookware for the
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adventurist
GSI Pinnacle Soloist Cookset | Eastern Mountain
Sports
Cooksets are an invaluable asset for any camper. Prepare a full meal and
hot beverage with the GSI Pinnacle Soloist Cookset. No need to worry
about the space it needs in your pack.
via: www.ems.com

Learn more about the Eastern Mountain Sports Affiliate Program.  

8. A workout essential they can put to
use...and personalize

Yoga Mat | YogaDirect
Great for home practice, travel and yoga studio use alike, our Classic Yoga
Mat is one of our best-selling exercise mats! For under $10, you can get a
high-quality yoga studio mat.This mat is highly versatile, lightweight for
easy travel. 
via: www.yogadirect.com

Learn more about the YogaDirect Affiliate Program.  

9. Timeless and classic toys
Alligator Pull Toy | Rosie Hippo Toys
See ya later, alligator! Always in tow and happy to follow wherever your
little one goes. Cute and durable, this alligator clickety-clacks on the floor.
19 m+
via: www.rosiehippo.com

Learn more about the RosieHippo.com Affiliate Program.  

10. This gift set is error proof, actually
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Organic Hand Cream & Lip Balm | O&CO.
Pamper your friends or family with our best-selling skincare duo! Our
organic hand cream and lip balm, made with olive oil, come beautifully gift
wrapped for your convenience. Certified ecological and organic by
ECOCERT
via: www.oliviersandco.com

Learn more about the O&CO Affiliate Program.

11. Get them to commit to the
healthier alternatives

Health & Wellness Products | KLUTCHclub
Everyone needs help resisting the siren song of another slice of
cheesecake or mug of eggnog. KLUTCHclub is here to make healthy
holiday living (and gift giving) easy. KLUTCHclub sends a curated box of
9-12 exceptional health and wellness products direct to your door every
month. Priced between $8 and $10 a month, each box is packed with at
least $50 of products.
via: www.klutchclub.com
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#GiftGuides: The Kid At Heart

Gifts for the kids at heart might be the easiest to buy for.  Why?  They are typically easily
entertained and therefore the options are really endless.  Take a look at some of these
nostalgic gifts for those kids at heart!  

You are never too old to become younger.

1. Magic Trick Set

Melissa and Doug Deluxe Magic Set
This magic set features amazing, professional caliber tricks that are
designed so young magicians can master them! 
via: www.wayfair.com

Join the Wayfair Affiliate Program on ShareASale today!

2. LEGOs!

Lego Star Wars Brickmaster 
With this kit, kids can create incredible spacecraft from the world of Star
Wars, or build their own unique warp-speed ships.
via: mbeans.com
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Join the Magic Beans Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

3. Remote Controlled Helicopter

Syma S107 S107G 3CH Mini Helicopter
The new Syma S107G is miniature in size and its light weight makes it
incredibly portable. The Syma S107G is a great model for all beginners,
from kids to adults. 
via: www.all-battery.com

Join All-Battery.com Affiliate Program on ShareASale

4. A Vintage Model Car

1930 Bugatti Royale Coupe de Ville Car Model
This die-cast model is a milestone in model manufacturing. With more
than 1,300 individual parts and 18 different materials used in the making
of this model this is truly a masterpiece of craftsmanship.
via: www.diecastmodelswholesale.com

Join the Diecast Models Wholesale Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

5. Nerf Gun (or Marshmallow Gun)

N-Strike Jolt Nerf Dart Gun
Pull down on the jolt blaster to load your dart, take aim, pull the trigger
and shoot! The N-Strike Jolt Nerf Dart Gun packs a powerful punch and is
a fun pastime.
via: www.officeplayground.com

Join the Office Playground, Inc. Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

6. The Lion King on Broadway
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The Lion King On Broadway - New York City
Book your tickets for the Tony-winning extravaganza "The Lion King" on
Broadway. A favorite with children and adults alike, "The Lion King" is a
visual and audio feast.
via: www.viator.com

Join the Viator Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

7. Candy, Candy & More Candy

Sweet Nostalgia
Old time nostalgic candy at its best.  Remember the good old days of
penny candy and the thrill of visiting the local mom & pop candy store to
purchase Whirly Pops?
via: www.gifttree.com

Join the GiftTree Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

8. Whoopie Cushion, Classic.

Poo-Poo Farting Whoopee Cushion
Probably the best deal for a Poo-Poo Farting Whoopee Cushion. Hide
cushion under a chair or sofa cushion, so it cann't be seen. Makes a loud
embarrassing "POO-O-O-O-O."
via: www.fasttech.com

Join FastTech's Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

9. Disney Karaoke. Always Popular.
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Disney Karaoke Series: Disney Princess
Each album contains a complete performance with a professional vocalist
as well as the karaoke tracks of each song, for the at-home performer. 
via: www.sheetmusicplus.com

Join the Sheet Music Plus Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

10. Adult Pajama Onesie

Superman Fleece Onesie Footie Pajama with
Cape
Who says capes are for kids? Show off the Superman, SuperGirl (or Super
Woman) in you with these super fun pajamas! These pajamas for adults
feature a satin Super shield and detachable button-on red cape.
via: www.webundies.com

Join the WebUndies.com Affiliate Program on ShareASale.
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#GiftGuides: The Co-Worker

The ShareASale Holiday Party typically includes a White Elephant Gift Exchange. Drawing from
this experience, I've come to the conclusion that office gifts, or gifts for your co-worker should
be fun, humorous and under $50. I drew a little inspiration from the past three White Elephant
Exchanges to create today's gift guide. These are all gifts I would expect to see at a
ShareASale Party.  
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1. Mustache Bandages from Stupid.com

{Join the Stupid.com Affiliate Program} 

2. Remote Controlled Miniature Indoor Blimp from Vat19.com

{Join the Vat19.com Affiliate Program} 

3. Deluxe Tabletop Zen Garden Kit from OfficePlayground.com

{Join the OfficePlayground.com Affiliate Program} 

4. Jelly Belly Assorted Flavored Fish, 10lb Bag from Candy.com

{Join the Candy.com Affiliate Program} 

5. Grumpy Cat Calendar from AlwaysFits.com

{Join the AlwaysFits.com Affiliate Program} 
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6. Astronaut Sloth Poster from RedBubble.com

{Join the RedBubble.com Affiliate Program} 

7. Boxed Sparkling Wine from GiftsNIdeas.com

{Join the GiftsNIdeas.com Affiliate Program} 

8. Inconsequential Dilemmas Book from ModCloth.com

{Join the ModCloth.com Affiliate Program} 

9. User Error Mug from CafePress.com

{Join the CafePress.com Affiliate Program}
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#GiftGuides: The Entrepreneur

They have always done things their own way. Now they are ready to launch that small
business and really go for it! But wait! There is so much to do, so much to consider during this
new venture. You can help your loved one or dear friend with this life changing challenge by
investing in sensible supplies and services on their behalf. Every little bit helps them go
further.

1. Securing domain names
Domain Names Registration, Domain Transfer,
SSL Certificates - Name Cheap
The Best Domain Name Registrar when it comes to Customer Service.
Learn why over 800,000 customers trust us with a total of over 3,000,000
domains.
via: www.namecheap.com

Learn more about the Name Cheap Program Here.  

2. What's the best way to get ahold of
you?
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Virtual Phone System: Grasshopper | Manage
Your Calls Online
You could help them communicate! Get them started by sponsoring a
virtual phone system to help their business stay organized. This online
service will keep them professional and connected. Long term contracts
not required.
via: grasshopper.com

Learn more about the Grasshopper Affiliate Program.  

3. Confidently stylish day planners to
book client meetings

Day Planners | Franklin Covey Organizational
Products
When not just any day planner will do. Day Planners, planner refills,
calendars, pens, bags and more by Franklin Covey Organizational Products
to help them organize their day, their space and their life.
via: franklinplanner.fcorgp.com

Learn more about the Franklin Covey Affiliate Program.  

4. Cornerstone: their own business
checks

Business Checks, Forms & Supplies | Deluxe.com
An excellent selection of business checks, forms, office supplies, and
promotional products & apparel from Deluxe to find the products their
business needs.
via: www.deluxe.com

Learn more about the Deluxe Corp. Affiliate Program.  

5. Fund that fancy new website
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Premium WordPress Themes by StudioPress
Why choose Genesis? The Genesis Framework empowers you to quickly
and easily build incredible websites with WordPress.
via: www.studiopress.com

Learn more about the Studiopress Affiliate Program 

6. Because branded is better
Small Business Logo Design | Logo Nerds
A Professional Custom Logo Designed For Under $50. With a team of
professional in house logo designers, you can rest assured that you are
getting the highest quality logo design service at a price that can't be
beat! 
via: www.logonerds.com

Learn more about the Logo Nerds Affiliate Program.  

7. We know they will need more ink,
they always do

Printer Ink Cartridges | Laser Toner Cartridges |
Discount Cartridges
Quality printer cartridges at steeply discounted prices. 1 year money-back
guarantee. We sell all major brands ink cartridges cheap. Ships in 24 hours
or less. We do not charge tax!
via: www.tomatoink.com

Learn more about the Tomato Ink Affiliate Program.  

8. Basic office necessities for a great
price
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Office Supplies, Products and Equipment |
ReStockIt
ReStockIt is a great source for all the office supplies your business will
need. From copiers, ink and toner, and paper all the way to bathroom
supplies, paper towels, and pens and highlighters. They will have you
covered!  
via: www.restockit.com

Learn more about the ReStockIt Affiliate Program.  

9. Buy that first run of gorgeous
brochures...

Online Printing Services | Printing for less
Anything they need printed? Get these deliverables done! Brochures,
Catalogs, Booklets, Calendars, Envelopes...etc.
via: www.printingforless.com

Learn more about the Printing For Less Affiliate Program.  

10. ...Or invest in their winning sales
pitch with champion-style slides

PowerPoint Templates, PowerPoint Slides and
Presentation Icons | SlideGeeks
One of the world’s largest collections of Business PowerPoint templates
and PPT Slides. Building a presentation from scratch is one of the most
tedious steps presenters face. They would prefer to focus on presenting
rather than designing and making the graphics on their slides. This is
where we come in.
via: www.slidegeeks.com

Learn more about the SlideGeeks Affiliate Program.
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#GiftGuides: The World Traveler

What does every traveler need?  Well, let me give you some essentials for all travelers which
could also make some great gifts!

The world is a book and those who do not travel read only one page.

Travel Management/Planning Companies

Amstar - Destination Management
Amstar is the leading destination management company for Mexico,
Dominican Republic and Jamaica.
via: www.amstardmc.com

Join Amstar's Affiliate Program on ShareASale today!

Hostel World
Hostel reviews, City guides, sightseeing, entertainment and backpacking
information for hostels and backpacker tours around the world.
via: www.hostelworld.com

Join the Hostel World Affiliate Program on ShareASale today!
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Viator - Sightseeing & Tours
Viator is the leading online provider of destination travel products:
sightseeing tours, theater tickets, attraction passes, theme parks, even
private and custom experiences...the things you do when you get there. 
via: www.viator.com

Join Viator's Affiliate Program on ShareASale today!

Oh the places we'll go...

Personalized Map

Personalized Travel Map
Relive the memories of your best family vacations when you display one of
our Personalized Family Travel Maps, suitable for hanging anywhere in
your home. 
via: www.agiftpersonalized.com

Join the AGiftPersonalized.com Affiliate Program on ShareASale today!

I haven't been everywhere, but it's on my list

Travel Journal

Travel Notes by Ryland, Peters & Small
Perfect little journal to take with you on your next trip. Easy to pack,
lightweight and small - the ideal place to record all your adventures and
then to read later.
via: franklinplanner.fcorgp.com
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 Join the FranklinPlanner Affiliate Program on ShareASale today!

Emergency/Survival Kit

Cup Case Survival Kit
Travel in style with peace of mind with our Cup Case Survival Kit. Includes
all your travel necessities. Free personalization!
via: www.arttowngifts.com

Join the ArtTownGifts.com Affiliate Program on ShareASale today!

To travel is to live.

Personalized Luggage Tag

Personalized Luggage Tag
Keep travel bags from being lost or misplaced, with a handsome custom
luggage tag, an ideal gift for the traveler in your life! 
via: www.memorablegifts.com

Join the Memorable Gifts Affiliate Program on ShareASale today!

Travel Guides
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Italy - Insight Guides
Popular Destinations, places to stay, things to see. Everything you need to
know about beautiful Italy!
via: www.skyo.com

Join the Skyo Affiliate Program on ShareASale today!

Not all those who wander are lost

Travel Pillow

Lewis N Clark Inflatable Travel Neck Pillow
A Travel Neck Pillow lets you sleep anywhere. It's lightweight, compact,
and packs easily. Perfect travel neck pillow for traveling light.
via: www.backpacktravelstore.com

Join the Backpack Travel Store Affiliate Program on ShareASale today!

Luggage

Baggallini Jet Set Roller Bag
The baggallini Jet Set Roller bag is made from lightweight and water
resistant crinkle nylon that offers a hip alternative to the classic rolling
carry-on.
via: www.careerbags.com

Join the CareerBags Affiliate Program today!
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#GiftGuides: The Family Man

My dad is the definition of a family man!  The perfect gift for him is a gift that includes
everyone in the family. The family man doesn't want a gift just for himself; he wants a gift
that he can share! He is all about the gift that means spending time together, learning more
about family history and shared memories.  Check out some gifts ideas for the family man you
know! 

Family Photo Books

Mixbook is the easy and fun way to make completely customizable photo books, cards, and
calendars on the web; for free.  Join the Mixbook Affiliate Program today!

Family Photo Books - A Year to Remember by
Mixbook
A Year to Remember is part of our Family Photo Books Collection and is
backed by our 100% satisfaction guarantee, just like all of our other photo
books, cards, and calendars. 
via: www.mixbook.com

Blurb enables anyone to design, publish, share, and sell their own bookstore-quality books. 
Join the Blurb Affiliate Program today!

Family Photo Books
Easily make beautiful family photo books. Use free bookmaking tools and
great photo book themes. Import family photos from camera, Facebook
and more.
via: www.blurb.com
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Family Activities

Kiwi Crate is a monthly subscription service for kids. Each month, subscribers receive boxes
filled with fun and engaging kids' projects. Join the Kiwi Crate Affiliate Program today!

Wild Safari - Single Crate
Explore the wild. Decorate seven 3D animals with stamps and build a
safari jeep that really rolls. Create your own stamps to decorate safari
animals. Play a round of safari bingo and build an off-road jeep that
actually rolls! 
via: www.kiwicrate.com

Little Passports develops fun and exciting children’s subscriptions that deliver the world to your
child's doorstep. Packages arrive full of goodies including a letter, souvenirs, activities and
online games! Join the Little Passports Affiliate Program today!

Little Passports - World Edition
Every month, follow our characters Sam and Sofia as they embark on a
new country adventure. Country specific packages filled with fun
souvenirs, letters, stickers, photos, activity sheets and more arrive every
month thereafter. 
via: www.littlepassports.com

  At RiddleMe.com customers can create unforgettable scavenger hunts that kids will talk
about for weeks with almost zero effort, expense or planning hassles.  Join the RiddleMe.com
Affiliate Program on ShareASale and create your own treasure hunts!

Treasure Hunt Riddles
RiddleMe comes crammed with over 10,000 riddles for different ages, and
scavenger hunt clues to save you a lot of money on amusing your kids or
teenagers year after year. (There are riddles for adults so you won't miss
out on all the fun.)
via: www.riddleme.com

 

Family Education
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FamZoo.com is an online application that helps parents teach their young children, tweens,
and teens good personal finance habits. Join the FamZoo Affiliate Program on ShareASale
today!

FamZoo - Preparing Kids for the "Wild"
FamZoo is a family friendly web site that helps parents teach children the
practical skills they’ll need to thrive in the real world. Using FamZoo
together, families build strong financial, social, and organizational habits in
a safe, friendly environment. 
via: www.famzoo.com

ISeeMe.com has a unique position in their industry in that they produce customized children's
books where your child is the star. Join the ISeeMe.com Affiliate Program on ShareASale
today!

My Very Own Name Book
My Very Own' Name is a beautifully illustrated personalized children's book
that helps children to learn to recognize letters and spell their names. A
jackal brings a J, an ostrich brings an O, and so on. At the end, the
animals celebrate because they've created the perfect name.
via: www.iseeme.com

 

Board Games

Wayfair is a zillion things home. We carry over 5,000 brands of products across all major home
categories like furniture, décor, kitchen and lighting, plus office, school baby. And that's just
the start.  Join the Wayfair program today!

Hasbro Monopoly Game
This is a family favorite! Monopoly is a classic when it comes to board
games. It provides hours of fun for the whole family!
via: www.wayfair.com

 

Family History
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AGiftPersonalized.com offers a great selection of personalized and engraved gifts, perfect for
wedding parties, corporate gifting, sporting events and much more! Join the
AGiftPersonalized.com Affiliate Program today!

Personalized Family Tree Canvas Print
Personalized wall art like our Traditional Family Tree Canvas Prints is ideal
for celebrating love and loved ones! Newlyweds or families can create an
heirloom for future generations.
via: www.agiftpersonalized.com

TestCountry is a leading online resource for home and business testing kits. Learn more about
the Test Country Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

Ancestry Match Genetic Test™
Have you ever wondered what your genetic links with populations around
the world are? With our ancestral origins DNA test your DNA will be
compared against different know global populations that have been
scientifically verified.
via: www.testcountry.com
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#GiftGuides: The DIY-er

Self empowerment is the name of the DIY game. The DIY enthusiast is a dreamer, a builder, a
go-getter and a tenacious creative who will stop at nothing to bring their vision to life. Or
maybe they just want inexpensive and accessible solutions to everyday situations. Either way,
this guide covers many useful resources to help them carve out their own path.  

1. The customized home
Graham and Brown - Wallpaper, Wall Art, Kids
Decor, Paint, and More
At Graham & Brown we pride ourself on our initiatives in the wallpaper
and wall decoration market. Today’s renewed interest in designer
wallpaper and wallcoverings have much to do with Graham & Brown. We
were one of the first companies to work in conjunction with high-profile
designers such as Laurence Llewelyn-Bowen, Julien Macdonald,
Hemingway Design and Marcel Wanders.  
via: www.grahambrown.com

Learn more about the Graham and Brown Affiliate Program

2. Fabulous events need fabulous
invites
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Stationery & Invitations | Tiny Prints
A gift certificate from Tiny Prints means one less expense to worry about
for that DIY bride or mom-to-be! Personalized birth announcements,
birthday party invitations, baby shower invitations, thank you cards and
Christmas cards offer thoughtful ways to share your special celebrations
with family and friends throughout the year.
via: www.tinyprints.com

Learn more about the Tiny Prints Affiliate Program.  

3. Even the most adept gardener
needs this book!

A-Z Encyclopedia of Garden Plants
American Horticultural Society A-Z Encyclopedia of Garden Plants has over
1092 pages of detailed profiles on over 15000 plants and nearly 6000 full
color photos. This is undoubtedly one of the most authoritative plant
guides available.
via: www.mastergardening.com

Learn more about the Master Gardening Affiliate Program.  

4. Premium fine art supplies for raw
creativity...

Art Supplies from Dick Blick Art Materials
The Best Art Supplies ...at the best discounts! Since 1911, artists have
turned to Dick Blick Art Materials for dependable savings, a huge selection,
and fine customer service on art supplies.
via: www.dickblick.com
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Learn more about the Blick Art Materials Affiliate Program.  

5. Visual impact through custom
canvas printing

Canvas Printing | Canvashq.com
Help the dedicated designer or DIY home decorator get it done! Crafted by
Artisans who make sure that we're proud of every piece of art we make. If
you want the highest quality canvas prints - with no exceptions - you've
come to the right place.
via: www.canvashq.com

Learn more about the CanvasHQ.com Affiliate Program.  

6. Innovation periodical of fabrication
futurists (for those who love to build)

New Home/DIYers Magazine Subscription
Family Handyman enables you to do it yourself better, faster, and less
expensively with handy home improvement tips that will save you time
and money.
via: www.magazinesusa.com

Learn more about the Magazines USA Affiliate Program.  

7. Do-it-yourself parties are way more
cool with pretty, inexpensive lights

Paper Lanterns, Party Supplies and Chinese Paper
Lanterns | PaperLanternStore.com
Hook them up with cost effective ambient lighting to help them create a
truly magical event. Paper Lantern Store sells top quality paper lanterns,
party string lights and accessories.
via: www.paperlanternstore.com
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Learn more about the PaperLanternStore.com Affiliate Program.  

8. Give them access to new
techniques...keep the creativity
flowing!

Darby Smart - Style. Made by Me.
We Send You Delightful DIY Kits. When you open your kit, we want your
eyes to twinkle. When you finish your kit, we want you to feel proud. To
achieve that, we work hard to find uniquely chic materials. 
via: www.darbysmart.com

Learn more about the Darby Smart Affiliate Program.  

9. Take it from plain to beautiful in
hours.

Looking for Kitchen Ceiling Tiles? Styles, Colors
and Materials Available!
Find the right ceiling tiles for your kitchen based on needs. Aluminum,
Copper and Faux Tin is available. Get ideas from photos on this page and
get samples.
via: www.decorativeceilingtiles.net

Learn more about the Decorative Ceiling Tiles Affiliate Program.  

10. Don't forget about the kids
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Green Kid Crafts - Fun & earth-friendly craft kits
delivered monthly!
Green Kid Crafts is a green company that provides creative activities to do
with kids through our eco-friendly Subscription Service, Art Boxes,
Birthday Activities, and Creativity Kits. 
via: www.greenkidcrafts.com

Learn more about the Green Kids Crafts Affiliate Program.
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#GiftGuides: The Bag Lady

Bags! Women need so many of them - the clutch, the crossbody bag, the weekender, the
evening bag, the hobo, the messenger bag, the tote, etc. And yes, they are all necessary. Help
out the men, start developing your Bag Lady Gift Guide today! We pulled together a selection
of bags, and the Merchants who sell them, to kick off your Bag Lady Gift Guide.  

1. A Metallic Bag - the perfect winter accessory.

Found at StellaDot.com - Click here to join the Stella & Dot Affiliate Program.

Metallic Ikat Tote Bag & Satchel - Stella & Dot
Style with a sophisticated ikat khaki & brown metallic tote bag from Stella
& Dot. Our tote bags, satchels & weekenders are perfect for any woman
on the go.
via: www.stelladot.com

 

2. The Weekender - a great gift for the fashionable weekend warrior.

Found at The RealReal.com - Click here to join the The RealReal Affiliate Program.
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Yves Saint Laurent Weekender Bag - The
RealReal
Creme terry cloth Yves Saint Laurent weekender bag with brown grain
leather trim, gold-tone hardware, two flat handles, front flap pocket, ID
tag, interior zip pocket and tip zip closure
via: www.therealreal.com

 

3. A Environmentally Concious Backpack

Found at ChicoBag.com - Click here to join the ChicoBag Affiliate Program.

Backpacks, Fashion, and Shopping Bags -
ChicoBag
ChicoBag's mission is to reduce single-use bag waste by offering compact
reusable bags and packs that are designed to be unforgettable.
via: www.chicobag.com

 

4. The Stylish Diaper Bag - ideal for the new mom!

Found at ModernNursery.com - Click here to join the Modern Nursery Affiliate Program.

Designer Diaper Bags - ModernNursery.com
With the modern designs, materials, and patterns of today's designer
diaper bags, there's no excuse not to look your best when you go out on
the town with your baby. 
via: www.modernnursery.com

 

5. The Trendy Lunch Bag 

Find the trendiest lunch bags at HauteSac.com - Click here to join the Haute Sac Affiliate
Program.
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Luxury Lunch Bags - Haute Sac
A HOT new product. Haute Sac, is a classically beautiful lunch purse
designed for sophisticated people with discriminating taste. Extraordinary
product, hand crafted, premium materials.
via: www.hautesac.com

A girl should be two things: classy and fabulous.

6. An Evening Out Bag - a necessity for all those holiday parties!

Found at BagInc.com - Click here to join the Bag Inc Affiliate Program.

Jennifer Flap Bag Oil-Tanned Leather Camel
Made of high quality leather Gold toned hardware with double link chain
shoulder straps that thread through grommets.
via: www.baginc.com

 

7. A Vegan Bag - the animal-friendly alternative to real leather.

Found at BrooklynIndustries.com - Click here to join the Brooklyn Industries Affiliate Program.

Imogen Vegan Leather Handbag - Brooklyn
Industries
A perfect double strap shoulder bag, in a vintage inspired, bowling bag
style. With zip top closure for extra safety and an exterior pocket for the
things you need in a hurry!
via: www.brooklynindustries.com

 

8. A Simple Clutch - you can never have too many!
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Found at Pret-A-Beaute.com - Click here to join the Pret-A-Beaute Affiliate Program.

Eleanna Katsira Clutch - Pret A Beaute
Carry your evening essentials in covetable style with Eleanna Katsira’s
Chantelle Fire Red Suede Leather Clutch
via: www.pret-a-beaute.com

 

9. A Crossbody Bag - the bag built for the city commuter.

Found at Lulus.com - Click here to join the Lulu's Affiliate Program.

Little Brown Postal Purse - Lulu's
As Seen On Jenny from Modern Modest Beauty blog!! Carry all your love
notes in the Little Brown Postal Purse. 
via: www.lulus.com

 

10. A Statement Bag - preferably featuring a mustache.

Found at ModCloth.com - Click here to join the ModCloth Affiliate Program.

Can't Stay, Mustache! Bag - ModCloth.com
This morning is chock-full of errands, appointments, and merry meet-ups
with pals, and you're on-the-go in fanciful style thanks to this posh bag! 
via: www.modcloth.com
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#GiftGuides: The Wine-O

Coming directly from a gal who loves her wine, I can personally vouch that any wine-o would
love these gifts...assuming they don't already own them. Note - We have a number of Wine
Club Merchants on the ShareASale Network, so if you are looking for additional ideas (outside
of the three provided), simply search "wine club" in the ShareASale Search for Merchants.

1. A place to display corks
Spellbound Wine Cork Cage - HomeWetBar.com
Create beautiful wine décor with our metal wine cork cage. Just deposit
corks into one of six openings on the back of the metal cork cage that
actually spells the word wine...
via: www.homewetbar.com

Learn more about the Home Wet Bar Affiliate Program. 

 

2. A reliable corkscrew
Metrokane Rabbit 4-Piece Wine Tool Kit - Park
and Main
Includes all the tools needed to open, serve and store wine: Rabbit
Self-Pulling Corkscrew, Foil Cutter, Pourer with Stopper and
Wine/Champagne Sealer. 
via: www.parkandmain.com
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Learn more about the Park and Main Affiliate Program. 

 

3. A proper cheese plate
Vintage and Vine Slate Board - True Fabrications
The Vintage & Vine Slate Board is the perfect piece for your next wine and
cheese party! The clean slate makes for a beautiful display and you can
label your snacks...
via: www.truefabrications.com

Learn more about the True Fabrications Affiliate Program. 

 

4. A wine travel case, complete with
glasses and corkscrew

Wine Travel Case With Corkscrew and Stopper -
ABestKitchen
This leatherette, zippered soft case holds a bottle of wine in a well padded
compartment (bottle not included) and two 5 oz. rim-full glasses
(included) in velvet foam forms. 
via: www.akitchen.com

Learn more about the ABestKitchen Affiliate Program. 

5. A pocket guide to buying wine, just
in case.
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The Wine Enthusiast Pocket Guide To Wine -
Biblio
Everything you need to know to buy and enjoy wine.
via: www.biblio.com

Learn more about the Biblio Affiliate Program. 

 

6. Expensive wine glasses, on sale.
One Kings Lane - An Elegant Affair Sale
Make your tabletop shine with a few sophisticated touches. Silver
place-card holders, sparkling napkin rings, and crystal serving pieces set a
scene of sheer elegance, making any occasion a little more special.
via: www.onekingslane.com

Learn more about the One Kings Lane Affiliate Program. 

7. A place to store all the wine
Wine Refrigerators | Wayfair 
Find a variety of sizes and styles of wine refrigerators at Wayfair.com.
via: www.wayfair.com

Learn more about the Wayfair Affiliate Program. 
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8. A sweet wine club membership
Sweet Wine Club - Cellars Wine Club
As the name implies this club tailors to the sweet wine drinker in your life.
But not all sweet wines are the same and this club is designed to
showcase those differences.
via: www.cellarswineclub.com

Learn more about the Cellars Wine Club Affiliate Program. 

9. An international wine club
membership

An International Wine Club - California Wine Club
In response to member requests, we created our International Series,
focusing on "mom & pop" wineries from countries like France, Spain, Italy
and South Africa (to name a few!).
via: www.cawineclub.com

Learn more about the California Wine Club Affiliate Program. 

 

10. And of course a vinters series wine
club membership
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Vintners Series Membership - Wine of the Month
Club
The most recent addition to our family at the WINE OF THE MONTH
CLUB™, the Vintners Series gives you an opportunity to experience wines
in a price range that offers a wider ...
via: www.wineofthemonthclub.com

Learn more about the Wine of the Month Club Affiliate Program. 
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#GiftGuides: The Person Who Has
Everything

There is always that one person in your life that seems to have everything. What on earth can
you buy for them?! Well, you're in luck! Today we've have a number of different product
suggestions and Merchant suggestions to help you start generating ideas.  

1. Anything from this page. Literally
titled "for the person who has
everything"

Vat19.com: Gifts for the person who has
everything
From the world's largest gummy bear and the inkless metal pen to a giant
inflatable soccer ball and the original beard hat.
via: www.vat19.com

Learn more about the Vat19 Affiliate Program on ShareASale. 

2. A trunk of handpicked fashionable
clothing (for men)
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Trunk Club - Men's Clothes Selected By Personal
Stylists Shipped Free
Trunk Club is a service for men who want to look great without having to
go shopping in stores or online.
via: www.trunkclub.com

Learn more about the Trunk Club Affiliate Program on ShareASale. 

 

3. Gourmet Steaks and Wagyu Beef
Snake River Farms | The premier producer of
American Kobe (Wagyu) steaks
 Our beef is coveted by award-winning chefs and is served in top rated
restaurants throughout the world. Snake River Farms beef features a
buttery texture, complex flavors, subtle sweetness and a lingering finish.
via: www.snakeriverfarms.com

Learn more about the Snake River Farms Affiliate Program on ShareASale   

4. Make them something special! For
those less crafty, sign up for a class at
Craftsy.com.

Crafting Classes, Patterns & Inspiration | Craftsy:
Learn It. Make It.
A wide selection of online crafting classes from the best instructors from
around the world. Take them anytime you want, as many times as you
want. Your access never expires.
via: www.craftsy.com

Learn more about the Craftsy Affiliate Program on ShareASale. 
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5. Design a custom iPad or iPhone
case

iPad Cases – Create Custom iPad Cases at Tiny
Prints
Protect and personalize your iPad 4, 3, 2 or 1 with iPad covers and cases
from Tiny Prints. Custom iPad cases also make great gifts for any
occasion!
via: www.tinyprints.com

Learn more about the Tiny Prints Affiliate Program on ShareASale. 

 

6. Or just send a jar of thoughtful
notes.

KindNotes® - Unique and Thoughtful Gifts
KindNotes offers a unique and thoughtful gift idea for anyone and any
occasion for a husband, wife, friend, mom, girlfriend, boyfriend. Order it
online.
via: www.kindnotes.com

Learn more about the Kind Notes Affiliate Program on ShareASale. 

 

7. A lifesize cutout of their favourite
character - like Spock.
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Lifesize Hollywood Cutouts - Hollywood Mega
Store
Direct from Hollywood, delivering Hollywood decorations, Hollywood party
supplies, Hollywood party favors, and hollywood props.
via: www.hollywoodmegastore.com

Learn more about the Hollywood Mega Store Affiliate Program on ShareASale. 

 

8. A custom designed t-shirt, coffee
mug, apron, stationary, bedding, wall
art...anything.

Custom T-Shirts, Unique Gifts, Posters, & More |
CafePress
CafePress has the best selection of custom t-shirts, personalized gifts,
posters & art, mugs, and much more. Get your unique or funny gift, t
shirt, or other cool promotional merchandise for any occasion. 
via: www.cafepress.com
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Learn more about the CafePress Affiliate Program on ShareASale. 

 

9. Beautiful flowers are always a
classic, easy gift for the person who
has everything

Ferns N Petals - Buy Flowers Online
Buy flowers online and ship to a number of countries across the world!
via: www.fnp.com

Learn more about the Ferns N Petals Affiliate Program on ShareASale. 

10. And fancy food always works too!
GiftsnIndeas.com: Makes gifting-giving easy!
Giftsnideas.com offers a full line of unique products including Gifts,
Apparel, Jewelry, Gadgets, Pet Gifts, Floral arrangements, Gift Baskets,
and Art and Crafts for everyday occasions like Anniversary, Birthday,
Wedding, Mother's Day, Valentine's Day and Christmas.
via: www.giftnideas.com

Learn more about the GiftsnIdeas Affiliate Program on ShareASale  
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#GiftGuides: The Bookworm

1. Why buy when you can rent?
Easy book and audio book rental process |
Booksfree.com
Treat your booklover to a book rental membership. Renting books saves
time, money, shelf space, and the environment! Learn all about our simple
and easy to use book renting process.
via: www.booksfree.com

Learn more about the Booksfree.com Affiliate Program.  

2. Ahead of the curve
Random House
Random House's affiliate program is for author websites, other sites that
recommend books published by Random House, and sites frequented by
people who read books.
via: www.randomhouse.com

Learn more about the Random House Affiliate Program 
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3. Help the aspiring scholar get what
they need

Textbook Gift Certificates | eCampus.com
Gift Certificates can be used to purchase books, textbooks, and fan gear.
These gift certificates are fully transferable and can be given as gifts or
rewards for your son, daughter, family member, or friend. Take some
stress out of your graduate's life with a great graduation gift!
via: www.ecampus.com

Learn more about the eCampus.com Affiliate Program.  

4. Unique, inspiring visuals and very
artsy!

Quarry Books 1,000 Artist Journal Pages |
Wayfair
Over 1,000 journal pages presented in one beautiful full-color book.
Journals offer their makers a safe place to dream, doodle, rant, and
reinvent themselves. They offer viewers rich, visual inspiration. There is a
fascination with these revealing and often beautiful pages of
self-exploration and personal expression. 
via: www.wayfair.com

Learn more about the Wayfair Affiliate Program.  

5. Genius status confirmed
Everyday Genius Institute - Think Like a Genius
Straight A+ Student
Move easily to the head of the class using the simply genius strategies of
top students. Learn more, have more fun and get top tier results easier
than you ever imagined.
via: www.everydaygeniusinstitute.com
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Learn more about the Everyday Genius Institute Affiliate Program.  

6. For the self-taught free-thinking
intellect

DIY U by Anya Kamenetz - Chelsea Green
The future lies in personal learning networks and paths, learning that
blends experiential and digital approaches, and free and open-source
educational models. Increasingly, you will decide what, when, where, and
with whom you want to learn, and you will learn by doing.
via: www.chelseagreen.com

Learn more about the Chelsea Green Publishing Affiliate Program.  

7. Hard-to-find rare gems you can't
get anywhere else

Biblio.com: Search Used Books, Textbooks, Rare
Books, & Out of Print Books from Independent
Booksellers
Rare books for the true book enthusiast. Biblio brings together thousands
of independent booksellers worldwide to offer you over 50 million used,
rare, out-of-print, signed and first edition books and textbooks. 
via: www.biblio.com

Learn more about the Biblio Affiliate Program.  

8. The comic book nerd's paradise
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Best Online Comic Book Store - Things From
Another World
Welcome to the world's best online comic book store! Order all your
comics online, plus buy graphic novels, toys, action figures, statues,
collectibles, and more.
via: www.tfaw.com

Learn more about the Things From Another World Affiliate Program.  

9. You can't go wrong with a classic,
worldy subscription

National Geographic Magazine |
Magazine-Agent.com
Since 1888, the magazine of the National Geographic Society has brought
the world home to millions of readers through brilliantly vivid photographs,
illustrated maps and compelling stories that bring natural history, culture,
science and the various regions of the globe to life.
via: www.magazine-agent.com

Learn more about the Magazine-Agent.com Affiliate Program.
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#GiftGuides: The Entertainer

We all love our entertainer friends. The ones that host the parties, make the beautiful spreads
and always seem to have a clean house. Plus they have the unique ability to effortlessly get
everyone together. This year, at their epic holiday party, bring something special as a thank
you for all the parties throughout the year. Here are a few ideas to get your Entertainer Gift
Guide Started...  

1. Hold 'Em Poker Table from Thos. Baker

Poker Hold &apos;Em Berkeley Poker Tables |
Thos. Baker
These solid maple hardwood tables are custom-crafted in the US with your
choice of four wood finishes and six felt colors. A ring of cup-holders
surround the felt gaming surface along with a faux leather padded elbow
rest. Choose from the Berkeley, Claridge, Robie or Taliesin base styles.
These tables are available in 72" and 96" lengths with 8 and 10 player
positions, respectively.Choose from traditional mahogany, rich tobacco,
dark espresso or light ash.
via: www.thosbaker.com

Join the ThosBaker.com Affiliate Program on ShareASale.   

2. Party Wine Glasses
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Plastic 5.5 oz. Wine Glasses | ThePartyWorks
We are your one stop source for party supplies and favors for childrens,
teen, and family birthday parties. Cake decorating supplies, pinatas, bridal
and baby shower supplies, holiday party supplies, and party decorations
and ideas for special occasions.
via: www.thepartyworks.com

Join ThePartyWorks Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

3. Yellow Round Party String Lights from Paper Lantern Store

4" Yellow Round Shaped Party String Lights |
Paper Lantern Store
Paper Lantern Store offers traditional and contemporary décor and gifts
for memorable weddings, holidays and celebrations. Carefully selected and
imported from around the world, our unique lanterns, fans, candles and
wedding décor come in a range of classic, fusion and contemporary styles.
via: www.paperlanternstore.com

Join the Paper Lantern Store Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

4. Mint Julep Cup Vase from Luna Bazaar

Mint Julep Cup (feather design) | Luna Bazaar
A rare find...hand engraved and of an exceptional artisan quality, our Mint
Julep cups are handcrafted of silver plated solid brass. Featuring detail and
motifs you won't find anywhere else. Ever popular as gifts and favors and
absolutely stunning for floral arrangements.
via: www.lunabazaar.com

Join the Luna Bazaar Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

5. Little Black Dress Apron from Flirty Aprons (they have
men’s too!)
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http://www.thepartyworks.com/plastic-55-oz-wine-glasses-20-count
http://www.thepartyworks.com/plastic-55-oz-wine-glasses-20-count
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantid=34906&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.paperlanternstore.com/4yeroshpastl.html
http://www.paperlanternstore.com/4yeroshpastl.html
http://www.paperlanternstore.com/4yeroshpastl.html
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantid=46876&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.lunabazaar.com/MJ01A-mint-julep-cup.aspx
http://www.lunabazaar.com/MJ01A-mint-julep-cup.aspx
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantid=32201&source=ShareASaleBlog


Women's Aprons | Flirty Aprons
The KayDee designed aprons are Sassy and Flirty. These durable single
layered aprons were designed with hosting dinner parties in mind. They
are flattering for any figure. It doesn’t matter what you’re wearing
underneath, because when you throw on one of the KayDee aprons,
you’ve taken your look to the next level. 
via: www.flirtyaprons.com

Join the FlirtyAprons.com Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

6. World Wednesday Cookbook from Blurb

World Wednesday, The Cookbook by Lizzie
Hogarth and Joanne Becker | Blurb Books
This charity cookbook brings together a selection of recipes discovered by
a group of friends who set themselves the challenge of cooking a meal
each Wednesday from a different country of the world. Some one hundred
meals later, this book celebrates the enlightening experience of trying
world dishes, aromas and flavours without leaving home. 'World
Wednesday' is simply an excuse for friends to get together and celebrate
world food. 
via: www.blurb.com

Join the Blurb.com Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

7. Plastic Beverage Tubs from Organize-It

Plastic Beverage Tub in Storage Tubs and
Buckets | Organize-It
Do you need a place to store and display your beverages during your next
party? This Plastic Beverage Tub is the perfect solution! This large plastic
bin measures 20 inches wide by 16 inches across and 9.5 inches deep.
With a bin that large, you'll be able to hold plenty of ice and beverages for
your guests. 
via: www.organizeit.com

Join the Organize-It.com Affiliate Program on ShareASale.
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https://www.flirtyaprons.com/womens-aprons/show/kaydee-little-black-dress
https://www.flirtyaprons.com/womens-aprons/show/kaydee-little-black-dress
https://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=24717&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.blurb.com/b/4300339-world-wednesday-the-cookbook?pid=Featured
http://www.blurb.com/b/4300339-world-wednesday-the-cookbook?pid=Featured
http://www.blurb.com/b/4300339-world-wednesday-the-cookbook?pid=Featured
https://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=31260&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.organizeit.com/plastic-beverage-tub.asp
http://www.organizeit.com/plastic-beverage-tub.asp
http://www.organizeit.com/plastic-beverage-tub.asp
https://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=23386&source=ShareASaleBlog


8. Market Street Bread Slicer from Joss and Main

Market Street Bread Slicer - Our Members'
Favorites | Joss & Main
One of our members favorite items is this wonderful bread slicing guide
with removable crumb catcher. Joss & Main is a members-only site that
offers limited-time sale events on the world’s best brands for home and
life.
via: www.jossandmain.com

Join the JossAndMain.com Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

9. Water & Wine Carafe from Lumens

ACQUA Carafe by Blomus | Lumens.com
The Blomus ACQUA Carafe is the perfect accessory for entertaining,
suitable for water, juice or any other beverage of your choice. The ACQUA
Carafe features clear glass and stainless steel.
via: www.lumens.com

Join the Lumens.com Affiliate Program on ShareASale. 
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https://www.jossandmain.com/Our-Members%27-Favorites-Market-Street-Bread-Slicer~YEB1276~E6766.html
https://www.jossandmain.com/Our-Members%27-Favorites-Market-Street-Bread-Slicer~YEB1276~E6766.html
https://www.jossandmain.com/Our-Members%27-Favorites-Market-Street-Bread-Slicer~YEB1276~E6766.html
https://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=36841&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.lumens.com/acqua-carafe-by-blomus-uu265587.html#q=carafe&tileIndex=1
http://www.lumens.com/acqua-carafe-by-blomus-uu265587.html#q=carafe&tileIndex=1
https://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=14514&source=ShareASaleBlog


#GiftGuides: The Pet Lover

The total U.S. pet industry expenditures for 2013 are an estimated $55.53 billion (APPA).
Clearly, we love our pets. So today we've come up with ten different gift ideas for the pet
lover in us all. If you are looking for gifts for your pet - we have those too! Simply search for
"pets" in the ShareASale Keyword Search for Merchants within your interface. (Merchants Tab
> Search for Merchants)  

There is no psychiatrist in the world like a puppy licking your face. 

1. A matching jersey.
Chicago Bears Dog Jersey - Dog Collar Boutique
Officially licensed jersey, made with 100% polyester for easy machine
washing. 
via: www.dogcollarsboutique.com

Learn more about the Dog Collars Boutique Affiliate Program.  

2. A humorous pet-themed t-shirt
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http://www.americanpetproducts.org/press_industrytrends.asp
http://www.dogcollarsboutique.com/Chicago-Bears-Dog-Jersey-p-2723.html
http://www.dogcollarsboutique.com/Chicago-Bears-Dog-Jersey-p-2723.html
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=31318&source=ShareASaleBlog


Nerd Cat T-Shirt - 6 Dollar Shirts
Geek kittens grow up to date the supermodel felines. - Professionally
printed silkscreen - High-quality, 100% cotton tee.
via: 6dollarshirts.com

Learn more about the 6 Dollar Shirts Affiliate Program.  

3. A wall calendar for 2014
Lop Eared Rabbits 2014 Wall Calendar -
CALENDARS.COM
Lop Eared Rabbits Wall Calendar: The English lop-eared rabbit is one of
the oldest breeds of domestic rabbits. 
via: www.calendars.com

Learn more about the Calendars.com Affiliate Program.  

4. A bumper sticker or car magnet
Kyjen Magnet, Spoiled Rotten Dog Onboard - My
Favorite Petshop
If you've got a spoiled rotten dog, display this magnet with pride! This fun
top quality magnet, is UV coated and weatherproof for durability.
via: www.myfavoritepetshop.com

Learn more about the My Favorite Pet Shop Affiliate Program.  

5. A themed iPad or Kindle case
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http://6dollarshirts.com/product.php?productid=11484
http://6dollarshirts.com/product.php?productid=11484
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=26118&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.calendars.com/Lop-Eared-Rabbits-2014-Wall-Calendar/Lop-Eared-Rabbits-2014-Wall-Calendar/prod201400003486/?categoryId=cat00343&seoCatId=cat00343
http://www.calendars.com/Lop-Eared-Rabbits-2014-Wall-Calendar/Lop-Eared-Rabbits-2014-Wall-Calendar/prod201400003486/?categoryId=cat00343&seoCatId=cat00343
http://www.calendars.com/Lop-Eared-Rabbits-2014-Wall-Calendar/Lop-Eared-Rabbits-2014-Wall-Calendar/prod201400003486/?categoryId=cat00343&seoCatId=cat00343
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=17483&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.myfavoritepetshop.com/product/kyjen-magnet-spoiled-rottrn-dog-onboard
http://www.myfavoritepetshop.com/product/kyjen-magnet-spoiled-rottrn-dog-onboard
http://www.myfavoritepetshop.com/product/kyjen-magnet-spoiled-rottrn-dog-onboard
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=41058&source=ShareASaleBlog


Fat Cat - iPad or Kindle Case - CatsPlay.com
This guy would be happy to keep an eye on your iPad for you. Or your
Kindle, Nook, tablet, or small laptop even.  
via: www.catsplay.com

Learn more about the Cats Play Affiliate Program.  

6. A little fish tank flair
Biorb Easy Plant Aquatic Grass Ring -
HealthyPets.com
Biorb Easy Plant Aquatic Grass Ring Small - Biorb Easy Plant Aquatic Grass
Ring Small The Grass Rings allow you to personalise your Biorb aquarium. 
via: www.healthypets.com

Learn more about the Healthy Pets Affiliate Program.  

7. A bulk supply of pet toys
Kyjen Mini Invincibles Dog Toy - EntirelyPets.com
Kyjen Mini Invincibles - Dog are the answer when your dog loses interest
after a toy stops squeaking. The Invincibles have a heavy duty squeaker
that keeps going even after its been punctured.
via: www.entirelypets.com

Learn more about the Entirely Pets Affiliate Program.  

8. A bit of classy artwork
Bella's Biscotti Art Prints by Sean O'Daniels -
ImageKind.com
"Bella's Biscotti" by Sean O'Daniels. Printed on archival canvas, stretched
onto 3/4" or 1.5" stretcher frame, image wrap, black or white on sides.
via: www.imagekind.com
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http://www.catsplay.com/for-cat-lovers/cat-themed-accessories/fat-cat-ipad-kindle-cover
http://www.catsplay.com/for-cat-lovers/cat-themed-accessories/fat-cat-ipad-kindle-cover
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=2072&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.healthypets.com/bioeapltaquagrssrngsml.html
http://www.healthypets.com/bioeapltaquagrssrngsml.html
http://www.healthypets.com/bioeapltaquagrssrngsml.html
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=16435&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.entirelypets.com/kyjen-mini-invincibles-dog.html
http://www.entirelypets.com/kyjen-mini-invincibles-dog.html
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=6222&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.imagekind.com/Bellas-Biscotti_art?IMID=20dabdc3-556c-421e-9141-1d140cccf1b4&size=Medium
http://www.imagekind.com/Bellas-Biscotti_art?IMID=20dabdc3-556c-421e-9141-1d140cccf1b4&size=Medium
http://www.imagekind.com/Bellas-Biscotti_art?IMID=20dabdc3-556c-421e-9141-1d140cccf1b4&size=Medium


Learn more about the Image Kind Affiliate Program.  

9. Anything from this page
Products for Pet Lovers | Wayfair
Find products for pet lovers at Wayfair - from home decor and travel
accessories to pet lovers jewelry and outdoor gear.
via: www.wayfair.com

Learn more about the Wayfair Affiliate Program.  

10. A personalized book
Need a Pet or Animal Tattoo? | Blurb Books
Blurb enables anyone to design, publish, share, and sell their own
bookstore-quality books. 
via: www.blurb.com

Learn more about the Blurb Affiliate Program.
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http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=10782&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.wayfair.com/Products-for-Pet-Lovers-C1774202.html
http://www.wayfair.com/Products-for-Pet-Lovers-C1774202.html
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=11035&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.blurb.com/b/3150591-need-a-pet-or-animal-tattoo
http://www.blurb.com/b/3150591-need-a-pet-or-animal-tattoo
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=31260&source=ShareASaleBlog


#GiftGuides: Stocking Stuffers

Stockings are a part of many family holiday traditions.  Stocking stuffer gifts can range from
humorous to serious.  I've received both oodles of candy and a toothbrush in one stocking - so
the options are endless!  Need some inspiration for filling your stocking?  We have ideas for all
ages!  

Stocking Stuffers for the Kids

1. Sleepwear, Kids Pajamas and Boys Pajamas at
Gymboree
Gymboree offers stylish clothing for children of all ages, from infant to size
14, in plus and slim sizes. From great basics and everyday wear to the
latest in kid fashions, we offer fantastic quality at affordable prices.
via: www.gymboree.com

Classic toy and a must have for every kid!

2. Jacob's Ladder 
It may be Jacob's Ladder, but it's fun no matter who's playing. Details,
details Includes instruction booklet with history, shapes to create and
magic tricks.
via: www.landofnod.com
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http://www.gymboree.com/shop/dept_item.jsp?PRODUCT%3C%3Eprd_id=845524446030622&FOLDER%3C%3Efolder_id=2534374303047967&ASSORTMENT%3C%3East_id=1408474395917465&bmUID=1378480117421&productSizeSelected=0&fit_type=
http://www.gymboree.com/shop/dept_item.jsp?PRODUCT%3C%3Eprd_id=845524446030622&FOLDER%3C%3Efolder_id=2534374303047967&ASSORTMENT%3C%3East_id=1408474395917465&bmUID=1378480117421&productSizeSelected=0&fit_type=
http://www.gymboree.com/shop/dept_item.jsp?PRODUCT%3C%3Eprd_id=845524446030622&FOLDER%3C%3Efolder_id=2534374303047967&ASSORTMENT%3C%3East_id=1408474395917465&bmUID=1378480117421&productSizeSelected=0&fit_type=
http://www.landofnod.com/10-and-under-big-kid/gift-guide/jacobs-ladder/s331875
http://www.landofnod.com/10-and-under-big-kid/gift-guide/jacobs-ladder/s331875


3. Le Big Neon Mittens | Tea Collection
Warm her hands and delight her eyes with these bright mittens.
via: www.teacollection.com

4. Disney Mickey Mouse Playing Cards
Bicycle's Disney Mickey Mouse playing cards doubles as a fun game and
also a way to reinforce basic math concepts of counting, sequencing and
matching. The cards feature Disney icons Mickey and his best friends,
Donald Duck, Pluto and Minnie.
via: www.springbok-puzzles.com

1. Join the Gymboree Affiliate Pogram on ShareASale.
2. Join the Land of Nod Affiliate Program on ShareASale.
3. Join the Tea Collection Affiliate Program on ShareASale.
4. Join the Springbok Puzzles Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

 

Stocking Stuffers for Adults

1. A Fun T-Shirt
The Princess Bride is unquestionably one of the finest films ever created. I
mean, name another movie that has fencing, fighting, torture, revenge...
via: www.teefury.com

2. Glass Snowflake Wine Bottle Stopper
Let it snow at your winter or holiday-themed party with these gorgeous
snowflake wine stoppers.
via: www.beau-coup.com

3. Headphones - VMInnovations.com
Run faster and further with the Sennheisers MX 680 Adidas Sports
earphones. These earphones have been designed and tested for heavy
movement.
via: www.vminnovations.com
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http://www.teacollection.com/product/W0461579/girls-accessories-le-big-neon-mittens.html#hot%20pink
http://www.teacollection.com/product/W0461579/girls-accessories-le-big-neon-mittens.html#hot%20pink
http://www.springbok-puzzles.com/product/Disney-Mickey-Mouse-Standard-Index-Playing-Cards
http://www.springbok-puzzles.com/product/Disney-Mickey-Mouse-Standard-Index-Playing-Cards
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=46239&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=13150&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=26770&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=48746&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.teefury.com/gallery/1254/Brute_Squad/
http://www.teefury.com/gallery/1254/Brute_Squad/
http://www.beau-coup.com/party/glass-snowflake-wine-bottle-stopper.htm
http://www.beau-coup.com/party/glass-snowflake-wine-bottle-stopper.htm
http://www.vminnovations.com/Product_7751/Sennheiser-MX-680-Adidas-Sports-Earbud-Headphones.html
http://www.vminnovations.com/Product_7751/Sennheiser-MX-680-Adidas-Sports-Earbud-Headphones.html


4. Cell Phone Case | Meritline.com
The Commuter Series Samsung Galaxy S III case combines two layers of
protection to keep you connected and on-the-go. The sturdy silicone inner
layer absorbs against impact while the self-adhering screen protector
prevents scratches. 
via: www.meritline.com

1. Join the Tee Fury Affiliate Program on ShareASale.
2. Join the Beau-coup Affiliate Program on ShareASale.
3. Join the VM Innovations Affiliate Program on ShareASale.
4. Join the Meritline Affiliate Program on ShareASale.

 

Stocking Stuffers for ANYONE

1. Lip Wax - Mario Badescu Skin Care
Mario Badescu's Lip Wax is infused with Vitamin E, Beeswax and Rose
extract to heal dry, chapped lips. Can be used alone or under lipstick.
via: www.mariobadescu.com

2. Old Fashioned Peppermint Candy Sticks
These old time confections are one of the most popular candies from the
past. Your sure to enjoy there long lasting and delicious flavor. Perfect and
classic item to use as a stocking stuffer.
via: www.candy.com

3. Fun, funky socks, tights, and knee high socks
The Joy of Socks offers a unique selection of knee socks, tights, and socks
ranging from wild to mild, bold to basic. Each style is hand picked by our
expert staff ...
via: www.joyofsocks.com

 

1. Join the Mario Badescu Affiliate Program on ShareASale.
2. Join the Candy.com Affiliate Program on ShareASale
3. Join the Joy of Socks Affiliate Program on ShareASale.
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http://www.meritline.com/otterbox-commuter-case-for-samsung-galaxy-s-iii-77-21388---p-82862.aspx
http://www.meritline.com/otterbox-commuter-case-for-samsung-galaxy-s-iii-77-21388---p-82862.aspx
http://shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=32833&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=15302&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=33205&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=12447&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.mariobadescu.com/lip-wax-jar
http://www.mariobadescu.com/lip-wax-jar
http://www.candy.com/Sticklettes--Red-and-White-Peppermint-Flavored-250-Count_p_18445.html
http://www.candy.com/Sticklettes--Red-and-White-Peppermint-Flavored-250-Count_p_18445.html
http://www.joyofsocks.com/
http://www.joyofsocks.com/
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=17832&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantid=30573&source=ShareASaleblog
http://shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=32854&source=ShareASaleBlog


#GiftGuides: The Green Thumb

A variety of ShareASale Merchants provide gifts perfect for a green thumb.  From watering,
planting, tending or harvesting, look to these Merchants for an array of awesome, Eco-friendly
gifts.  

Green Thumb (n) :

  a person who has a natural knack for growing things;  an expression used to
describe a person who enjoys gardening, a person who is good at growing plants

or a person who tends to spend a lot of time growing plants.

1.  Raised Bed

Small Cedar Raised Bed
These raised beds are among the most reputable in the industry.
Gardener’s can choose the right size from among several dimensions, and
can also specify planting depth, whether to apply a coating of food-safe
cedar stain, and optional trellising. 
via: raisedbeds.com

Join the RaisedBeds.com Affiliate Program today!

2.  Planters
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http://raisedbeds.com/raised-garden-bed-34x34/
http://raisedbeds.com/raised-garden-bed-34x34/
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantid=44835&source=ShareASaleBlog


Ada Planter
The Ada Planter is a wonderful accent piece that will complement any
outdoor decor. The Ada Planter will add the perfect finishing touch to your
patio, courtyard, front entrance, or garden.
via: www.garden-fountains.com

Join the Garden-Fountains.com Affiliate Program

3.  Watering Can

Envirocycle Watering Can
Made with a high percentage of post-consumer and post-industrial
recycled plastic. Easy fill hole at the rear, low spill risk during use.
via: www.thehardwarecity.com

Join TheHardwareCity.com Affiliate Program today!

4. The EarthBox®

EarthBox® Organic Planting Kit - Organic
Looking for an organic option? Search no further! Everything you need to
get set up with your EarthBox® gardening system is right here, and we've
made it easy for you with all pre-measured ingredients.
via: earthbox.com

Join The EarthBox® Affiliate Program today!

5.  Kneeling Cushion
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http://www.garden-fountains.com/Detail.bok?no=4258
http://www.garden-fountains.com/Detail.bok?no=4258
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=11661&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.thehardwarecity.com/products/PR067-Envirocycle-Watering-Can-3L/0004132
http://www.thehardwarecity.com/products/PR067-Envirocycle-Watering-Can-3L/0004132
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=26550&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://earthbox.com/index.php/earthbox-accessories/planting-kits/organic/earthbox-organic-planting-kit.html
http://earthbox.com/index.php/earthbox-accessories/planting-kits/organic/earthbox-organic-planting-kit.html
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=46254&source=ShareASaleBlog


Kneeler Cushion
Use the Garden Seat kneeler to stay clean and dry while gardening. This
gives your knees a little extra relief from kneeling.
via: www.mastergardening.com

Join the Master Gardening Affiliate Program today!

6.  Gardening Gloves

Ladies Thornguard Gloves
Flexible protection. Stretchable latex coating resists cuts, snags and
abrasions. Features a jersey back for cool comfort and a snug knit wrist to
seal out dirt.
via: www.thebottomprice.com

Join the TheBottomPrice.com Affiliate Program today!

7.  Garden-in-a-Bag

Sunflower in a Bag
Great pick-me-up gift. Who doesn't love a sunflower! It can be grown
indoors, right in the leak-proof bag. And the best part is that they are so
fun and easy to grow! 
via: www.ourgreenhouse.com

Join Our Green House Affiliate Program today!

8.  Daylily Plant

Daylily Alabama Jubilee
This remarkable daylily is an excellent grower with healthy pest resistant
foliage and sturdy scapes with over 25 buds each!
via: www.naturehills.com
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http://www.mastergardening.com/kneeler-cushion/
http://www.mastergardening.com/kneeler-cushion/
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=17736&source=ShareASaleBlog
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http://www.thebottomprice.com/ladies-thornguard-gloves
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=47728&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.ourgreenhouse.com/sunflower_in_a_bag_p/org-sunf.htm
http://www.ourgreenhouse.com/sunflower_in_a_bag_p/org-sunf.htm
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=13478&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.naturehills.com/perennials/daylilies/daylily-alabama-jubilee
http://www.naturehills.com/perennials/daylilies/daylily-alabama-jubilee


Join the Nature Hills Nursery Affiliate Program today!

9.  Hanging Planter

Hanging Planter
Don't hang your plants out to dry! These Self-Watering Hanging Baskets
dramatically reduce watering chores while keeping flowers bright and
foliage lush!
via: mypotsandplanters.com

Join the My Pots and Planters Affiliate Program Today!

10.  Seeds

Chef's Herb Garden Seed Collection
No cook should be without these standard herbs! Includes: Basil, Chives,
Cilantro, Dill, Marjoram, Oregano, Parslety, Rosemary and Thyme.
via: www.botanicalinterests.com

Join Botanical Interests Affiliate Program today!
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#GiftGuides: The Chef

We've whipped up a batch of clever ideas for the foodie who knows what's good. Whether
they are a true food expert, a chef-in-the-making, or just love to cook and want to experiment,
our gift guide is sure to keep any chef engaged, creative, informed and most importantly, well
fed!  

1. Who doesn't like Artisan Cheese?
Havarti, Dill Havarti, Muenster, and Swiss Cheese
Gift Box
Treat yourself or a friend to the Worlds best Muenster Cheese. The 1998
World Championship Cheese Contest awarded Decatur Dairy Best of Class
for their Muenster Cheese...
via: www.wisconsinmade.com

Join the Wisconsin Made Affiliate Program Today! 

2. Keep it fresh! Because vegetarians
love variety...
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Vegetarian Times Magazine
Vegetarian Times Magazine is the source of great food, good health, and
smart living. Each issue of Vegetarian Times is packed with
mouth-watering recipes that taste great and are healthy, too. Readers will
find new tastes, old favorites, and tips on how to cook with fewer calories
and less fat.
via: www.directmagazineservice.com

Join the Direct Magazine Service Affiliate Program Today! 

3. Gluten free: easy and exciting
recipes

January: Comforting & Simple
These tasty and healthy recipes will give you the gluten free variety you
crave! Choose from the Gluten Free, 7 dish weekly plan or the Gluten Free
& Dairy Free, 7 dish weekly plan. This winter menu will keep your gluten
free chef healthy and well fed during the cold weather.
via: www.prepdish.com

Join the Prep Dish Affiliate Program Today!  

4. A taste of India for the flavor savvy
chef

IndianBlend.com: Your Online Indian Grocery
Store
For 10 years, IndianBlend.com has provided quality Indian grocery, Indian
groceries, Indian spices, health & beauty products, ayurvedic products,
and other unique products from India. 
via: www.indianblend.com

Join the Indian Blend Affiliate Program Today!  
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5. This all-purpose Cuban sauce goes a
long way

Cuban - Badia Chimichurri Sauce
Chimichurri is a delicious dressing for any roasted meat such as beefsteak,
pork, ribs, burgers, and sausages. Can be used as a marinade. This both
tangy and herbaceous sauce is made from garlic, parsley, olive oil, vinegar
and herbs. 
via: www.cubanfoodmarket.com

Join the Cuban Food Market Affiliate Program  

6. For the love of sushi...awesome
sushi kits and fresh supplies to get
them going!

Buy Sushi Grade Fish Online | Make Sushi at
Home | CatalinaOP
Sushi has become very popular in America over the past ten years. Sushi
bars and restaurants have been popping up all over the country featuring
the freshest sushi grade fish and sashimi.
via: www.catalinaop.com

Join the Catalina Offshore Products Affiliate Program  

7. Fabulous lux lobster kits for the
near and dear
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Maine Attraction Gift Package at
LobsterAnywhere.com
The quintessential New England lobster dinner. A house favorite, starring
live 1 1/2 Pound Maine lobster per person, hand-packed in a 19 quart
black speckled lobster pot (holds up to six lobsters!). 
via: www.lobsteranywhere.com

Join the Lobster Anywhere Affiliate Program  

8. Spice is nice
For The Gourmet | Hot Sauce Kit by Leeners
There is a special kind of food enthusiast for whom cooking and eating is
simply not enough, they want to taste the effort. This kit walks you
through the process of making your own hot sauce.
via: www.forthegourmet.com

Join the For The Gourmet Affiliate Program  

9. A sweet idea for the confectioner
Candy Making Products @ Sephra Chocolate &
Fondue Fountains
Sephra White Chocolate Melts are specially formulated for use in chocolate
fountains and by confectioners who wish to have a chocolate coating that
will harden quickly when molding or dipping food items.
via: www.sephra.com

Join the Sephra Affiliate Program  

10. The secret master...starts here
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Top Secret Recipes from Todd Wilbur
Learn from the pros! These popular recipes pack a powerful learning
curve. Here you'll find secret restaurant recipes and name brand recipes
such as Red Robin No-Fire Peppers Recipe...
via: www.topsecretrecipes.com

Join the Top Secret Recipes Affiliate Program  
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#GiftGuides: The Gluten Free Friend

It seems that nowadays, we all know someone who is gluten intolerant.  Whether those gluten
free choices are voluntary or not, there are more and more people saying no to wheat. 
Although gluten free items are becoming more and more mainstream, finding gluten free
products still takes some searching.  During the holidays, what better way to help your gluten
free friends than to provide them a little help or guidance for their lifestyle?

These days, it seems like more and more people are avoiding wheat and
gluten. For some, it's celiac disease. Others have a gluten intolerance. Some
people are just concerned about the effects that gluten has on their body.

Not so long ago, you couldn't find anything gluten-free that was worth
eating. Fortunately, today, you can get a wide variety of great-tasting,

gluten-free foods...

Gluten-Free Foods

Abe's Market.com is the premiere online destination to shop for natural and organic goods.
Abe’s Market offers shoppers the chance to shop more than 12,000 natural products from
Baby Care, Food, Bath & Body, Home, Pets, Family, and more making Abe’s Market a one-stop
shop for all natural and organic needs!  Join Abe's Market Affiliate Program on ShareASale
today!

Almond Lace Gluten Free Gift Tin
Minnie Beasley's Gluten Free Almond Lace Cookies are handmade with
care and love. Our cookies are made with the finest ingredients and rolled
by hand.
via: www.abesmarket.com

Manitoba Harvest Hemp Foods sells Natural and Organic Hemp Food products including: Hemp
Hearts, hemp oil and hemp protein powder. All of our products are all natural, vegan-friendly
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and certified Non-GMO.  Join the Manitoba Harvest Hemp Foods on ShareASale today!

Healthy Hemp Starter Pack
If you are looking to try a few different hemp food products or buy the
perfect 'healthy hemp' gift pack, then look no further. This Hemp Starter
Pack gives you the chance to try Hemp Hearts, Hemp Oil and Hemp
Protein Powder, all bundled together in one low price.
via: manitobaharvest.com

ForTheGourmet.com an e-commerce website where you can order the same exact products
that the top chefs in the United States - for the gourmet in your home. Join the
ForTheGourmet.com Affiliate Program today!

euforia All Natural Triple Delight Cake
The Triple Delight consists of three layers of cake,
vanilla-chocolate-vanilla, and is known for it's rich, buttery flavor and light,
delicate texture. Only all natural ingredients are used to create our
decadent dessert. We also make it gluten-free.
via: www.forthegourmet.com

Katz Gluten Free features an extensive, ever-expanding selection of products, to meet the
culinary demands of every gluten-intolerant individual. Our products consist only of pure, all
natural high-quality and fresh ingredients, with no preservatives added, and are thoroughly
taste-tested to ensure absolute goodness in every bite. Join the Katz Gluten Free Affiliate
Program on ShareASale today!

Chocolate Chip Cookie Mix- Gluten Free
Enjoy This Delicious Homemade recipe hot out of the Oven. This mix is
free of: Gluten, Dairy and Nut. Katz's Oat Roll Mix. Makes about 30
cookies.
via: www.katzglutenfree.com

  Voted the Best Bakery in the Hamptons for many years, Tate's Bake Shop is a destination for
locals and tourists alike. We do not include any preservatives to ensure that everything we
bake tastes as close to home-made as possible. Join the Tate's Bake Shop Affiliate Program on
ShareASale today!
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Gluten-Free Sampler Basket
Gluten free just got better with this sampler. We've added two new flavors
to our gluten free line and we know you are going to love them: our
ginger zinger cookie is light and crunchy...
via: www.tatesbakeshop.com

 

Recipes, Articles and More

Magazine-Agent.com is the second largest Internet-based magazine subscription agency.  All
of our magazine titles have high brand recognition and serve hundreds of niche markets. Join
Magazine Agent's Affiliate Program today!

Gluten-Free Living Magazine
Gluten-Free Living provides practical, reliable information about the
gluten-free diet, including recipes, labeling news, ingredients information,
and new product research to lead the way to a happy, healthy gluten-free
life.
via: www.magazine-agent.com

Wayfair is a zillion things home. We are in the business of giving our customers — and
affiliates — easy online access to the world’s home stuff in one place. We carry over 5,000
brands of products across all major home categories like furniture, décor, kitchen and lighting,
plus office, school baby. And that's just the start.  Join the Wayfair program today!

Little Brown & Co The Cooking Light Gluten-Free
Cookbook
A volume of more than 180 everyday recipes for gluten-free dishes
outlines strategic tips about substitute grains, flours and convenience
products while sharing a wealth of options for such previously avoided
foods as pizza, pasta and desserts.
via: www.wayfair.com

 

Food Labels
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GlutenFreeLabels.com offers practical and versatile gluten free branded tools designed
specifically to create and maintain a gluten aware kitchen at home and beyond. Our
dishwasher safe labels and our 100% silicone tags (which are
dishwasher/microwavable/oven-save) help reduce cross contamination and create convenience
to people with Celiac Disease and gluten intolerances.  Join the GlutenFreeLabels.com Affiliate
Program on ShareASale today!

Ultimate Kit
Let the gluten free labeling, tagging, and flagging commence! This
convenient, comprehensive kit, including 64 gluten free flags, 2 silicon
tags, dishwasher safe labels (12 mini labels, 8 circle labels and 2
customizable rectangular labels) as well as a menu of items we
recommend you label, tag, and flag as gluten free. Mark your gluten free
appetizers and foods with our gluten free flags to wave off impending
gluten contaminants.
via: glutenfreelabels.com

Gluten-Free Daily Deals

Gluten-Free Saver is a group buying site that is customized to fit the needs of the gluten-free
community. Gluten-Free Saver offers consumers a fun and easy way to save on gluten-free
products. Join Gluten-Free Saver's Affiliate Program on ShareASale today!

Gluten-Free Saver - Exclusive Gluten-Free Deals
And Savings
Gluten-Free Saver is a group buying site that’s customized to fit your
gluten-free needs. We partner with trusted businesses to offer you
exclusive, limited-time promotions on your favorite gluten-free products at
37-80% off retail price!
via: www.glutenfreesaver.com

Custom Shirts, Mugs and More

CafePress is the world's biggest collection of user-designed products. With a community of 6.5
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million users, Cafe- Press is where folks from all walks of life gather online to create, sell, and
buy "print on-demand" products. Join CafePress Affiliate Program today!

GLUTEN IS THE ENEMY Left Hand Mugs by
glutenfreetees
The perfect size for your favorite morning beverage or late night brew.
Large, easy-grip handle. Treat yourself or give as a gift to someone
special. 
via: www.cafepress.com
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#GiftGuides: The Fashionista

We all have a fashionista in our lives.  It might be your brother who is trying to figure out his
style, your coworker who has never worn the same thing twice or your best friend who has
her own style.  So, what does a fashionista want?  Below are some fantastic Merchants who
have anything from stocking stuffers to splurge gifts, all worthy of the fashion addict in your
life.  

Fashion Daily Deals

1. zulily
Shopping here is like opening a new treasure chest every day. You never
know exactly what you'll uncover, but you know gems are waiting.
via: www.zulily.com

Join the zulily Affiliate Program on ShareASale today!

2. Very Jane
Handmade and Boutique deals at up to 80% off delivered right to your
inbox every day! Follow us to get in on the action!
via: veryjane.com

Join the VeryJane Affiliate Program on ShareASale today!

Designer Made Cheap
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3. The RealReal
The RealReal offers authenticated, pre-owned, designer women’s and
men’s brands, all at up to 90 percent off retail. 
via: www.therealreal.com

Join the RealReal.com Affiliate Program on ShareASale today!

Retro/Vintage

4. ModCloth
Shop the latest indie and retro-style women's clothing at ModCloth. Find
dresses, tops, bottoms, outerwear, swimwear, and other fab women's
clothing!
via: www.modcloth.com

Join the Modcloth Affiliate Program on ShareASale today!

Children's Clothes

5. Tea Collection
Tea Collection is a designer and retailer of baby and children’s clothing
that’s inspired by the beauty we discover in our travels around the world. 
via: www.teacollection.com

Join the Tea Collection Affiliate Program today!

6. Wildkin
Wildkin makes colorful, fun gear and accessories for kids and young
adults. Our gear sells year-round - backpacks, lunch bags, nap mats,
sleeping bags and luggage.
via: www.wildkin.com
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Join the Wildkin Affiliate Program on ShareASale today!

7. Gymobree
Offers apparel and accessories in sizes newborn to 12, including pants,
jackets, dresses, shirts, shoes and school uniforms.
via: www.gymboree.com

Join the Gymboree Affiliate Program today!

Online Personal Styling Service

9. Lulu's
LuLus.com started with the vision of providing the latest for the
fashionably hip along with providing exceptional value, quality, and superb
customer service. Since its’ inception in 1996, LuLus.com has grown from
a mother-daughter dream to one of the web’s most outstanding shopping
experiences.
via: www.lulus.com

Learn more about the Lulu's Affiliate Program on ShareASale today!  

10. Trunk Club 
Men's Clothes Selected By Personal Stylists Shipped Free. Trunk Club is a
service for men who want to look great without having to go shopping in
stores or online.
via: www.trunkclub.com

Learn more about the Trunk Club Affiliate Program on ShareASale today!

Just for Men
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11. Scott Barber Apparel
Scott Barber Apparel is a maker of luxury men's casual apparel, available
in over 350 men's specialty and department stores and private golf clubs. 
via: www.scottbarber.com

Join the Scott Barber Apparel Affiliate Program on ShareASale today!
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#GiftGuides: The Fitness Guru

"Holidays" and "Healthy" are two terms that go together about as well as oil and water. Most
of us over-indulge during this season of big dinners, delicious desserts and lots of spirits;
making health and fitness gifts incredibly timely. We've gathered up a few ideas to kick start
your Fitness Gift Guide below. For information on joining these Merchant Programs on
ShareASale, scroll down to the bottom.  

1. Get Active, Eat Better and Manage Weight with a FitBit

2. Clever Training - Fitness, Run, Cycle, Swim
Fitness Gear, Fitness Watches, Heart Rate Monitors, GPS Watches,
Stopwatches, Garmin Fitness Watches, Compex, Polar Timers, Timex,
Nike. One stop shop for Triathletes, Marathoners and endurance athletes
of all skill levels.
via: www.clevertraining.com
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3. Kbands Training | Resistance Training |
Athletic Performance and Fitness
Are you looking to lose weight or take your athletic abilities to the next
level? If so then KBANDS TRAINING and Trevor Theismann is here to help
you achieve your goals. Choose from a number of different training
programs with Kbands that will optimize your results fast.
via: kbandstraining.com

4. Stock up on Running Shoes & Fitness Gear at Reebok.com!

5. Shop Barefoot Yoga for all the Yogi's in your
Life!
The source for quality yoga supplies, yoga clothing and yoga mats at
affordable prices since 1998.
via: www.barefootyoga.com

6. For Even More Yoga Supplies - Check out
EverythingYoga.com
Everything you need for your next yoga class including yoga clothes, yoga
mats and bags, books, DVDs and an active yoga community at Everything
Yoga!
via: www.everythingyoga.com
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7. For Athletic Shoes and Sporting Apparel - Head over to Adidas.com!

8. For Mountain & Road Bike Parts, Clothing and
More - Shop JensonUSA
With over 20,000 items in stock, expert customer service, and a
state-of-the-art 74,000 sq ft facility, Jenson USA prides itself on being the
best place for cyclists to buy from, vendors to sell to, and employees to
work for. In fact, the ultimate focus at Jenson is to create an over-the-top
customer experience at every opportunity.
via: www.jensonusa.com

9. For Balance Training, Shop IndoBoard.com
A complete line of unique balance training devices for both fun and
physical training.
via: indoboard.com

10. Add Intensity to any Workout with a Weight Vest from Hyperwear.com!
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http://www.jensonusa.com/!q-hmif53ostLbdzCNjLRkg!/
http://www.jensonusa.com/!q-hmif53ostLbdzCNjLRkg!/
http://www.jensonusa.com/!q-hmif53ostLbdzCNjLRkg!/
http://indoboard.com/
http://indoboard.com/


Learn More About These Programs on
ShareASale
 

1. FitBit Affiliate Program
2. Clever Training Affiliate Program
3. Kbands Affiliate Program
4. Reebok Affiliate Program
5. Barefoot Yoga Affiliate Program
6. Everything Yoga Affiliate Program
7. Adidas Affiliate Program
8. JensonUSA Affiliate Program
9. IndoBoard Affiliate Program

10. Hyperwear Affiliate Program
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http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=31379&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=42839&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=43346&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=45519&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=24185&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=31319&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=45890&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=7588&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=45631&source=ShareASaleBlog
http://www.shareasale.com/shareasale.cfm?merchantID=22182&source=ShareASaleBlog
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